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The picture on the front page shows the target condition near the first critical point. It is
a RSD2013 simulation of a planar, circular aluminum target with a 2 inch diameter which
is reactively sputtered in an Ar/O2 atmosphere. The color indicates the fraction of non-
reacted metal where moving from blue (1-0.8) to red (0.2-0) this fraction decreases. The
cross-section represents the in-depth oxidation profile which spans over a length of 3 nm

given by center dashed line. The formed racetrack depth is amplified to become visual
compared to the dimensions of the target.
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Nederlandse samenvatting
–Summary in Dutch–

Reactief magnetron sputteren is een veelzijdige plasmatechniek om een dunne laag
van een bepaalde chemische verbinding af te zetten op allerhande objecten. Het
doel van deze dunne lagen is om een interessante eigenschap toe te voegen of
een bestaande te versterken. De term “dun” dient geı̈nterpreteerd te worden als
gaande van enkele nanometers tot verschillende micrometers. Deze techniek is
industrieel relevant en wordt in talloze technologische producten toegepast gaande
van ramen in flatgebouwen over auto-onderdelen en boorkoppen tot touchscreens
in bijvoorbeeld smartphones. De basis van deze techniek is conceptueel simpel.
Een metalen target of kathode wordt gebombardeerd met ionen uit een plasma
van edelgas bij een lage druk. Deze ionen worden versneld door het aanleggen
van een negatief potentiaal verschil tussen de kamer en de target. De gesputterde
deeltjes condenseren op een oppervlak in de kamer en liefst op het voorwerpop-
pervlak dat van een dunne laag dient te worden voorzien. Om over te gaan van
deze metaallaag naar een laag bestaande uit een complexere chemische verbinding
wordt er één of meerdere reactieve gassen toegevoegd aan het proces. Dit reactieve
gas reageert met het afgezette materiaal om zo de gewenste verbinding te vormen.
De functie van een magnetron is om deze depositiemethode efficiënter te maken
door het creëren van een magnetisch veld in de buurt van het targetoppervlak. Dit
magneetveld versterkt lokaal de plasmadichtheid en de productie van ionen. Dit
optimaliseert de depositieflux ten opzichte van het elektrisch vermogen dat in het
proces wordt verbruikt.

In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt de techniek kwalitatief uitgelegd en de belang-
rijkste aspecten worden toegelicht. Sinds de toepassing van de techniek, zijn er
verschillende types magnetrons ontworpen. Deze magnetrons kunnen verschillen
in de targetgeometrie en de vorm van het magneetveld. Ook de overbrenging van
het elektrische vermogen kan sterk uiteenlopen. De meest courante en de best ge-
kende configuraties worden kort besproken. Kenmerkend voor reactief sputteren
als depositietechniek zijn de hysteresisfenomenen die in de procescurves kunnen
optreden. Zulke hysteresissen zorgen voor een niet unieke afhankelijkheid van
de systeemconditie als functie van de instelbare parameters. De toestand van het
systeem zal mede bepaald worden door zijn voorgeschiedenis. Deze hysteresissen
kunnen enerzijds worden bestudeerd door direct gecontroleerde hysteresis experi-
menten en anderzijds door feedback gecontroleerde hysteresis experimenten. De
twee types van experimenten verschillen in de manier hoe een operationeel punt in
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de procescurve wordt ingesteld. Bij directe controle worden de instelbare parame-
ters manueel aangepast ongeacht hoe het systeem zich zal gedragen. Bij feedback
controle worden deze parameters automatisch aangepast op basis van de monito-
ring van het systeem met het oog op de realisatie van een welbepaalde toestand van
het systeem. De technologische relevantie van deze hysteresisfenomenen ligt bij
hun impact op de procesefficiëntie via de depositiesnelheid en op de operationele
stabiliteit. Het modelleren van deze hysteresissen is interessant om hun oorsprong,
hun afhankelijkheden en hun impact te kunnen begrijpen en voorspellen. Om deze
doelstelling te bereiken kunnen twee modelleerbenaderingen worden onderschei-
den. De eerste of “atomaire” benadering houdt in dat de verschillende fysische en
chemische subprocessen waaruit de techniek bestaat, individueel worden gemo-
delleerd. Dit gebeurt met het oog op een grote kwantitatieve voorspellende kracht
en met een grote zin voor een gedetailleerde beschrijving. Het combineren van
deze individuele modellen zou dan resulteren in een sterk wapen om onnodige
trial-and-error experimenten uit de weg te ruimen. Het doel van deze methodiek is
heel ambitieus. Dit doel wordt echter gehinderd door de moeilijkheid om de sterk
uiteenlopende schalen waarop de verschillende subprocessen zich afspelen, zowel
ruimtelijk als in de tijd, te kunnen combineren. De tweede of “holistische” bena-
dering start met het modelleren van deze techniek als zijnde één entiteit waarbij de
realiteit sterk wordt vereenvoudigd. De primaire doelstelling van deze benadering
is een eenvoudig kwalitatief begrip en model voor het volledige proces. Als se-
cundaire doelstelling kan een echte kwantisatie naar voor worden geschoven. Het
is deze tweede benadering, ook wel de top-bottom benadering genoemd, die in
dit werk zal worden gevolgd. Dit is in tegenstelling tot de eerste “atomaire” of
bottom-up benadering.

Het tweede hoofdstuk start met een historisch overzicht van de eenvoudige
modellen die voor reactief sputteren werden geformuleerd. Zij vormen de prelude
voor het originele Berg model. Het Berg model kan beschouwd worden als de
voorvader van de Reactive Sputtering Deposition (RSD) modellen die erop vol-
gen. De ontwikkeling van het Berg model past binnen de “holistische” benadering
omdat het de essentie van de hysteresis tijdens reactief sputter depositie model-
leert met een minimum aan complexiteit en parameters. De druk van het reactieve
gas, een gemeten parameter, als functie van het reactieve gasdebiet, een instelbare
parameter, kan zo’n hysteresis gedrag vertonen. Hoe deze hysteresis afhangt van
het gebruikte materiaal en de procesparameters wordt bestudeerd met het Berg
model. Uitgaande van het originele Berg model kunnen twee soorten van uitbrei-
dingen worden geformuleerd. De eerste soort uitbreidingen omvat uitbreidingen
die een nieuw fysisch mechanisme toevoegen aan het model of een bestaand fy-
sisch mechanisme anders beschrijven. Een tweede soort verhogen de resolutie van
het model ofwel ruimtelijk ofwel in de tijd. Hierbij verandert de essentie van het
model niet. De doorgevoerde uitbreiding van het originele Berg model met een
depositieprofiel (ruimtelijk), een ionenstroomdichtheid (ruimtelijk) en de tijdsaf-
hankelijkheid (tijd) zijn van de eerste soort. Hierbij is de gemodelleerde tijdsaf-
hankelijkheid vergeleken het experiment.

In hoofdstuk drie vormt de overgang van het originele Berg model naar het
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RSD2007 model een uitbreiding van de tweede soort. Het nieuwe mechanisme dat
het RSD2007 model introduceert is reactieve implantatie en chemische reactie van
de geı̈mplanteerde reactieve atomen. Dit mechanisme lost grotendeels drie tekort-
komingen op die het originele Berg model ondervindt bij confrontatie met experi-
menten. De keerzijde van de medaille is echter de introductie van extra modelpa-
rameters die slechts gedeeltelijk experimenteel bepaald zijn of uit andere modellen
kunnen worden gehaald. De overige onbekende parameters worden afgeschat door
twee RSD modellen te fitten aan gemeten experimentele hysteresissen tijdens het
sputteren van een aluminium of yttrium target in een argon/zuurstof atmosfeer.
Het ene RSD model dat een uniform stroomprofiel veronderstelt, is niet in staat
om de correcte experimentele sputteropbrengsten voor de oxides te reproduceren.
Het andere model dat wel een ruimtelijk stroomprofiel in rekening brengt, slaagt
hier wel in. Het verband tussen de sputteropbrengsten en de reactiecoëfficiënt
voor de geı̈mplanteerde reactieve atomen wordt onderzocht. De verhouding van
de sputteropbrengsten tussen de twee materiaalsystemen blijkt constant te zijn en
onafhankelijk van de modelkeuze.

Hoofdstuk drie stelt een nieuw RSD model voor, RSD2013. Een gedetail-
leerde beschrijving van het volledige model wordt gegeven. De implementatie van
het model resulteert in een publiek toegankelijk en gebruiksvriendelijk software
pakket dat eveneens RSD2013 is genoemd. Bijzondere aandacht is besteed om
het model zowel in zijn tijdsafhankelijke als in zijn steady state vorm te imple-
menteren. Ook werd de mogelijkheid voorzien om verschillende aspecten van het
model uit te sluiten of mee te nemen in een simulatie. Dit wordt geı̈llustreerd met
een serie van simulaties waar een referentiesysteem steeds met meer detail wordt
gemodelleerd. De beste fysische verbetering aan het RSD model is de toevoeging
van herdepositie. Herdepositie betekent de terugkeer van gesputterde materiaal
naar het oppervlak van de target. Hoe herdepositie afhangt van de metaal-gas
combinatie, de target-sample afstand, de hoekafhankelijke sputterdistributie en de
gasdichtheid is bestudeerd met een Monte Carlo transport code SiMTra. De rele-
vantie van herdepositie tijdens reactief sputterdepositie wordt toegelicht. Als case
study wordt de invloed van de herdepositiefractie op het reactief sputter systeem
onderzocht via RSD2013 simulaties. Meer specifiek wordt de invloed van de her-
depositiefractie op de targetconditie, de hysteresis en de vormverandering van de
erosiegroef en het sputterprofiel bestudeerd.

In het laatste hoofdstuk worden enkele suggesties gedaan voor toekomstige
RSD modellen. Enkele van deze suggesties zijn actuele onderzoekspistes die
vandaag binnen de onderzoeksgroep DRAFT worden uitgevoerd. Andere ideeën
wachten wanhopig om aangepakt te worden.





English summary

Reactive magnetron sputtering is a versatile plasma technique to deposit thin lay-
ers of compound material on all kind of objects. The purpose of these thin films
is to add or enhance interesting properties to the object. The term “thin” should
here be interpreted as ranging from a few nanometers up till several microns. The
technique is well appreciated in industry and found its application in numerous
technological products ranging from big building glass windows, over car parts
and drill chucks to the touch panel of smart phones. The basics of the technique
are conceptually simple. A mostly metallic target is bombarded by the ions from
a low-pressure noble gas plasma. These ions are accelerated over the applied neg-
ative voltage difference between the chamber and the target. The particles that
are sputtered due to this bombardment, condense on surfaces within the vacuum
chamber and ideally on the object to be coated. To modify this metallic layer into a
compound layer, one or more reactive gases are added to the process. This reactive
gas chemically reacts with the deposited material to form the desired compound.
The purpose of the magnetron setup is to enhance this method by the creation of
a magnetic field in the close neighborhood of the target surface. This magnetic
field locally intensifies the plasma density and the ion production to optimize the
deposition flux as function of the electrical power provided to the process.

In the first chapter the technique is qualitatively explained and the most im-
portant aspects are introduced. Over the decades that the technique has been used,
several magnetron setups came to existence. These designs can differ in the target
geometry, the shape of the magnetic field and the electrical operation character-
istics. The more general known design decisions are touched on. Characteristic
for reactive sputtering as deposition technique is the occurrence of hysteresis phe-
nomena in the process curves. These hystereses cause that the operation conditions
are not uniquely determined by their instantaneous operation parameters, but will
be history dependent. These hystereses can be investigated by so called direct
controlled or feedback controlled hysteresis experiments. They differ in the way
how an operation point is established. For direct control, the operation parameters
are manually set irrespective on how the system will behave. For feedback con-
trol these parameters are automatically adapted by system monitoring in order to
realize a certain system state. The technological relevance of these hysteresis phe-
nomena is the impact on the process efficiency through the deposition rate and on
the operation stability. Modeling of these hystereses is then interesting to under-
stand their origin, their dependencies and their impact. Two modeling approaches
are here recognized to do this. The first “atomistic” approach individually models

xi
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in great detail and with high quantitative power the many physical and chemical
subprocesses which are involved in the technique. Combining them would result
in a strong predictive tool to cut away unnecessary trial-and-error experiments.
The goal of this approach is very ambitious but is hampered by the big difference
in temporal and spatial scales which have to be combined across the subprocesses.
The second “holistic” approach starts to model the technique as a whole but in a
way that strongly (over)simplifies the reality. Its primary goal is the basic quali-
tative understanding and modeling of the whole process and only in second order,
the exact quantification of it. It is the second approach, also coined the top-bottom
approach, which will be followed in this work. This contrasts with the former
“atomistic” or bottom-up approach.

The second chapter sets off with a historical overview of simple reactive sput-
tering models which prelude the original Berg model. The Berg model can be
viewed as the ancestor of the Reactive Sputtering Deposition (RSD) models which
follow. The development of the Berg model fits the “holistic” approach as it mod-
els the essence of the hysteresis during reactive sputtering deposition with a min-
imum in model complexity and parameters. The dependency of the hysteresis in
the reactive gas pressure (system observable), as function of the introduced re-
active flow (operation parameter), is studied with respect to the material and the
operation parameters within the Berg model. In the thesis, new solution strate-
gies for the original Berg model are proposed which enables the simulation of
the hysteresis as function of the pumping speed, for example. Starting from the
original Berg model, two kinds of extensions can be formulated. The first kind
embodies extensions which add physical mechanisms to the model or differently
describe included mechanisms. The second kind of extensions add spatial or tem-
poral resolution to the model without touching the essence of the model. For the
original Berg model, the inclusion of a deposition profile (spatial), an ion current
profile (spatial) and the time dynamics (temporal) are examples of second kind
extensions. In this work, the modeled time dynamics are shown to qualitatively
correspond with the experimental behavior.

In chapter three, a first kind extension of the original Berg model results in the
RSD2007 model. The new mechanism that the original RSD2007 model intro-
duces is reactive implantation and subsurface reaction. The derivation of this orig-
inal RSD2007 model has here been investigated more thoroughly and lead to an
analytical solution form of the subsurface implantation and reaction equations. For
a uniform implantation profile an analytical closed form is achieved. In this work
it is shown that these subsurface mechanisms can resolve at least three limitations
of the original Berg model with experiments. The backside is the introduction
of more model parameters which partially can be retrieved from experiments or
other models. In this thesis, the remaining unknown parameters are estimated by
fitting two RSD implementations to experimental hystereses of an aluminum and
yttrium target sputtered in an argon/oxygen atmosphere. The first implemented
RSD model which assumes an uniform current profile, is not able in reproducing
the correct experimental oxide sputter yields. The second RSD implementation
with a spatial resolved current profile however succeeds. The correlation between
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these sputter yields and the subsurface reaction rate is investigated in this work and
the sputter yield ratio between the two metal systems showed to be constant and
independent of the chosen model.

Chapter four proposes a new formulated RSD2013 model elaborated within
this thesis. The complete model is given in all its details together with the im-
plementation of the model in a public available and user-friendly software pack-
age, equally called RSD2013. The major extensions over the previous version
RSD2009 is the remodeling of redeposition, the addition of a second subsurface
layer, a saturation limit for implanted reactive species and a complete equivalent
steady state model for all model options including a multi-cell description and/or
redeposition. Furthermore the option to include or exclude certain aspects of the
model is been realized. The latter is illustrated with a series of simulations where
the detail of the modeled system is gradually incremented. But the major physical
enhancement to the RSD model is the remodeling of redeposition, the deposition
of sputtered material back on the sputtering target surface. The dependency of
redeposition on the metal-gas combination, the target-sample distance, the angu-
lar sputtering distribution and the gas density is examined with a Monte Carlo
transport code SiMTra. The relevance of redeposition during reactive sputtering
deposition is put forward. In a case study, the influence of the redeposition frac-
tion on the reactive sputtering system is investigated by RSD2013 modeling. More
specific, the influence on the target condition, the effect on the hysteresis and the
shape modification of the racetrack and the sputter profile is examined.

In the final chapter some future suggestions for next generation RSD models
are put forward. Some of these suggestions form contemporary research topics of
the research group DRAFT while others are disparately waiting to be tackled.





“It’s always possible to produce
some kind of number,
but it’s much harder to produce a
meaningful number.”

Gershenfeld in The nature of
mathematical modeling (1998)





1
Reactive Magnetron

Sputtering Deposition

1.1 Concept

Reactive magnetron sputtering deposition is a technique to cover the surface of
an object with a thin layer of a certain compound. The aim of this thin film or
coating is to add specific properties to the object (e.g. color) or to enhance present
ones (e.g. hardness). The term “thin” should be interpreted as ranging from a few
nanometer towards several microns. Particular for this technique is that the desired
film is a chemical compound, it consists out of two or more different chemical
elements with at least one metal (or metalloid) and one non-metal. The simplest of
these chemical compounds is formed from two elements. In the process, the metal
is mostly brought into a atomic vapor such that it can condense on the surface of
the object to be coated. The non-metal is conversely introduced in the process
under the form of a gas that can react with the condensed metal. The chemical
reactivity between the two constituents defines then the possibility of compound
formation.

The metal is brought into an atomic vapor state by sputtering. The metal is
supplied to the process in a solid form, commonly called the target. This target is
bombarded by energetic, positive ions which are extracted from a generated low
pressure plasma. Due to the negative potential on the target compared to the vac-
uum chamber, these positive ions are accelerated towards the target, which acts as
the cathode of the system. The energetic impact of these ions knocks off or sputters
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metal atoms from the target into the vacuum chamber. These sputtered atoms get
deposited on the surfaces they hit which is collectively called the substrate. The
process of sputtering is described in more detail in the next section. The efficiency
of the deposition technique is nowadays mostly enhanced by the generation of a
strong magnetic field above the target surface. Such a setup is then called a mag-
netron. The mechanism of magnetron sputtering is discussed in section 1.1.2. In
section 1.1.3, reactive magnetron sputter deposition will be oriented between other
deposition techniques and its technological importance will be illustrated. In the
last section 1.1.4, the reactive aspect of the process is been touched on.

1.1.1 Sputtering

Sputtering is the physical removal of particles from a target surface due to the
energetic impact of bombarding particles. These bombarding particles may be
ions, neutral atoms, neutrons, electrons or energetic photons.

Sputter phenomena can not only be found in technological applications or sci-
entific experiments but are also directly observable in nature. For example, the
surface of celestial bodies is sputtered by plasma particles of the solar wind chang-
ing the physical and chemical state of these bodies [1]. While in the technology
of nuclear fusion, the high energetic neutron flux towards the vessel walls cause a
contamination of the fusion plasma due to metal sputtering [2]. As scientific ex-
ample, the cathode of an electric gas discharge will be sputtered by the ion current
produced in the cathode fall or sheath, covering the glass walls of the discharge
tube. It was this type of experiment where sputtering was first discovered more
than 150 years ago [3]. Sputtering was longtime only an unwanted guest in many
technological applications as a source of contamination. However nowadays it is
an indispensable process in many modern technologies. The desire to understand
the physics of sputtering is probably the most stimulated by its application in sur-
face analysis [4], surface etching [5] and thin film deposition.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.1: Three regimes of collision cascade are defined the single knockon regime (a),
the linear regime (b) and the spike regime (c).
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In the context of sputter deposition, the bombarding particles will be mainly
inert gas ions like Ar+ with energies in the sub-keV range. The emitted particles
are mostly neutral, while generally less than 5 % are ionized [6]. Some atoms are
sputtered in clusters. The sputtered atoms will typically originate from the nearest
surface layers of the target [7]. They result out of the collision cascade which
the bombarding ion initiates. In this collision cascade energy and momentum is
transferred to the target atoms. When this energy transfer exceeds the binding
energy of a target atom to its position, a primary recoil is created. If only primary
recoils by the bombarding ion are generated, the collision cascade is in the single
knock-on regime (Fig. 1.1a). If the initial hitting ion and the primary recoil on
their turn create further recoils, respectively primary and secondary recoils which
on their turn create possible further recoils (secondary and tertiary), the regime
moves to the linear collision cascade (Fig. 1.1b). The density of recoils remains
however small where higher order recoils receive less and less energy. The spike
regime (Fig. 1.1c) is the situation of high recoil density where the majority of the
target atoms in the neighborhood of the impact are in motion.

These collision cascades extend much deeper into the target then from where
atoms are emitted. The depth of this region scales with the energy of the bombard-
ing particles. If the bombarding particle are however light (like neutrons, electrons
or light ions) and highly energetic (E > 100 keV), the interaction at the surface
with the target will be low causing minimal sputtering. Higher mass particles at
lower energies (E < 100 keV) will enhance the sputter effect, with a broad maxi-
mum in the energy region from 5 to 50 keV. Sputtering of a target atom will then
only occur when the energy component perpendicular to the surface exceeds the
surface binding energy of that target atom. This surface binding energy is often ap-
proximated by the heat of sublimation. However sputtering is a highly non-thermal
process, so it does fundamentally differ from evaporation.

Sputtering is not the only physical phenomena that is induced by ion bombard-
ment. Several other processes can occur like ion implantation or backscattering,
relocation of target atoms, dislocations, electron emission, photon emission and
surface structure modification. The most relevant quantity for sputtering is the
sputter yield Y which gives the mean number of sputtered atoms per incoming
bombarding particle.

Y =
mean number of atoms

number of bombarding particles
(1.1)

The sputter yield depends as well on the incoming particle energy and its mass
(Fig. 1.2a) as on its incident angle (Fig. 1.2b). Also the properties of the target,
namely the mass of the target atoms, their surface binding energy, the crystallinity
of the target and its possible crystal orientation, do settle the value of the sput-
ter yield. Sputter yields are however almost independent of temperature, unless a
volatile compound is formed. Differential sputter yields are defined for describ-
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Figure 1.2: The experimental sputter yield of Cu bombarded with Ar and Xe ions as func-
tion of (a) the energy [8] and (b) the incident angle [9].

ing the energy (Fig. 1.3a) and the angular dependencies (Fig. 1.3b) as well as the
state of the sputtered atoms. The maximum of this energy distribution is generally
proportional with the surface binding energy of the target atoms. The higher en-
ergy tail typically decreases proportional to 1/E2. Its angular distribution strongly
depends on the crystallinity of the target. For single crystals the distribution will
show maximums in the close-packed directions, while for polycrystals the distri-
bution will be a superposition of the different crystallites in the target. A cosine
distribution is a good first approximation for the latter case when the energetic par-
ticles impinge on the target according the surface normal. This cosine distribution
tends to become an under-cosine if the impinging particles become heavier and
their energy gets lower. Conversely, a more over-cosine distribution is obtained
with lighter impinging particles and higher energies.

Much work has been done in the quantification of the sputtering process. An-
alytical formulas can be derived from first-order asymptotic solution of the Boltz-
mann transport equation [12–18] and/or in combination with empirical data. A
required condition for this approach is the validity of the binary collision approx-
imation and the assumption of an amorphous target. The binary collision approx-
imation is valid starting from energies above ∼ 100 eV. Polycrystalline targets
can often be well approximated by an amorphous target if the crystallites are ran-
domly oriented. Under the same conditions can sputtering be well described by
Monte Carlo simulations [19–22]. But if the energies of the interacting particles
drop below ∼ 100 eV, a molecular dynamic model [23, 24] should be used. Let
it be clear that the calculation time expense together with the physical resolution
between the different approaches drastically increases from analytical over Monte
Carlo to molecular dynamics.
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(a)
(b)

Figure 1.3: Cu bombarded with Ar ions. (a) The energy distribution of the sputtered atoms
for different Ar ion energies [10] and (b) the angular distribution of the sput-
tered Cu atoms for normal incident Ar ions with an energy of 443 eV [11].

1.1.2 Magnetron

1.1.2.1 Diode sputtering

Although magnetron sputtering has today generally overruled diode sputtering, it
is instructive to first consider diode sputtering before discussing magnetron sput-
tering. Diode sputtering is established by applying a high negative voltage (−2 to
−5 kV [6]) between two parallel electrodes in a vacuum cavity where a fixed pres-
sure of inert gas, typically Ar, is set. If the right combination of voltage and gas
pressure is applied, a discharge will ignite and a plasma can be maintained. For
sputter deposition purposes, this discharge has to operate in the abnormal glow
regime. In this regime the sputter rate is the highest as the discharge extends over
the whole cathode and the ion current density varies as a positive power with the
discharge voltage. The discharge can ignite by the presence of electrons generated
by the background radiation and field emission. These electrons get accelerated
in the electrical field and gain energy. As they acquired energy, they are able to
excite the neutral Ar atoms. De-excitation of the energy levels between 1− 3 eV

emit photons in the visible spectrum and give the Ar plasma its purple glow. If the
electrons reaches higher energies (> 15.76 eV), they have the possibility to ionize
the neutral Ar gas atoms. If this happens close enough to the cathode, these ions
will be accelerated towards the cathode and by hitting the cathode, they sputter off
the cathode material. This sputtering will not only be caused by ions but also high-
energetic neutrals will have a substantial contribution during diode sputtering. As
the accelerated electrons move in the opposite direction, they hit the anode and
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Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of the potential distribution (a) and charge distribu-
tion (b) in a typical diode discharge in front of the cathode. Three regions can
be distinguished: the sheath, the presheath and the bulk plasma. Figure is
based on [25].

are lost for further ionization. To maintain the discharge, new secondary electrons
have to be introduced. These secondary electrons are emitted from the cathode due
to ion impact. The average number of electrons that are emitted from the target
surface per incoming ion without being recaptured is called the effective secondary
electron emission yield YSEE . This value depends on the cathode material and on
the ion energy. These electrons are accelerated away from the cathode gaining
enough energy to ionize neutral Ar atoms which form the background gas. To
establish then a self-sustaining discharge, the following condition should be met

YSEENion > 1 (1.2)

whereNion is the mean number of effectively produced ions which hit the cathode
for each emitted and non-recaptured secondary electron. A multiplication of the
ionizing electrons can occur when the ionizations take place sufficiently close to
the cathode surface. In this case the released electron can gain sufficient energy to
ionize on their own. For diode sputtering the probability of electron recapture by
the cathode is negligible. Depending on the operation conditions, the plasma can
be spatially subdivided in several regions. A detailed description of these regions
can be found in literature [26, 27]. Here only the most important aspects concern-
ing the discharge will be mentioned (Fig. 1.4). The region right in front of the
cathode is called the sheath where most of the potential drop Ud between the elec-
trodes is located. It is in this region that the ions and electrons get the most of their
energy. Right in front of the sheath is the presheath where a less steeper potential
drop allows ions to move towards the sheath. Most of the plasma extends however
in the quasi-neutral bulk region where an equipotential is maintained, the so called
plasma potential Up which is slightly positive compared to anode. Ions generated
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Figure 1.5: A DC magnetron with a Cu target. Magnets are placed behind the target to have
an intense plasma just above the target surface. Figure reproduced from [28].

in this region do not feel the strong electrical field from the sheath and as such have
a low probability to hit the cathode. Consequently the working pressure will have
to be high enough such that sufficient ionizations can take place in the (pre)sheath
regions. Typical operation pressures for diode sputter deposition range from 2 to
100 Pa. These high pressures limit however the deposition rate, while lowering
the pressure would induce higher discharge voltages and an increasing minimal
cathode-anode separation by the increase mean free path of the ionizing electrons.
Although the cathode will be uniformly sputtered, the ion current densities are rel-
atively low resulting in a low sputter rate. An additional disadvantage can be the
substrate heating due to a high flux of electrons which minimally contribute to the
ionization of the Ar gas but do strike the substrate with energies comparable with
the discharge voltage.

1.1.2.2 Magnetron sputtering

A major advance compared to conventional diode sputter deposition was the intro-
duction of a strong magnetic field in the close vicinity of the cathode. The role of
the magnetic field is to confine the electrons in an intense plasma region near the
cathode. The electron densities in this region can easily be 10 to 1000 times denser.
The purpose of the magnetic field is to intensify the ionization of the working gas
resulting in higher ion current densities (typically 10 to 100 times higher com-
pared to diode sputtering [29]) at considerable lower operating pressures (order
0.1− 1 Pa). Ionization degrees for e.g. Ar can approach almost 5 % [6] whereas
in a diode system ionization degrees are about 0.01 % [6, 30]. In this way as well
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the sputter rate as the deposition rate is significantly increased compared to diode
sputtering when similar discharge voltages are applied. The sputter rate is in-
creased due to the higher ion current and due to a higher sputter yield. The sputter
yield will increase as the lower pressure in magnetron sputtering reduces symmet-
ric charge transfer between slow atoms and fast ions. This reduction causes more
ions to be accelerated over the full potential compared to the diode case. The de-
position rate is then directly increased by this higher sputter rate but also by the
less scattering of the sputtered atoms with the working gas. This minimizes the
randomization of the sputtered flux and conserves its directional character towards
the substrate. The term magnetron originates from the confinement mechanism of
the electrons by the interplay of the electrical and the magnetic field.

In order to ignite a magnetron plasma, a voltage between 200 and 1000 V is
typically set between the cathode and anode of the system. The sources of ion and
electron creation are similar as in the diode case, but now the trajectories of the
electrons are bended by the magnetic field in such a way that they stay near the
cathode. The electrons gyrate around these magnetic field lines and they will have
a probability to be recaptured if these field lines cross the target surface. To prevent
that, magnets (permanent or electromagnets) are positioned behind the cathode or
target such that the largest fraction of the magnetic field lines run parallel with the
target surface. Typical magnetic field strengths above the target range from around
100 to 1000 G, but they do depend on the target material, the type of magnet and
their mutual separation.

By the presence of the electrical E and the magnetic field B is the Lorentz
force FL acting on both ions and electrons

FL = q(E + v ×B) (1.3)

where q is the charge and v is the velocity of the species. Part of the magnetic
component of the Lorentz force causes a circular motion of the charged species
around its magnetic field line. The centripetal force Fc supporting this motion is
given as

Fc = qv⊥B = m
v2
⊥
rL

(1.4)

where v⊥ is the velocity component perpendicular to the magnetic field, m is the
mass of the charged species and rL is the orbital radius or Larmor radius. The
Larmor radius rL can then be expressed as

rL =

√
2mU

qB2
(1.5)

taking into account that the kinetic energy qU obtained by the charged species re-
sults from its position in the cathode potential U . Assuming kinetic energies of a
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few eV to several 100 eV and magnetic field strengths of 100 to 1000 G, typical
Larmor radii for the electrons will range from 0.1 to 10 mm. For Ar ions these will
yet be in the range from 30 to 3000 mm due to their much greater mass. These
radii are large compared to the confinement region. As such only the electrons are
bound to the magnetic field lines, while the ions can be considered to be unaffected
by the magnetic field. Ions will then only be influenced by the electrical compo-
nent of the Lorentz force by which they are accelerated perpendicular towards the
cathode surface. The flux of ions towards the target will be the most intense in
regions where the magnetic field lines are nearly parallel.

The commonly used planar magnetrons do not have such parallel magnetic
field above their entire target. Only in the center region between the magnets is the
magnetic field nearly parallel with the target. Moving to the edges and the center
of the target where the magnets are located, the field lines are bent into the tar-
get, increasing their normal component. This non uniformity of the magnetic field
results in a non uniform ion flux which leads to non uniform sputtering. The ero-
sion of the target will as such be more intense in between the magnets forming an
erosion groove or racetrack in that case. This racetrack is economical unfavorable
as only a limited portion (30− 50 %) of the target can effectively been sputtered.
Other types of magnetron are however designed to cope with this drawback, but
they will be discussed in section 1.2.1.

Unlike the ions are the electrons near the cathode susceptible to both the elec-
trical and magnetic field. That makes them undergoing the so called E×B or Hall
drift. This Hall drift is oriented perpendicular to both electrical and magnetic field.
This effect is important within every magnetron design. The design, especially the
magnet configuration (section 1.2.1), should be such that the ionizing electrons
drift along a closed trajectory above the cathode.

1.1.3 Deposition

From technological viewpoint, the major goal of reactive magnetron sputtering
is the deposition of a thin film. The spectrum of possible technologies to grow
thin films is huge and rapidly advancing. These technologies are also becoming
more and more sophisticated. The reason is the never stopping demand of high-
technological applications with increasing performance standards, desirably at a
low production price. A list of areas where deposition technologies play a signifi-
cant role is almost endless: the semiconductor industry, the fabrication of flat panel
displays, all kind of optical applications, tribological coatings, photovoltaic cells,
medical tools, packaging industry, etc. Even though reactive magnetron sputtering
is already a long-lasting technique dating from the 1950s [6], it still occupies an
important place in the world of thin film deposition. Technological advances and
fundamental research in the reactive sputter technique is an ongoing business with
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probably today reactive high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) as the
most notable example.

With the huge diversity and the overlap in physical and chemical mechanisms,
a classification of all deposition techniques is almost not feasible. However to
give reactive magnetron sputtering a place among the other deposition techniques,
a basic classification scheme proposed in [31] is here summarized. Four general
categories are defined: particulate deposition, bulk coating, surface modification
and atomistic deposition. The first category are the particulate deposition tech-
niques which form their films by the solidification or sintering of molten or solid
particles. The second category are bulk coatings where large amounts of material
are deposited on a surface in a relatively short time. The third category is surface
modification. Surface modification alters the surface composition or properties by
ion, thermal, mechanical or chemical treatment. Reactive magnetron sputtering
falls within the last category of atomic deposition. Here the film is formed by the
condensation of atoms on the surface after which they migrate to nucleation and
growth sites. The nucleation and growth mechanisms define the microstructure
and the texture of the deposited film. Within the category of atomistic deposition,
a subclass of physical vapor deposition PVD processes can be defined. The general
definition of a PVD process is a method to deposit thin solid films by the conden-
sation of a vaporized form of a solid material onto various surfaces involving the
physical ejection of material as atoms or molecules. A PVD process can gener-
ally be divided into three steps: creation of the vapor, transport of the vapor from
source to surface and film growth. Almost any PVD process can be described in
these steps. Based on the vapor creation, three basic PVD processes can be coined:
evaporation, sputtering and ion plating. From these basic processes, many more
specialized PVD processes are derived. The present subject of interest, reactive
magnetron sputtering, is an example of this. It is a reactive deposition process
where the introduction of a chemical reactive gas into the sputtered vapor enables
the formation of new compounds.

1.1.4 Reactive

The term reactive in reactive sputtering can be viewed in four ways [32]. From the
viewpoint of thin film deposition (see section 1.1) where the objective is to deposit
a compound layer on the substrate surface, two definitions can be given. Reactive
sputtering can point to the deposition of a compound by sputtering of a compound
target by inert gas ions, reactive gas ions or a mixture. As the electrical conduc-
tivity of compound targets is often (very) low, straightforward e.g. direct current
(DC) sputtering will in many cases not be possible. However compound targets
can be sputtered by radiofrequency (RF) sputter deposition (see section 1.2.3).
The second definition of reactive sputtering is the deposition of a compound by
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Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of the different definitions which can be attributed to
the term “reactive” in reactive sputtering [32]. Definition (a.) is the deposition
with a compound target. Definition (b.) is the deposition with a metallic target
in a reactive atmosphere to form compound. Definition (c.) and (d.) focus on
the ion-solid interaction of respectively an ion with a compound and an reactive
ion with a metal. Definition (b.) covers the best the term “reactive” in reactive
magnetron sputtering deposition.

sputtering of a metallic target where a reactive gas is added to the process. The
reactive gas reacts then on the substrate with the deposited metal atoms to form the
compound. As the target is here conductive, DC sputtering is a possible deposition
technique.

When the focus is on the sputter process itself, viewed as an ion-solid inter-
action, two definitions along the previous two can be formulated. The first is the
bombardment of a compound by inert ions and the second is the bombardment
of a metal by reactive ions. An application of the first is the depth profiling of a
compound, while an example of the second definition occurs during secondary ion
mass spectrometry where a metallic sample e.g. silicon can be bombarded with
reactive ions like oxygen to produce charged atoms or clusters.

Notwithstanding that reactive sputtering is here considered as film deposition
by definition two, namely the sputtering of a metal target within a mixed inert/re-
active gas atmosphere, do the details of the process also include the three other
definitions. The compound is not only formed on the substrate but also on the
target itself where it is subjected to sputtering. Sputtering and deposition of this
target compound can then be classified under the first definition, while the inter-
action of this compound with the inert gas ions falls under the third definition.
The last definition also applies as the metal target is not only bombard by inert
gas ions but also by reactive gas ions which are formed in the plasma and interact
with the target. In practice all sputtering depositions incorporate to a certain de-
gree a reactive aspect as there will always be a residual reactive gas pressure in the
chamber. However “reactive” in reactive magnetron sputtering deposition stands
for the intended mixing of reactive gas(ses) with the inert working gas to produce
the desired compound. This approach gives a real wealth in possible compounds.
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Compounds Reactive gases Examples

Oxides O2 Al2O3, In2O3, SnO2, SiO2,
Ta2O5

Nitrides N2 TaN, TiN, AlN, Si3N4, CNx
Carbides CH4, C2H2, C3H8 TiC, WC, SiC
Sulfides H2S CdS, CuS, ZnS
Oxynitrides O2 and N2 TiOxNy, TaOxNy, AlOxNy,

SiOxNy
Oxycarbides O2 and CH4, C2H2, C3H8

Table 1.1: The most common deposited compounds by reactive sputtering deposition, the
used reactive gases and some examples [29].

Table 1.1 lists the most common compounds deposited by reactive sputtering de-
position and the used reactive gases.

1.2 Magnetron types
Magnetron setups can be subdivided according several criteria. A brief classifi-
cation is made here based on three properties of the setup. A first property is the
target geometry and how the magnets are oriented towards the target. The second
property is the balance of the magnetic field, and the third property is the electrical
powering characteristics of the magnetron.

1.2.1 Target geometry

The planar magnetron configuration (Fig. 1.7) is probably the most common ge-
ometry. The target is a circular or rectangular flat disk where permanent magnets
(e.g. NdFeB) are placed behind. For the circular target, an annular magnet is used
with its magnetic polarization perpendicular with the target surface. In the center
of this ring magnet a button magnet is placed with a reversed polarization. In this
way roughly half of the magnetic field lines stream from the north pole towards
the south poles above the target surface. At the back a comparable stream of mag-
netic field lines exist. However, these field lines are spatial bounded by placing the
magnets on a block of ferromagnetic iron. The electrons which are bounded to the
arching magnetic field lines, influenced by a Hall drift and electrical accelerated
and decelerated in the cathode sheath (see section 1.1.2.2), are forced to move in a
circular hopping motion in between the concentric magnets. Their ionization rates
are the highest where the magnetic field is parallel to the cathode surface and per-
pendicular to the electrical field. This is in the center between the magnets where
a racetrack is formed.
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Figure 1.7: Two types of planar magnetrons: a circular and a rectangular. Figure repro-
duced from [6].

Figure 1.8: A post-magnetron with a magnetic field coaxial with the system axis. Figure
reproduced from [6].

The planar rectangular target is similar. A rectangle of outer magnets encloses
an inner bar magnet with reversed polarity under a planar rectangular target. In a
well designed rectangular magnetron, the electrons will drift in ellipse shaped tra-
jectories in between the magnets forming a racetrack of the same kind. The big dis-
advantage of planar configuration is the low target utilization (see section 1.1.2.2).
To solve this magnetic field configurations are being optimized and sometimes the
stationary magnets are replaced by magnets which move around under the target
in a complex way.

In the cylindrical-post magnetron (Fig. 1.8) the target is a cylindrical tube. This
cathode tube is surrounded by a cylindrical anode establishing a radial electrical
field. A uniform magnetic field is applied which is parallel with the axial axis of
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Figure 1.9: A rotatable magnetron on lab scale with the trajectory of a high energetic elec-
tron. Figure reproduced from [32].

the tube. This magnetic field can also be generated with permanent or electromag-
nets, however the cylindrical geometry allows here the use of a coaxial solenoid
around the setup. In this way the electrical and magnetic field is everywhere per-
pendicular to each other maximizing the Hall drift which let the electrons orbit in a
hopping way around the cylindrical target. This geometry results in an uniform gas
ionization covering the whole cylindrical target surface. This essentially results in
a uniform erosion of the target over a large extent of the target only deviating at the
axial endings of the target. The electrons do not only orbit in a closed loop around
target but also move along the magnetic field lines. Electron reflection surfaces
at the magnetron ends where the magnetic lines crosses, prevent that the electrons
get lost. These flanges are put on the same negative voltage as the cathode. The
cylindrical-post magnetron has been commercially applied but the fabrication of
cylindrical targets is more sophisticated and expensive compared with planar tar-
gets. The choice of target material is by this also more limited.

The rotating cylindrical magnetron (Fig. 1.9) which is for example used in the
glass coating industry strongly improves the target utilization up to 85 %. The
magnet design is similar with the planar rectangular magnetron, but now the target
is a cylindrical tube which rotates around stationary magnets. As the racetrack
moves over the target surface, the target is uniformly eroded. Nevertheless the tar-
get geometry is similar with the cylindrical-post magnetron, a possible advantage
is that the sputter flux is directed to one side instead of being axial uniform. A
second advantage is the better process stability during reactive magnetron sputter-
ing. The compound formed on the target edges and outside the racetrack which
can cause arcing due to charging, will rotate back into the sputter zone after each
rotation. This compound is then sputtered making the target more metallic. On the
other hand the rotating cylindrical magnetron shares his main disadvantage with
the cylindrical-post magnetron: the more complex target fabrication. An overview
of this type of magnetron can be found in [33].
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1.2.2 Magnetic field

Planar and rotatable magnetrons can be classified according to the balance of their
magnetic field. A magnetron is balanced when the total magnetic flux through the
target surface of the outer pole equals the total flux of the inner pole (Fig. 1.10a).
This means that a magnetic field line that crosses the target surface at the outer
pole will cross the surface at the inner pole. The magnetron is type I unbalanced
(Fig. 1.10b) when this magnetic flux is larger for the inner pole then for the outer
pole and is type II unbalanced (Fig. 1.10c) when the reverse is true. The unbalance
of a magnetron [34] is quantified by the coefficient K defined as

K =

∫
Sout

Bout · dS∫
Sin

Bin · dS
(1.6)

where the magnetic field Bout and Bin of the outer respectively the inner mag-
nets are integrated over the area Sout and Sin. It is the area of the top surface
of the corresponding magnet. A balanced magnetron has K = 1 while a type I
unbalanced magnetron has K < 1 and a type II unbalanced has K > 1. The func-
tion of the magnetic field is the confinement of the electrons close to the target.
When the magnetic field is balanced this confinement is maximal. In this case the
high-energy secondary electrons emitted from the target are primarily lost to the
bulk plasma after multiple ionizations when their energy drops below the threshold
for ionization. Most electrons that reach the substrate will then be low energetic
minimizing substrate heating. This situation is different from the typical situation
for diode sputtering where substrate heating due to high-energy electrons is often
substantial. Sometimes some level of substrate heating is desired. This can be
controlled in magnetron sputtering by the balancing of the magnetic field. In an
unbalanced magnetic field, the confinement of the electrons is relaxed. A portion
of the field lines are now not closed but connect the target surface with the sub-
strate or chamber walls. High-energy electrons gyrating around these field lines
can now be transported towards the substrate depositing their energy and heating
the substrate. Along their way they ionize gas atoms increasing also the ion flux
towards the substrate. In this way the substrate heating becomes tunable as well as
the ion-to-atom flux ratio.

1.2.3 Power characteristic

To apply sputter deposition electrical power has to be supplied to the process. This
power is partially used to accelerate the ions to sputter of material but also to accel-
erate electrons to produce these ions. A big portion of the power is either used in
excitation of the neutral gases which gives the plasma their typical glow. Different
powering systems can be distinguished. The most common ones will be briefly
touched on. These are direct current (DC), pulsed DC, alternating current (AC) at
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Figure 1.10: Three types of magnetic configuration for a magnetron: balanced (a), unbal-
anced type I (b) and unbalanced type II (c). Figure reproduced from [35].

radio frequencies (RF) and by high power impulses as in HiPIMS. Operating with
a DC power supply is the simplest and cheapest way to operate a magnetron. The
target is brought to a constant negative voltage relative to the chamber which sus-
tains a discharge with a certain impedance that allows a constant current to flow.
At the cathode the current is primarily carried by the bombarding ions but also par-
tially by the emission of electrons due to this bombardment. The discharge current
Id can as such be related to the ion current Iion as

Id = Iion + Ie = (1 + YSEE)Iion (1.7)

where YSEE is the effective secondary electron emission yield as defined in sec-
tion 1.1.2.1. Of particular importance for reactive magnetron sputtering is the
inclusion of an arc suppression unit in the power supply. Arcing is a local high
current discharge at a low voltage due to the build-up of charge. This can es-
pecially occur during reactive sputtering at the edges of the racetrack where a
non-conducting compound is formed as its removal by sputtering is low at that
place. The compound layer forms the dielectric of a charging capacitor which
separates the surface charge on the compound layer with the underlying metallic
target. When this “capacitor” reaches its breakdown voltage an arc takes place.
Such an arc damages the target by locally melting it. This forms droplets which
can hit the substrate. This negatively influences the quality of the deposited film.
An arc suppression unit will prevent this arcing by monitoring the discharge cur-
rent and voltage. A strong increase in current and/or a decrease in voltage indicates
the development of an arc. The unit quenches this arc by briefly (∼ µs) switching
off the power to discharge the built-up charge.

For pulsed DC sputtering the target is put on a comparable negative voltage as
for normal DC sputtering after which the target is switch to a low positive voltage.
During the negative voltage phase of the cycle the sputtering by ions takes place,
while the shorter positive voltage phase is to attract electrons to the target. The
purpose of the latter is to neutralize possible charging of the target during reactive
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sputtering as discussed before. The asymmetry between the negative and the posi-
tive pulses is applied because of the higher electron mobility (short positive pulse)
compared to the much heavier ions (long negative pulse). The typical working fre-
quencies are application dependent but vary from 70-350 kHz [36]. This approach
can also be adapted for two magnetrons in the mid-frequency AC mode (40-80
kHz). The negative and positive voltage alternates then between the two targets of
the magnetrons. The first serves then as the cathode and sputtering source (neg-
ative voltage) in the first phase of a cycle while the second serves as the anode
(positive voltage) of the system. During the second phase of a cycle the roles of
the two targets are then reversed. This way of operating for reactive sputtering
deposition does not only solve the charging problem but also the “disappearing
anode” problem. This problem reveals when the anodes of the sputter system be-
come covered by insulating compound due to the reactive deposition process. This
is solved as the future anode is sputtered clean during its phase as cathode.

Radio frequency (RF) sputtering was historically the solution to deposit insu-
lating films, also for reactive sputtering. A high-frequent (standard 13.56 MHz)
electrical field is established between two electrodes. This high frequency causes
only a response of the low-mass electrons to the rapid field changes while the high-
mass ions only feel the field average. Because of this difference in mobility, the
electrons are more easily collected by both electrodes which negatively charge. To
maintain charge neutrality per cycle, the entire RF waveform is strongly biased to
a negative DC voltage. The sustaining of a RF magnetron discharge is also some-
what different than with a DC magnetron discharge. The strength of the electron
confinement alternates with the RF frequency due to the changing electrical field.
This allows electrons to cross magnetic field lines away from the target reducing
the ionization density in front of the target and the ion current. The so-called “in-
phase” collisions however enhance the ionization density. These collisions occur
when electrons reverse their speed direction by colliding just before the switching
of the electrical field. After the switch their speed is already directed in the same
direction as the accelerating field in which they gain energy. This results in a shift
of the electron energy distribution to higher energies. A greater portion of the elec-
tron population will have now an energy above the ionization potential, enhancing
the ionization density. However the deposition rate for RF sputtering is only half
the deposition rate for DC sputtering when the same power is applied [37]. This
makes RF sputtering not an attractive candidate for big scale industrial application.
Additionally RF power supplies are far more complex in design and operation then
DC power supplies, which further increase their expense.

HiPIMS can be considered as the most recent development in magnetron sput-
tering. Nowadays there is substantial scientific interest for studying and under-
standing this technique. In HiPIMS the power delivered to the sputter system is
concentrated in short pulses (50− 500µs) [38]. These pulses are generated in the
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Figure 1.11: Experimental measured Pr − Qin hysteresis of a 2 inch Al target sputtered
in 0.4 Pa Ar with O2 as reactive gas. The discharge current is 0.5 A and the
pumping speed 48 Ls−1. The two critical points C1 and C2 are indicated.

frequency range of a single pulse up to 500 Hz [38, 39]. During a pulse, power
densities in the order of kW/cm2 are delivered to the target. As only a minimal
portion of the energy is transferred to the sputtered species during sputtering, most
of the energy have to be drained off by the water cooling system. For this reason
the duty cycle, which is the ratio between the on-time and the cycle time, will have
to be low (< 10 %), such that the average power delivered to the target is com-
parable to a conventional (DC) sputtering system. The high power densities also
substantially increase the plasma densities with a factor of 103 or even 104 com-
pared with DC sputtering. A further consequence is the high ionization degree of
the sputtered material, up to 70 %. Combined with gas rarefaction, the initial gas
discharge can even become a metal discharge where self-sputtering is the main
sputtering mechanism. The high ionization degree of the sputtered material makes
this technique useful for the deposition of dense layers or the coating of trenches
by electrical biasing the substrate and attracting these metal ions.

1.3 Hysteresis

Contrary to non-reactive sputtering, reactive sputtering is often plagued by a hys-
teresis phenomenon. This hysteresis is almost inevitably connected to the reactive
sputtering deposition of most compounds. It causes the deposition characteristics
to be not only dependent on the present but also on previous operation conditions.
As such the system response will not be unique for a given set of operation parame-
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ters. The origin of this hysteresis phenomenon is the compound formation on the
target during reactive sputtering deposition. A first necessary condition that some
kind of hysteresis effect will emerge is then that the sputter yields of the elemental
target material and the formed compound is substantially different [40]. The sput-
ter yield of the deposited compounds like oxides, nitrides and carbides is usually
much smaller than that of the elemental metal [41–43]. The second necessary con-
dition is that the reactive gas consumption by the substrate and the target to form
the compound is at least comparable with the pumping capacity of this gas by the
vacuum system [44]. The level of gas consumption by the substrate and the target
depends mainly on the intrinsic reactivity between the gas and the target material,
and the availability of reaction sites. Section 1.3.1 illustrates how the hysteresis
can be experimentally accessed. Section 1.3.1.1 qualitatively explains the mech-
anism behind its appearance and the three operation modes (metallic, transition
and poisoned) will be defined. Section 1.3.1.2 describes the problem to access the
transition mode, and shows possible solutions. In section 1.3.2 the relevance of
studying the hysteresis effects in reactive sputtering deposition is been touched on.

1.3.1 Experiment

To illustrate the hysteresis effect during reactive sputtering, a typical experiment
will be described. A 2 inch aluminum target is mounted on a circular planar mag-
netron. The target is DC powered while being reactively sputtered in an Ar/O2 at-
mosphere. The intrinsic reactivity between oxygen and aluminum is high enough
to observe a hysteresis. After pumping the chamber to a sufficiently low base
pressure (∼ 10−4 Pa) with the combination of a rotary vane and a turbomolecular
pump, a constant flow of Ar gas (10 sccm) is introduced by means of a mass flow
controller. The established Ar pressure (0.4 Pa) will be inversely proportional to
the pumping capacity of the vacuum system for this fixed flow. This pumping
speed (48 Ls−1) should be chosen low enough to reveal the hysteresis. The DC
power supply is switched on where the discharge voltage is determined by a lim-
itation of the discharge current (0.5 A). For a sufficiently long time (5 min) the
magnetron is operated in this non-reactive mode to sputter clean any surface con-
tamination on the target and to cover the substrate with a metal layer. After process
stabilization a reactive gas flow of oxygen is introduced in the chamber and step-
wise increased. Between two steps, a sufficient long time interval (2.5 min) is
present in order to reach steady state conditions. Several hysteresis quantities can
be monitored in this way. In this example the reactive partial pressure is tracked
and shown in Fig. 1.11. At low oxygen flows, the reactive partial pressure barely
increases from the start but this slightly increases towards the first critical point
C1. This first critical point marks the oxygen flow after which the partial pressure
abruptly increases. For higher oxygen flows than the first critical flow the partial
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pressure will be proportional with the oxygen flow at a moderate rate. Stepwise
lowering the oxygen flow after passing the first critical point will now exhibit the
hysteresis. The partial pressure will now almost linearly decrease with the oxygen
flow, it does not follow the initial process curve. An abrupt decrease in partial
pressure occurs however just after the second critical point C2. The corresponding
oxygen flow and partial pressure is there distinctly lower than at the first critical
point. The result is that for oxygen flows between the second and the first criti-
cal point two possible partial pressures exist. The actual measured pressure will
depend on the process history. This kind of experiment is an example of a, here
after called, hysteresis experiment under direct control. The basis of such hys-
teresis experiment is that the dependency of a hysteresis quantity like the reactive
partial pressure is measured as function of the stepwise increase and decrease of
an operation parameter like the reactive gas supply.

1.3.1.1 Direct control

The hysteresis experiment just described (section 1.3.1) can be viewed as an ex-
ample of direct control. The process is governed by manually setting the operation
parameters during the experiment. They are not dynamically adapted by any feed-
back mechanism based on monitoring of the system. It is the simplest way of
controlling the reactive sputtering process. During a hysteresis experiment a sin-
gle operation parameter is under direct control while all other remaining operation
parameters are kept constant. In the example the reactive gas flow was directly con-
trolled while keeping the operation parameters discharge current, pumping speed,
argon flow, target and substrate area constant. This is the most common way of per-
forming a hysteresis experiment but also direct control of the discharge power [45]
or the pumping speed (while keeping other operation parameters constant) are pos-
sibilities. Figure 1.12 schematically shows a hysteresis behavior in the reactive
partial pressure Pr when respectively the reactive flow Qin, the discharge current
Id and the pumping speed S are stepwise increased and subsequently decreased.
A qualitatively explanation of the observed hystereses goes as follows.

For the Pr−Qin hysteresis, the partial pressure before the first critical pointC1

slowly increases because almost all reactive gas is gettered by the substrate to form
compound. Deposition of non-reacted target material on the substrate sustains this
getter mechanism. Notwithstanding the target itself also getters reactive gas, most
of the formed compound can be removed by sputtering. In approaching the first
critical point C1 some compound is formed on the target and the gettering capacity
of the substrate gets saturated. This compound formation on the target is called
target poisoning. As the gettering capacity decreases, the reactive pressure rises
which severely poisons the target. As the sputtering yield of the compound is much
lower than that of the elemental target, the getter capacity of the substrate is further
lowered by the reduced sputter flux. This in turn further poisons the target, further
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Figure 1.12: Schematic direct controlled hystereses as function of the reactive flow Qin,
the discharge current Id and the pumping speed S.

reducing the getter capacity and a positive feedback loop arises. If the pumping
speed can not take over this increasing loss in getter capacity of the system, the
partial pressure will abruptly increase after this first critical point C1. The regime
before C1 is called the metallic mode, while the regime after C1 is called the
poisoned mode. In poisoned mode the target and the substrate will both getter
reactive gas at an almost constant rate independent of the reactive gas flow. The
variation of Pr as function of Qin will linearly change, proportional to the inverse
pumping speed. The curve follows a lower line parallel with the Pr − Qin curve
if the discharge would be switched off and only the pumping system would act.
Subsequently lowering the reactive flow will deviate from the initial path when
reaching the critical flow QC1 . The reactive gas gettering of the substrate was
maximal just before QC1

in metallic mode due to an almost non-poisoned target.
In returning towards QC1 the target is however highly poisoned. The reactive
flow has first to be further reduced such that compound sputtering overcomes the
compound formation on the target. This happens at the second critical point C2

limiting the poisoned mode. There the sputter flux increases, which increases the
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Figure 1.13: Experimental hysteresis in discharge voltage Ud and deposition rate Rd of a
Ti target sputtered in a Ar/O2 atmosphere. A 2 inch target was mounted in a
DC magnetron at a constant discharge current of 0.3 A, Ar pressure of 0.3 Pa
and pumping speed of 30 Ls−1. Data reproduced from [32]

getter capacity of the substrate, further reducing the poisoning of the target and
lowering the partial pressure. In this way the partial pressure abruptly drops and
the system moves back into metallic mode. The difference between QC1

and QC2

is then called the hysteresis width.

For the Pr − Id hysteresis (Fig. 1.12b), similar mechanisms play, resulting in
similar behavior. However the system is now in poisoned mode at a low discharge
current. This reverses the transition as going from poisoned mode into metallic
mode. The reactive flow which is now fixed should also be reasonable such that
transition into metallic mode is possible at realistic discharge current. In the case
of low discharge current, the target is poisoned due to a low sputtering limiting
the getter capacity of the substrate. A high discharge current brings the system in
metallic mode as it increases the getter capacity of the substrate by a higher sput-
ter flux and diminishing the target poisoning. Around the critical points, similar
positive feedback loops are at work as for the PrQin hysteresis. If the discharge
current increases towards IC1

more compound is removed from the target mak-
ing it more metallic. Gradually more metal is sputtered. This increases the getter
capacity of the substrate which further decreases the target poisoning and further
increases the flux of sputtered metal. In this way the system abruptly shifts into
metallic mode.

For the Pr−S hysteresis (Fig. 1.12c), the behavior is similar as for the Pr−Id
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hysteresis. The system is in poisoned mode at a low pumping speed. Similarly,
the reactive flow which is now fixed should be reasonable such that transition into
metallic mode is possible at realistic pumping speeds. The target is now poisoned
due to a high pressure which poisons the target and limits the substrate gettering
rate. Of course towards the limit of no pumping the pressure will steeply increase.
High pumping speed brings the system in metallic mode. A high pumping speed
decreases the reactive gas available for gettering by substrate and target. Around
the critical points similar positive feedback loops are at work as for the Pr −Qin
hysteresis. For example, if the pumping speed increases towards SC1

more reactive
gas is extracted from the vacuum chamber, lowering the pressure and limiting
the compound formation. Gradually more metal is sputtered. This increases the
getter capacity of the substrate which further decreases the reactive pressure and
further increases the flux of sputtered metal. In this way the system avalanches
into metallic mode.

Up till now only the reactive partial pressure is pointed as hysteresis quan-
tity. Also the discharge voltage (Fig. 1.13) is a possible hysteresis candidate when
powering the magnetron with a constant current. This discharge voltage is mainly
influenced by the changing reactive partial pressure and by the compound forma-
tion on the target [46, 47]. If the reactive partial pressure increases, the plasma
density decreases. This is caused by the lower ionization cross section of the re-
active gas molecules compared to the argon atoms and by the thermalization of
the electron population due to higher cross sections for their vibrational excita-
tions [48]. Maintaining the discharge current results then in a voltage increase.
On the other hand, if the formed compound on the target has a significant higher
YSEE then the elemental target, the discharge voltage will decrease as the degree
of compound increases. A lower YSEE of the compound results in an increase of
the voltage. The discharge voltage will exhibit a hysteresis behavior if one of the
two effects dominate or when both effects amplify each other. The discharge volt-
age will indirectly give a measure of the reactive partial pressure or of the degree
of target poisoning. Further measurable hysteresis quantities are the intensity of
the optical emission line of the sputtered material quantifying the sputter rate, or
the deposition rate (Fig. 1.13) which can be measured by a quartz microbalance.

1.3.1.2 Feedback control

The presence of a hysteresis causes not only history dependent deposition condi-
tions between the critical points, but also certain deposition conditions seem not
accessible. The composition of the deposited layer will primarily depend on the
reactive partial pressure to which it is exposed and the deposition rate of metal. As
can been seen in Fig. 1.11, the reactive partial pressure range between the first and
the second critical pressures are however not reached under direct control. This
is due to the positive feedback loop which develops when the critical points are
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Figure 1.14: Experimental hystereses under feedback control with as feedback signal (a)
the discharge voltage [49], (b) the emission line of sputtered metal [50] and
(c) the combination of the former two supplemented with mass spectroscopy
[36].

approached. To reach these seemingly inaccessible points, this positive feedback
loop should be counteracted by an active feedback mechanism. By continuously
monitoring a hysteresis quantity like the reactive partial pressure an independent
operation parameter like the reactive gas flow can accordingly be adjusted in a
way to correct the drifting of this hysteresis quantity. In this way the reactive sput-
ter system is under feedback control. By feedback controlled operation, points in
between the two critical pressures become accessible. This region of operations
points embodies then the transition mode. For example, to reach a working pres-
sure in transition mode by feedback control the system can be started from C1

(see Fig. 1.12a). When the reactive flow is slightly increased, the reactive par-
tial pressure will steeply increase. When the desired working pressure is reached,
the feedback mechanism will strongly reduce the reactive flow to a value below
QC1

to prevent a further rise of the pressure. As response, the monitored reactive
pressure will drop below the desired value. The feedback mechanism will detect
this and accordingly compensate by a flow adjustment. The feedback mechanism
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will continuously correct the reactive flow in an attempt to converge to the desired
pressure. This is necessary as these operation points are unstable in time. Even
a small perturbation in the system conditions would push the system towards a
stable operation point in the metallic or poisoned mode if there were no feedback
adjustments. In this way the transition region becomes accessible and a subse-
quently increase of the controlling variable starting from C1 towards C2 results in
the S-shaped curve as shown in Fig. 1.14.

The feasibility of feedback control was first demonstrated by Schiller et al. [51]
and by Affinito et al. [49, 52]. Their feedback signal was respectively the inten-
sity of the emission lines of the sputtered material as measured with an optical
emission spectrometer, and the discharge voltage (or power). The spectral inten-
sities decrease as the reactive partial pressure increase, while the discharge volt-
age is determined by the target poisoning. Figure 1.14a and Fig. 1.14b illustrate
such kind of feedback controlled hysteresis measurements. Shortly after, Sproul
et al. [53] used a mass spectrometer for directly monitoring the reactive partial
pressure and generating a feedback signal. Affinito et al. [49] reported the suc-
cessful use of the discharge voltage as feedback signal during reactive deposition
of aluminum nitride (Fig. 1.14a). The time response of the feedback mechanism
is an important parameter for a successful operation in the transition mode. This
is the time between detecting the system change, e.g. a reactive pressure increase,
generating and processing the feedback signal and finally response, e.g. a reac-
tive flow decrease. If this time response is too long (> 250 ms), the hysteresis
quantities will oscillate instead of converge to the desired value. This puts time
restrictions as well on the hardware for generating the feedback signal as for the
response. When using a mass spectrometer this can be problematic regarding the
update time of the signal, while for the intensity of an emission line or a voltage
measurement this is not a concern. These three feedback signals are nowadays
still the most used, but all know their restrictions. Without the necessary correc-
tions they can even turn out inappropriate feedback signals [36]. To overcome the
shortcomings of one feedback signal compared with an other, modern feedback
systems even combine multiple feedback signals. Figure 1.14c is the result of
such feedback controlled hysteresis measurement. Also the response has to be fast
enough. This response is typically a changing reactive flow [36, 45] but adapting
the discharge current [45, 52] is also a possibility. In the case of a reactive flow
response will most mass flow controllers be typically to slow (∼ 1 s). Directly
controlled piezoelectric valves which regulate the reactive gas inlet showed to be
fast enough [51, 53]. A hysteresis experiment under feedback control is than the
stepwise increase and decrease of a hysteresis quantity that acts as the feedback
signal where a variable operation parameter is used as response. This allows oper-
ating in the transition mode which connects the two critical points resulting in the
S-shape of the hysteresis.
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Figure 1.15: Experimental hystereses under direct control of the reactive flow for increas-
ing pumping speeds. The system was a 2 inch Al target sputtered in an Ar/O2
atmosphere at a discharge current of 0.5 A and Ar pressure of 0.4 Pa.

1.3.2 Relevance

The hysteresis phenomena during reactive sputtering are not just worth studying
for the sake of scientific knowledge. The industrial relevance of understanding and
mastering the hysteresis comes from the fact that the deposition rate follows the
hysteresis behavior. The deposition rate is namely proportional to the average sput-
ter yield of the target which depends on the degree of compound formation on the
target. Operating in the metallic mode when the compound fraction on the target is
low, results in high deposition rates due to the high sputter yield of the non-reacted
metal. However the deposited films will have a typical understoichiometric com-
position. A full stoichiometric film is obtained in poisoned mode. Here the process
is very stable and the film properties are easily reproduced. However operating in
poisoned mode where a substantial amount of compound is formed on the target
often results in drastically lower deposition rates (see Fig. 1.13). Also large quan-
tities of the reactive gas are not consumed and lost to the vacuum pump. The op-
timum process conditions (stoichiometric composition and acceptable deposition
rates) often lay in the transition mode. Operating in the transition mode is usu-
ally not easy and requires a feedback system as described in section 1.3.1.2. This
nourishes the desire of industry to eliminate this hysteresis effect with a minimum
in compromises, like operation cost or complexity. The disappearing of the hys-
teresis by increasing the pumping speed could be a solution as shown in Fig. 1.15.
This effect was already demonstrated in 1983 by Serikawa and Okamoto [54, 55].
However for large industrial coaters the required pumping speeds are often un-
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feasible high or come at a huge cost. As such the quest for other hysteresis free
solutions is still ongoing.

1.4 Modeling the technique

During the last decades, experimental work and knowledge on all aspects of the
(reactive) magnetron sputtering technique has been piling up. Experimental work
alone can however not embody a complete understanding of the technique. From
the smallest details up to some fundamental questions about the magnetron sput-
tering process are sometimes only accessible or solvable by a genuine model. The
perfect model would not need any experiments as it would give the right predic-
tions under any circumstances at maximum resolution. However on the never end-
ing way towards such perfect model, experiments are badly needed. They are the
only rightful judges to decide if a model holds or fails. As a perfect model is prob-
ably unreachable, experiments will decide the scope of validity of every proposed
model. In this way modeling and experimental work are indispensable. First a
more pragmatic motivation for modeling and simulating the reactive magnetron
sputtering technique is given in section 1.4.1. As the reactive magnetron sputter-
ing process encloses many different fields in physics and chemistry, the possible
approaches in modeling will be almost as diverse. Section 1.4.2.1 briefly discuss
the individual proposed models for each aspect of the process. In that way, the
modeling of the reactive process is handled in an “atomistic” approach. In sec-
tion 1.4.2.2, a “holistic” approach for modeling the reactive process as a whole,
starting from the process itself, is argued.

1.4.1 Motivation

Modeling and simulating the reactive magnetron sputtering process can be moti-
vated by the industrial importance of the technique. To obtain specific film prop-
erties, the deposition conditions will have to be just right. A genuine model would
truly replace any trial-error experiment in the search for these optimal conditions.
Also at the building stage of a deposition setup it would be interesting to predict
the capabilities and the shortcomings of a certain design. The ability of simulating
these designs would mean a huge cost reduction in manufacturing as the initial
building of test setups can be minimized. The right film properties is one thing
but doing this at a minimal production cost is an other. Model simulations can
help to maximize the speed, the stability, the uniformity, the reproducibility or
the duty cycle of the deposition. The ideal reactive magnetron sputtering simula-
tor would have as input the wanted film properties (e.g. composition, morphology,
microstructure, porosity) and the production limitations (e.g. deposition speed, en-
ergy consumption, maximal cost), and as output the necessary but optimal working
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Figure 1.16: Sketch of the virtual sputtering magnetron according the idea in [61].

conditions (e.g. powering mode, pumping speed, gas pressure, magnetic field, sub-
strate orientation, cathode shape). However, this kind of simulator is far from ex-
isting. A more realistic simulation model is one were in- and output are switched.
Such a “virtual sputter magnetron” is the Holy Grail of the magnetron sputtering
simulation community (Fig. 1.16). The inclusion of a reactive gas complicates the
system to model, making this quest even harder. Some simulation projects [56–60]
are working towards this goal but often the simulated pressures are quite high, the
magnetic fields are at the weak side, the system sizes are small and they are mostly
simulating non-reactive systems.

1.4.2 Approach

Section 1.4.2.1 gives a short overview of the current modeling and simulation ap-
proaches for the different processes during reactive magnetron sputtering depo-
sition. Combining these different models together could then result in a global
model for reactive sputtering. As the model of each individual process can al-
ready be quite complex and detailed, will the global model be even more complex.
Quantitative predictions will benefit of this but the understanding of the underly-
ing mechanisms for these predictions can become hard to retrieve. This approach
could be viewed as a sort of bottom-up or “atomistic” approach where models of
the individual subprocesses form the “atoms” or parts of a global model wherein
they are combined. As such, the use of the term “atomistic” here does not imply
that the individual models are necessarily atomistic on their own. An alternative
approach is given in section 1.4.2.2 which can be viewed as a more top-bottom or
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“holistic” approach where a minimal but global model is proposed and gradually
extended.

1.4.2.1 Atomistic

The reactive sputtering process embodies many physical processes and as such
many modeling approaches. Even an individual process can have a broad spec-
trum of modeling approaches to describe it reaching from simple to very com-
plex [61, 62]. An example of the latter is the description of the magnetron dis-
charge. Many different type of models have for this been proposed. These are
analytical models [63], simplifications of the Boltzmann equation [64, 65], solu-
tions of the fluid continuum equations [66], Monte Carlo models [67] and particle-
in-cell Monte Carlo collision (PIC-MCC) models [68]. Partial combining of two
or more of these approaches results in hybrid models [69]. Each model approach
has its advantages but also some limitations. The benefits of analytical models is
that they are very fast and often give in an easy way a good understanding of the
mechanisms at play. However there quantitative validity and applicability is often
limited. Solution of the full Boltzmann equation is very accurate but mostly hard
to retrieve when the system is inherently two or three dimensional. Successful
solving of the Boltzmann equation for the cylindrical post-magnetron (see sec-
tion 1.2.1) has been performed due to the good one dimensional approximation
of the system. The continuous fluid description for the plasma during magnetron
sputtering is often questionable. The low pressure and high magnetic field un-
dermine the assumption of a continuum fluid, the pure classical diffusion and the
solvability of the magneto-hydrodynamic equations. Therefore it is only applica-
ble at the boundaries of magnetron sputtering for high pressures and low magnetic
fields. The PIC-MCC models compromise the least in physical description but
have typical exuberant long computation times compared to alternatives. More
simple Monte Carlo models alleviate this computation time at the cost of loosing
self-consistency. Hybrid modeling tries to benefit from the strengths of several
approaches to overcome some disadvantages of others.

The magnetron discharge is not the only physical process of importance during
magnetron sputtering. At least five other important subprocesses or domains can
distinguished (Fig. 1.16). These are the magnetic field configuration, the ion-solid
interaction, the transport of sputtered particles, the gas dynamics and the film de-
position or growth. The magnetic field can be analytically calculated if the magnet
configuration remains relatively simple [70]. If more complex magnetic configu-
ration have to be considered then the finite element method for the magnetostatic
equations has to be applied [71]. High accuracy can be achieved on the condition
that the spatial resolution of the mesh is small enough. This high accuracy is de-
sirable if the calculated magnetic field is used to calculate the orbit of electrons in
the plasma model.
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The ion-solid interaction plays at the target where the most important effect is
the sputtering of target atoms with as central quantity the sputter yield (eq. 1.1).
Analytical expressions for the sputter yield as function of the ion energy [12] and
the incident angle [72] exist as well as for the energy and the angular distribution
of the sputtered atoms [17]. However most often this is simulated with a Monte
Carlo model. In these Monte Carlo simulations the collision cascade is considered
within the binary collision approximation. Within this class of MC models there
are static [19, 22] and dynamic [20, 21] models. Static models do not change the
state of the target due to the ion impact while dynamic models keep track of these
changes. It is clear that the latter elongates the simulation time. If the energy of
the involved particles becomes low (< 100 eV), the binary collision approximation
starts to break down and more detailed molecular dynamic (MD) models [73] are
necessary. A nice overview of the available simulation codes can be found in [74].

To some extent is the transport of sputtered particles through the gas phase
similar with the ion-solid interaction. As such similar MC models do apply. Two
main differences should however be pointed at. The energy of the transported
particle is now much lower (∼ 1 eV) while moving through a much more rarefied
medium of gas. For this combination the binary collision approximation holds out.
Here a MC model [75, 76] is often followed up with a diffusion model when the
followed particles thermalize. The largest uncertainty in this kind of simulations is
the choice or the construction of a valid interatomic potential [77] as this directly
defines the collisional behavior.

The gas dynamics of the sputter and the reactive gas are best described by a
Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) [78, 79] as rarefied gas flow conditions
do apply (Knudsen number from 0.1 to 10). Industrial sputtering often happens
in large vacuum chambers with multiple gas inlets, localized gas extraction by
vacuum pumps and possible gas gettering by surfaces. This will inevitably result
in pressure gradients even in steady state.

The last aspect is the film deposition and growth. This is probably the hardest
part to model. For the prediction of the microstructure of the deposited films time
expensive MD simulations [80] are needed. If however the deposition rate or the
film thickness is only of interest, then this can almost be directly calculated from
the arriving particle fluxes and given sticking probabilities. These sticking prob-
abilities are however needed input parameters which can either experimentally be
determined or by MD simulations.

A global detailed model for reactive magnetron sputtering can now be obtained
by connecting the modeled subprocesses to each other (Fig. 1.17). One process is
interconnected with an other forming one of their boundary conditions. For exam-
ple the transport of the sputtered particles depends on the gas dynamics and on the
ion-solid interaction. The gas dynamics describes the local gas density and as such
the collision probability while the ion-solid interaction will predict the initial en-
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Figure 1.17: Schematic representation of the atomistic or bottom-up modeling approach.

ergy and starting direction of the sputtered particle determine its trajectory. In this
way a bottom-up strategy for modeling is suggested, where the bottom is formed
by the individual modeled subprocesses and the top is a complex multi-physics
model of the complete technique, as represented in Fig. 1.17. The way to this top
is however an unfinished journey with barriers of which some are hard to over-
come. An important barrier is the time scale on which the different subprocesses
evolve. They can differ many order of magnitude. An extreme example is the time
scale of a PIC-MCC simulation which will be of the order of 10−11 − 10−12 s

reaching equilibrium after ∼ 10−5 s [61] while the stabilization of the gas dynam-
ics can be easily in the order of seconds and higher. This hampers an integrated
model as the time to simulate a given snapshot of the real process will typically
scale up as the minimal timescale becomes smaller. Also the spatial scale can trou-
ble an integration. For example, the magnetic field has to be resolved at distances
of 0.1 mm and even lower [61] while the vacuum chamber often has dimensions
up to several meters. The danger also exists that this global model will only be as
accurate as its weakest link. The modeling of one subprocess is more solid and
well understood compared to another. Intermediate models which interconnect a
subset of these processes are already presented [59, 81], but the “virtual sputter
tool” is up till now not existing.

1.4.2.2 Holistic

As the main objective is the modeling and understanding of the hysteresis phe-
nomena during reactive sputtering, a global model is desirable. These hysteresis
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Figure 1.18: Schematic representation of the holistic or top-bottom modeling approach.

phenomena can be seen as a collective result of the reactive sputtering system.
However proceeding to such model in a bottom-up approach as clarified in sec-
tion 1.4.2.1 is not feasible. Therefore a kind of top-bottom strategy can be sug-
gested to obtain a holistic model (Fig. 1.18). This means the formulation of an
initial global but minimal model focusing on the basic understanding of reactive
sputtering deposition. This simple model is then wisely extended with additional
processes and details to examine their influences on the phenomena of interest or
to widen its scope. Many aspects will be initially (over)simplified but this keeps
the complexity low and benefits the physical insight of the system.

This way of modeling has of course also his drawbacks. A first drawback
is that this kind of models will have a bunch of input parameters which have to
be initially specified. Some will be straightforward operation parameters while
other will be specific material dependent. A third class of parameters embodies
simplifications of processes that influence the phenomena of interest but are not
fully modeled. The second drawback is partially a consequence of the first. The
quantitative accuracy of these holistic models will be poor without experimental
fitting. However this dependency on experimental input will decrease as the model
is more extended in moving from top to bottom. A good practice in developing
such models is assuring the ability to return to simplified approaches of certain
subprocesses. In Fig. 1.18 this is represented by model “switches”. In this way the
individual impact on the current research question of the different subprocesses
can be studied better. Additionally proven dependencies with minor impact can
be left out to speed up the simulation. To conclude neither of the proposed model
strategies bottom-up or top-bottom is labeled here as more valuable. A choice
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depends on the kind of questions you want to get answered and the time criticality
in obtaining an answer.

1.5 Summary

Reactive magnetron sputtering deposition is a technique to cover the surface of an
object with a thin film of a certain compound. The material to form this compound
originates from sputtered material that reacts with a reactive gas. The physical
mechanism of sputtering is widely occurring and is already studied for more than
150 years in all his forms. Within the thin film community this process is en-
hanced by the introduction of a magnetron compared to diode sputtering systems.
A magnetic field bounds the ionizing electrons close to the sputtering surface to
increase the bombarding ion flux which results in a higher sputter flux. Reactive
magnetron sputtering can be classified as an atomic deposition technique and more
specifically as a Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) process. The reactive aspect in
this technique covers a fourfold meaning with as most important the sputtering of
a metal target within a mixed inert/reactive gas atmosphere.

The geometric designs of magnetrons is quite divers from rectangular and cir-
cular planar magnetrons over cylindrical post-magnetrons which are both station-
ary, towards large cylindrical rotatable magnetrons. The closure of the magnetic
field is here a crucial property as it defines the bounding of the electrons to the
target surface. More open magnetic field configuration allows an intenser electron
flux towards the deposited film. Magnetrons are electrical powered in different
ways, where the most common methods are direct current (DC), pulsed DC, al-
ternating current (AC) at radio frequencies (RF) and high power impulses as in
HiPIMS. The studied systems in this work will only consider a circular planar
magnetron which is electrical DC powered.

Hysteresis phenomena are almost inevitably connected to reactive sputtering
deposition of most compounds. This makes that process curves have no unique
relation with their operation parameters, but are history dependent. Experimen-
tally, these hysteresis phenomena are best illustrated by so-called hysteresis ex-
periments. Two types are distinguished: direct controlled and feedback controlled
hysteresis experiments. For the direct controlled experiment, a single operation
parameter is manually stepwise changed, resulting in critical transition along the
process curve of some system observables. For the feedback controlled experi-
ment, this operation parameter is automatically adapted based on the feedback of
one or more system observables which is now stepwise increased and decreased.
The technological relevance of this hysteresis phenomena is their impact on the
deposition rates and the consequences on the stability during process control.

The technique of reactive sputtering is widely applied and investigated as well
experimentally as from modeling viewpoint. This work focuses on the modeling
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side. Within the modeling world of this technique, two approaches can be formu-
lated: an “atomistic” or bottom-up approach and a “holistic” or top-bottom ap-
proach. In the “atomistic” approach, the complex subprocesses are first separately
modeled in great detail after which they are combined in a complex multi-physics
model for reactive sputtering deposition. In the “holistic” approach, the set off
is a global and (over)simplified model for reactive sputtering deposition which is
gradually and modular extended. Both approaches have their value, strengths and
weaknesses. The models discussed in the coming two chapters can all be classified
in the later holistic or top-bottom strategy.
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2
First Models

2.1 Pre-Berg models

Berg et al. [1] proposed their analytical model for reactive sputtering in 1987. The
Berg model is able to produce the hysteresis phenomena. Analytical modeling of
reactive sputtering in the sense of thin film deposition sets off much earlier with
a model by Heller [2] (section 2.1.1). More quantitative models followed which
were formulated by Abe [3] (section 2.1.2) and Shinoki [4] (section 2.1.3). These
simple models are however not able to describe a hysteresis as they focus on the
abrupt decrease in deposition and sputtering rate at a critical reactive partial pres-
sure as observed in experiments [5, 6]. This was attributed to the poisoning of
the target as the compound has a typically much lower sputtering yield. Only the
model proposed by Steenbeck [7] (section 2.1.4) was the first pre-Berg model that
enables the reproduction of the hysteresis. Modeling by Affinito [8] (section 2.1.5)
recognized as first reactive ion implantation as possible compound forming mech-
anism besides chemisorption.

2.1.1 Heller model

Heller [2] gave an explanation with his model for the decrease of the sputtering
rate observed during DC and RF sputtering in an Ar/O2 atmosphere. Experiments
with varying reactive pressure but fixed total pressure showed that this decrease
started at a critical pressure Pc of the reactive gas. He distinguished two situations,
one where this decrease sets off smoothly and a second where this decrease was

41
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Figure 2.1: Abrupt (grey) and smooth (black) transition of the sputter rate at the critical
reactive pressure Pc.

abrupt. Figure 2.1 schematically illustrates the two situations. For pressures below
Pc the sputtering rate Rs is almost constant and equals the sputtering rate of the
metal Rs,m. The more the pressures exceeds Pc, the more it converges towards
the (lower) sputtering rate of the oxide Rs,ox. Heller explained this by a changing
balance between the oxidation and the sputtering rate which both depend on the
oxide thickness x at the target surface. For the oxidation rate he also assumed a
dependency on the reactive pressure Pr. Heller defined the oxidation rate Rox as

Rox(x, Pr) = ρ
dx

dt
= A(Pr)e

− x
B (2.1)

where ρ is the mass density of the oxide,A(Pr) a function increasing with increas-
ing Pr and B a characteristic thickness limiting the oxidation rate. The sputtering
rate Rs(x) has the form

Rs(x) = Rs,ox + (Rs,m −Rs,ox)e−
x
C (2.2)

with Rs,ox and Rs,m respectively the sputtering rate of the oxide and the metal,
and C a constant characterizing the depth from where particles are sputtered. The
oxide thickness x and the sputtering rate Rs are then determined by the ratio
of Rs and Rox. The high metallic sputtering rate is obtained when Rs(0) >

Rox(0, Pr) for Pr < Pc. The critical pressure Pc is defined by the condition that
Rs(0) = Rox(0, Pc). The sputtering rate is lowered if Rs(0) < Rox(0, Pr) for
Pr > Pc. The oxide thickness and sputtering rate is then defined by the condition
Rs(xox) = Rox(xox, Pr). The abruptness of the transition from the high to the
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Figure 2.2: The balance between the oxidation rate Rox and the sputtering rate Rs with
the corresponding oxide thickness xox as function of the reactive pressure Pr

for a smooth transition (a) and for an abrupt transition (b).

low sputtering rate depends on how the functionsRs(x) andRox(x, Pr) change as
function of Pr. Figure 2.2 illustrates the two situations of a smooth and an abrupt
transition. For the smooth transition (Fig. 2.2a) there is only a single intersection
ofRs(x) andRox(x, Pr) when Pr > Pc. For the abrupt transition (Fig. 2.2b) there
exist two intersection points at Pr = Pc. In the latter case, if Pr becomes greater
then Pc the first intersection disappears at x = 0 and the system jumps towards the
second intersection with a thicker oxide layer xox and a substantial lower sputter-
ing rate. In the smooth case the intersection point runs smoothly along the Rs(x)

with increasing Pr starting at x = 0 for Pr = Pc.
This model only considers the compound formation at the target side. The role

of the substrate is not incorporated. Heller also did not quantify any of the model
parameters by experiments for example. Nevertheless he modeled a mechanism
describing the observed sputtering rate decreases by a balance between compound
(oxide) formation and removal.

2.1.2 Abe model

Abe and Yamashina [3] also formulated a model to explain the steep decrease in
sputtering rate around a critical reactive pressure. Similar to Heller’s model does
this model only describe a balance at the target side with the reactive pressure as
independent variable. They derived a formula for the sputtering rateRs depending
on the reactive pressure Pr. They stated that Rs, by definition, is a linear combi-
nation of the metallic sputtering rateRs,m and the compound sputtering rateRs,ox
as

Rs(θt) = Rs,m(1− θt) +Rs,oxθt (2.3)
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Figure 2.3: Normalized sputtering rate (eq. 2.5) as function of the reactive pressure for (a)
a Mo-O2 and a Mo-N2 system and for (b) a Ti-O2 and a Ti-N2 system. For the
Ti-N2 system a two term linear combination of eq. 2.5 is used for fitting with
weights b1 = 0.307 and b2 = 0.693. Experimental data reproduced from [3].

where θt is the fractional coverage of the target by adsorbed reactive gas atoms.
The variation with time of this fraction θt is given by

nt
dθt
dt

= α

(
Pr
P0

)n
Fr(Pr)(1− θt)−Rreθt (2.4)

where nt is the total number of absorption sites, α(PrP0
)n the specific sticking pro-

bability at Pr, Fr(Pr) the flux of reactive gas atoms by kinetic gas theory and Rre
the re-emission rate of reactive gas atoms when all absorption sites are occupied.
The parameter P0 is the saturation pressure introduced by the Brunauer-Emmett-
Teller (BET) theory [9] and n the order of reaction. The steady state condition for
eq. 2.4 yields an expression for θt. Substitution in eq. 2.3 and following normal-
ization gives

Rn(Pr) =
Rs(Pr)−Rs,ox
Rs,m −Rs,ox

= 1− (α/Rre)(Pr/P0)nFr(Pr)

1 + (α/Rre)(Pr/P0)nFr(Pr)
(2.5)

expressing the sputtering rate as function of the reactive pressure. This equa-
tion was well fitted to deposition rate measurements instead of the sputtering rate,
which are modeled, for Mo/O2, Mo/N2 (Fig. 2.3a) and Ti/O2 (Fig. 2.3b) systems
with α/Rre, n and P0 as fitting parameters. However for compounds with several
co-existing stoichiometries like TiN and Ti2N, they argued that a linear combina-
tion of eq. 2.5 with different parameters sets (α/Rre)i, ni and P0,i is justified to
accurately fit these experiments.

Hrbek [10] formulated this same model two year later but sets the reaction
number n = 0. He also fitted this model to experiments but now with sputter rate
measurements instead of deposition measurements like Abe. The parameter Rre
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is determined as Rre = αFr(P
∗
r ) where P ∗r is the reactive pressure at θt = 1/2

or the pressure corresponding with the normalized sputtering rate Rn(P ∗r ) = 1/2

retrieved from the experiment. This reduces the fitting parameters to only α if the
sputtering rates Rs,m and Rs,ox are know. As this model did not satisfactorily
described the measurements for Mo−O2 and Ta−N2, he proposed to adapt the
sputtering rate as

Rmols (θt) = Rs,m(1− θ2
t ) +Rs,oxθ

2
t (2.6)

which expresses a sputtering rate of molecules compared to the atomic sputtering
rate of eq. 2.3.

Castellano [11] used the full Abe-Yamashina model for their experiments and
showed that the saturation pressure P0 in the model could be determined as

P0 = 3.0× 10−5 Dm

∆G◦
(2.7)

where Dm is the deposition rate of pure metal (Å per minute) and ∆G◦ is the
standard free energy of compound formation (cal per mole).

2.1.3 Shinoki model

The model of Shinoki and Itoh [4] is a modification of Abe model with the exten-
sion of including reactive gas gettering by the deposited metal particles. The focus
remains however on the description of the decrease in sputtering rate as function
of the reactive pressure. The expression for the time variation of the fractional
coverage θt of the target is given as

nt
dθt
dt

= αFr(Pr)(1− θt)− Yc
Jion
e
θt (2.8)

where nt is the total number of absorption sites, α is the sticking probability,
Fr(Pr) the flux of reactive gas atoms by kinetic gas theory, Yc the sputtering yield
of the compound, Jion the ion current density and e the elementary charge. This
corresponds with eq. 2.4 taking the reaction parameter n = 0 and identifying the
re-emission rate Rre = YcJion/e. Shinoki and Itoh now included an expression
for the reactive pressure Pr as the effective reactive pressure during the process.
They stated that

PrS = Pr,inS − γ
YmJionAt

e
(1− θt) (2.9)

where Pr,in is the reactive pressure if the discharge is off, γ is a conversion factor
of sputtered atoms to the gas adsorption rate, S is the pumping speed, Ym is the
sputtering yield of metal and At is the sputtering area on the target. Equation 2.9
gives an expression for the balance in gas consumptions. The LHS is the flow
of reactive gas pumped away, while the second term of the RHS is the flow Qs
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Figure 2.4: The model of Lemperiere fitted to a Ti-N2 system with γ0 (eq. 2.10) and α
(eq. 2.4) as fitting parameters. This is compared with the model of Shinoki
applying the same parameters. Experimental data and remaining system para-
meters reproduced from [12].

of reactive gas incorporated in the deposited film on the substrate. The first term
of the LHS is then the flow Qin(= Pr,inS) of reactive gas introduced into the
process. This remark is interesting as eq. 2.9 gives the relation between reactive
gas flow Qin and the effective reactive pressure Pr after substitution of eq. 2.8.
This enables a possible description of a hysteresis behavior between these two
variables. However the authors proceeded differently. Elimination of Pr between
eq. 2.8 and eq. 2.9 gives a quadratic equation f(θ2

t , θt). Its solution is substituted
into the expression of the sputtering rate Rs (eq. 2.3) which becomes a function of
Pr,in.

The decrease of the sputtering rate as function of the reactive pressure which
sets off from a critical pressure Pc could be reproduced as follows. The dis-
criminant D(Pr,in) of the quadratic equation f(θ2

t , θt) sets a condition for Pc
by D(Pc) = 0. The high sputtering rate Rs,m is then obtained by the con-
dition D(Pr,in) < 0 for Pr,in < Pc and the only solution for θt is θt = 0.
While a decreasing sputtering rate (Rs,m → Rs,r) is then defined by the condition
D(Pr,in) > 0 for Pr,in > Pc with a solution for θt > 0.

Lemperiere and Poitevin [12] took over the model Shinoki with two modifica-
tions. They set the reaction number n = 1 in the original equation of Abe (eq. 2.4)
and the conversion factor γ in eq. 2.9 was made pressure dependent as

γ(Pr) = γ0
Pr

Pr + P0
(2.10)
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with P0 the previous defined saturation pressure. These modifications gave a
smoother behavior of θt near the critical pressure. A fit of the Lemperiere model
to a Ti-N2 system is shown in Fig. 2.4 where it is compared with the model of
Shinoki applying the same parameters.

2.1.4 Steenbeck model

Steenbeck et al. [7] were the first to formulate a model that was able to describe the
hysteresis phenomena. The essence of the model is the one of Shinoki (eq. 2.8)
and eq. 2.9), where they made the gettering of reactive gas by sputtered metal
dependent on the fractional oxidation θs of the gettering surfaces (= substrate).
Their model takes the non uniform ion current on the target into account, but to
easily compare it with previous and further models, the uniform formulation will
be treated here. They modified the original eq. 2.9 of Shinoki to

PrS = Pr,inS − θsRs,m(1− θt) (2.11)

where the second term of the RHS is identified as the reactive flow Qs consumed
by the substrate and the sputtering rate Rs,m of the metal is defined as

Rs,m =
YmJionAt

e
(2.12)

Necessarily they added a relation for the oxidation fraction θs as

2Rs,mθs = αsFr(Pr)(1− θs)As (2.13)

where As is the gettering surface area and the sticking coefficient αs for the sub-
strate, like α for the target, was set to 1.

This model was used by the authors to describe the hysteresis in the IV char-
acteristics of a reactive sputter process by solving the equations (eq. 2.8, eq. 2.11
and eq. 2.13) towards the ion current Iion(θt) = Jion(θt)At and assuming the
relation

V (θ, Iion) = V ′
(
Iion
CAt

)1/(ν+βθ)

(2.14)

between the discharge voltage V and the ion current Iion, where V ′, C, ν > 4

and β are constants fitted to IV characteristics of fully metallic and fully poi-
soned targets. In this way they were able to qualitatively produce the observed
hysteric IV characteristics within a given range of reactive flows. Interesting is
that the model also reproduce other hystereses like the reactive pressure Pr(Qin)

with Qin = Pr,inS the reactive flow or the compound coverage θt(Iion). This is
illustrated in Fig. 2.5 where the model of Steenbeck is compared with the original
Berg model (see section 2.2.1).
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Figure 2.5: Calculated hysteresis curve for (a) the Qin and for (b) the Iion dependency
(Qin = 1.75 sccm). The reactive pressure Pr and the compound fraction θs
on the substrate are compared between the model of Steenbeck (black lines) and
the original Berg model (gray lines). The Berg model is treated in section 2.2.1.
The model parameters are taken from Table 2.1.

2.1.5 Affinito model

Affinito and Parsons [8] were the first to include compound formation on the target
due to the implantation of reactive gas ions. They experimentally considered two
metal-gas combinations in their DC sputter system: Al−O2 and Al−N2. While
the chemisorption of O2 on Al is strong, this is for the Al−N2 system very weak.
Therefore they suggested that reactive ion plating to the target should be the domi-
nating poisoning mechanism in the latter case. To prove this, an implantation term
was added to the rate equation for the target coverage θt, which is stated as

nt
dθt
dt

= α(θt)Pr +

[
f

(
Pr
Ptot

)
ε(θt)− Yc(θt)

]
Itot

e(1 + YSEE(θt))
(2.15)

where Ptot is the total pressure, ε(θt) is a reaction probability for the implanted
reactive gas ions, f(Pr/Ptot) is the fraction of the ion current that is reactive and
Itot is the total discharge current.

Based on experimental data [13–15] they postulate for the Al−O2 system a
decreasing linear dependency of the reactive ion fraction f on the reactive mole
fraction Pr/Ptot for Pr/Ptot < 0.15 and for the Al−N2 system an increasing
linear dependency over the full range. The explicit dependencies on θt of the
parametersα, ε, YSEE and Yc are not given. But by limiting the analysis of eq. 2.15
to the case of a fully poisoned (θt = 1) target together with the proposed forms
of f(Pr/Ptot), they were able to explain the almost non-existing chemisorption
of N2 on Al compared to O2. A linear dependency of Pr/Ptot as function of
Pr/Itot was obtained for the Al−O2 combination, while Pr/Ptot was constant for
the Al−N2 combination, both in agreement with their experimental results.
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Aiming the prediction of the film composition, the authors also expressed
equations for the balance of the reactive gas flows as

SPr = Qin −Qs (2.16)

They distinguished between the metallic mode where the reactive gas supply is
limited and the poisoned mode where the reactive gas is overabundant. In the first
case they assume that the gettering of the reactive gas by the substrate will be
proportional to the reactive pressure and the flux of sputtered metal as

SPr = Qin − βPrRs,m (2.17)

where β is a proportionality constant. The sputtered metal flux Rs,m was cor-
related proportional to the measured intensity IAl of the optical emission line of
neutral Al. In the model it is defined as

Rs,m =
Ym(θt)Iion

(1 + YSEE(θt))e
= δIAl (2.18)

For the poisoned case the substrate gettering rate is identified with Rs,m, resulting
in

SPr = Qin −
1

2
Rs,m (2.19)

for the reacitve gas balance. The factor 1/2 is under the assumption of a diatomic
reactive gas and compound molecule. These two balance equations (eq. 2.17 and
eq. 2.19) nicely modeled the experimental Pr(IAl) correlation in respectively the
metallic and the poisoned mode with δ and β as fitting parameters. The term
z = 2βPr gives then a measure of the stoichiometry z of the formed compound
MRz in the metallic mode.

2.2 Berg model

As the process control of reactive sputtering deposition is often plagued by some
hysteresis phenomena, a worthy reactive sputtering model should at least be able
to describe these effects. A second valuable property of a reactive sputtering model
should be that the process can be described as a function of the operation parame-
ters like the reactive gas supply and predicting deposition and process conditions
like film composition and reactive partial pressure. This would allow an easier
fine tuning of automated production systems limiting the initial experimental setup
phase with trial-and-error experiments. Berg et al. [1] were the first to setup such
model really taking those values into account. This model is known in literature
as the “Berg” model. Notwithstanding the analytical and rather simple nature of
this model, it offers already a broad understanding of the non-linear mechanism of
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reactive sputtering as function of several operation conditions and material prop-
erties. It tries to model the essence of reactive sputtering in a compact analytical
description.

Section 2.2.1 motivates the basic equations of the Berg model with their ap-
proximations. The dependencies of the model on the operation and material para-
meters is investigated in section 2.2.2. Some interesting extensions on the model
without changing its basic physics are presented in section 2.2.3.

2.2.1 Original model

In the Berg model it is recognized that the reactive gas kinetics especially at the
substrate surface (sample and chamber walls) are of prime importance in modeling
the hysteresis. Earlier models often did not considered reactive gas gettering by
the substrate surface [2, 3, 10, 11]. Other models [4, 8, 12] proposed a gettering
mechanism of the deposited material but the model did not give any hysteresis
phenomena in its variables. Only Steenbeck et al. [7] (see section 2.1.4) formulated
a model which produces hysteresis phenomena. This was realized by making the
substrate gettering dependent on its composition (eq. 2.11). However, their focus
was on the modeling of the IV-characteristics during reactive sputtering which
could exhibit a hysteresis as experimentally measured.

A critical or saturation pressure as model parameter like in eq. 2.4 or eq. 2.10
is rejected in the Berg model as being of a semi-empirical nature. They concluded
that it is the reactive mass flow that greatly characterizes the process instead of the
pressure [16]. Furthermore does the model only contain simple accepted physical
mechanisms which are linked to form a consistent model. The model makes no
attempt in a fully detailed description of any of these mechanisms but aims to keep
it as simple as possible with a maximum in predictive power and understanding,
like in the philosophy of the holistic approach (section 1.4.2.2).

The original model assumptions and equations are the following. It describes
the reactive sputtering process of a single uniformly sputtered metallic target which
uniformly deposits a thin film on a substrate surface. Besides the inert sputtering
gas is a single reactive gas deliberately introduced to the vacuum chamber quanti-
fied by the reactive flow Qin. This reactive gas can leave the vacuum chamber by
three pathways as illustrated in Fig. 2.6a. A fraction of the reactive gas is pumped
out of the system by the vacuum pump, represented by the flow Qp. This flow is
proportional to the volumetric pumping speed S and the reactive partial pressure
Pr as

Qp =
PrS

kBT
(2.20)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the reactive gas.
Another fraction of reactive gas is consumed by gettering at the substrate surface
with area As where sputtered material is deposited, reacts and forms compound.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the original Berg model. (a) The balance in reac-
tive flow consumption and (b) the sputtered material fluxes.

The substrate consumes as such a reactive flow Qs. A final fraction reactive gas
with flow Qt is consumed by the target with area At causing compound formation
and poisoning. This results in a balance equation of the reactive flow as

Qin = Qp +Qs +Qt (2.21)

Recall that similar balance equations (eq. 2.9, eq. 2.11, eq. 2.17 and eq. 2.19) were
proposed in earlier models, but they all omitted a contribution Qt by the target.
The reactive flows consumed by substrate and target depend on the non-occupied
chemisorption sites. This is quantified in the model by a fractional surface cov-
erage θt on the target and θs on the substrate of stoichiometric formed compound
MxRy . A non-occupied chemisorption site corresponds then with a surface site of
a single metal atom M , while an occupied site corresponds with a surface site of
a virtual compound molecule MRz with z = y/x. These fractional coverages θs
and θt determine the gettering rate of reactive gas of the corresponding surfaces as

Qs = αsFr(1− θs)As (2.22)

Qt = αtFr(1− θt)At (2.23)

where Fr is the impinging flux of the diatomic reactive gas molecules on the sur-
face and αs (αt) its sticking probability on a non-occupied sit on the substrate
(target). Sticking of reactive gas on the compound fractions θt and θs is ne-
glected. Assuming an uniform pressure Pr and temperature T over the whole
vacuum chamber, the flux Fr will be given by kinetic gas theory as

Fr =
Pr√

2πmrkBT
(2.24)

with mr the mass of the diatomic reactive gas molecule. The fraction θs and θt
are governed by the balance of essentially four sputtered material fluxes from the
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target towards the substrate and the defined reactive flux Fr. This is schemati-
cally illustrated in Fig. 2.6b. The first material flux Fθt,θs is sputtered compound
deposited on already deposited compound, given by

Fθt,θs = JionAtYcθtθs (2.25)

where Yc is the sputtering yield of compound by inert gas ions and Jion is the
ion current density. The sputtering due to reactive gas ions is neglected as its
mole fraction is typical low compared to the inert gas ions. This flux does not
change the θs fraction, but decreases the compound fraction θt on the target as
the compound molecule is removed from the surface replaced by an underlaying
metal atom. This makes the chemisorption site back available. Remark that the
sputtering of compound is considered in entities of MRz molecules. Depending
on the binding energy between the metal and the reactive atom in the compound,
the contribution of atomically or molecularly sputtering of the compound will shift
[17]. To simplify, the model assumes molecular sputtering and deposition of the
compound. The second flux F1−θt,θs is sputtered elemental metal from the 1− θt
fraction of the target which is deposited on already deposited compound of the
substrate and is given by

F1−θt,θs = JionAtYm(1− θt)θs (2.26)

where Ym is the sputtering yield of elemental metal. As compound will be covered
by metal at the substrate, the fraction θs will be reduced. The metal fraction 1− θt
will remain unaffected. The third flux Fθt,1−θs is compound sputtered of the target
deposited on the metallic fraction 1− θs of the substrate and is given by

Fθt,1−θs = JionAtYcθt(1− θs) (2.27)

This increases the compound fraction θs and decreases θt. The fourth fluxF1−θt,1−θs
is sputtered metal from the target deposited on the metallic fraction 1 − θs of the
substrate, defined by

F1−θt,1−θs = JionAtYm(1− θt)(1− θs) (2.28)

This leaves the θs and θt fractions unchanged. Finally, the reactive flux Fr will
increase the fractions θt and θs by chemisorption on the metallic fractions, decreas-
ing the latter. The balance of these fluxes now define the steady state fractions θs
and θt. For the target compound fraction θt is the balance between the compound
formation by the reactive flux Fr and the compound removal by the sputtering flux
Fθt,θs + Fθt,1−θs which gives

2

z
αtFrAt(1− θt) = JionAtYcθt (2.29)
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where the factor 2 parameterizes the contribution of two reactive atoms to the
compound formation and the factor z the stoichiometry of the compound. The
balance for the substrate compound fraction θs is an increase by compound forma-
tion due to the reactive flux Fr and by the compound deposition flux Fθt,1−θs on
the metallic fraction, which is balanced by the metal deposition flux F1−θt,θs on
the compound fraction. This gives the balance equation

2

z
αsFrAs(1− θs) + JionAtYcθt(1− θs) = JionAtYm(1− θt)θs (2.30)

defining the fraction θs.
The original Berg model summarizes as seven equations solving seven quanti-

ties out of nineteen involved variables. The remaining twelve variables will have
to be specified as constants. Traditionally this model is solved to produce the hys-
teresis in the Pr −Qin processing curve. To this end the constant variables are the
material properties Ym, Yc, αt, αs, z and mr, and the operation and process con-
ditions Jion, S, At, As and T . By taking Pr as independent variable, the model is
solved towards the dependent variable Qin which result in the Pr − Qin process
curve. The sequence of solving the seven equations eq. 2.21 for Qin, eq. 2.20 for
Qp, eq. 2.22 for Qs, eq. 2.23 for Qt, eq. 2.24 for Fr, eq. 2.29 for θt and eq. 2.30
for θs is as follows

Fr =
Pr√

2πmrkBT
(2.31a)

θt =
2
zαtFr

2
zαtFr + JionYc

(2.31b)

θs =
2
zαsFrAs + JionAtYcθt

JionAtYm(1− θt) + 2
zαsFrAs + JionAtYcθt

(2.31c)

Qs = αsFr(1− θs)As (2.31d)

Qt = αtFr(1− θt)At (2.31e)

Qp =
PrS

kBT
(2.31f)

Qin = Qp +Qs +Qt (2.31g)

This solution scheme results in an one-to-one relation between the process condi-
tions Pr, θt and θs and the operation parameter Qin. Similar one-to-one solution
procedures can be formulated for the dependent operation parameters Jion, S, As
and At for a constant Qin which are given in detail in Appendix A.

To illustrate one of these alternative solution procedures, the solution of the
original Berg model as function of the pumping speed S is given in Fig. 2.7 for
different introduced reactive gas flows Qin. At sufficiently low pumping speeds,
the reactive pressure will be substantial (> 0.1 Pa) and even further lowering the
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Figure 2.7: Solution of the original Berg model of (a) the reactive pressure, (b) the com-
pound fraction on the target and (c) the compound fraction on the substrate as
function of the pumping speed S. Model parameters are taken from Table 2.1.

pumping speed will diverge the reactive pressure if not all reactive gas can be in-
corporated into the compound film. If the pumping speed is increased and the
reactive flow 1.6 sccm < Qin ≤ 1.8 sccm, a hysteresis exists as explained in sec-
tion 1.3.1.1. However if the reactive flow Qin ≤ 1.6 sccm and the first critical
point is passed, by subsequently decreasing the pumping speed it seems not pos-
sible anymore to access the poisoned mode without switching off the magnetron
discharge. When the pumping speed reaches to zero, all the introduced reactive
gas will be incorporated in the substrate and target. Of course it has to be realized
that also an inert sputtering gas is present in the chamber. Changing the pumping
speed will influence this inert pressure and although it is not an explicit parameter
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Material properties

Ym (M ion−1) 0.5 sputter yield metal M
Yc (MRz ion−1) 0.05 sputter yield compound MRz
αt 1 sticking probability reactive gas target
αs 1 sticking probability reactive gas substrate
z 1.5 stoichiometric coefficient compound (MRz)
MMr (g mol−1) 32 molar mass reactive gas

Operation conditions

Iion (A) 0.5 ion current
S (l s−1) 50 volumetric pumping speed
At (cm2) 10 sputtering area (target)
As (cm2) 1000 deposition area (substrate)
T (K) 300 gas temperature

Table 2.1: Set of parameters for the Berg model of the standard reactive sputter system with
O2 as reactive gas.

in the original Berg model, this will implicitly influence other model parameters
like sputter yields, deposition area and ion current density. An experimental op-
tion could be, in order to keep the inert gas pressure constant along the hysteresis,
to increase (decrease) the inert gas flow accordingly the increasing (decreasing)
pumping speed.

2.2.2 Parameter dependencies

In this section the dependency of the hysteresis on the parameters from the original
Berg model are presented. To have a good reference for comparison, a standard
reactive sputter system is defined for the model. The parameters are chosen such
that a well pronounced hysteresis is reproduced. The reactive gas is assumed to
be O2 and the metal can be for example Al forming Al2O3. The solution scheme
of eq. 2.31 is used to produce the process curves as function of the reactive gas
flow Qin. The set of parameters for this standard system is listed in Table 2.1. The
parameters are grouped in material properties and operation conditions. The first
are basically defined by the choice of metal-gas combination while the operation
conditions are more or less tunable towards optimal deposition conditions. Sec-
tion 2.2.2.1 shows the dependency of the hysteresis on the material properties, as
section 2.2.2.2 investigates the dependency of the operation conditions.
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Figure 2.8: Hysteresis curves of the standard “Berg” system (Table 2.1) with a variation of
the material parameters (a) Ym, (b) αs, (c) Yc and (d) αt. The solid line rep-
resents the standard system. Corresponding line styles in (a) and (c) indicate a
similar ratio Ym/Yc.

2.2.2.1 Material properties

The Berg model describes the metal-reactive gas system with the sputter yields
of the metal Ym and the compound Yc, and with sticking probabilities between a
reactive gas molecule and elemental metal for the target αt and for the substrate
αs. Figure 2.8 shows how the Pr − Qin hysteresis curve changes as function of
these material parameters compared to the standard “Berg” system (Table 2.1),
given by the solid line. Comparing Fig. 2.8a and Fig. 2.8c clearly shows that a
less pronounced hysteresis is obtained if the ratio Ym/Yc becomes smaller. If Ym
and Yc become similar the hysteresis eventually vanishes. In Fig. 2.8a this is done
by lowering the Ym which shifts faster the first critical point of the hysteresis to
lower reactive flows than the second critical point. In Fig. 2.8c the same ratios
of Ym/Yc are presented but now by increasing Yc. The hysteresis also vanishes
but in this case the shift of the second critical point towards higher reactive flows
is faster than for the first critical point. This observation learns that the metallic
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sputter yield Ym is a more decisive parameter for the first critical point compared
to the compound sputter yield Yc. The latter is then of greater importance for the
position of the second critical point. These effects can qualitatively be understood.
The first critical point is determined by the gettering capacity of the substrate.
This gettering capacity depends on the supply of deposited metal which mainly
depends on the metallic sputter yield at constant ion current. A higher metallic
sputter yield increases this gettering capacity by which more reactive gas can be
incorporated in a compound film, and this shifts the first critical point to a higher
reactive flow. The second critical point is determined by the de-poisoning of the
target surface. Along the increase of the compound sputter yield will the removal
rate of compound increase. The target will then become back metallic at a higher
critical reactive flow as the compound formation rate, proportional to the reactive
flow, balancing this removal rate has to have a similar increase.

The Fig. 2.8b and Fig. 2.8d investigate the influence of the sticking probability
αs and αt on the hysteresis. As they are probabilities, their possible value ranges
from 0 to 1. The standard “Berg” system takes the maximum sticking probabi-
lity 1 for both target and substrate. As αt is decreased, both critical points shift
to higher reactive flows. As the second critical point shifts faster, the hysteresis
is reduced and even vanishes if αt becomes an order of magnitude lower. A re-
sembling qualitatively explanation for this shift can be given as for the case of
the increasing Yc (Fig. 2.8c). Now the compound formation rate on the target is
decreased by the lower sticking probability. To compensate the almost unaffected
critical removal rate of the compound, a higher reactive flow will be necessary. A
reduction of αs shifts the first critical point towards a lower reactive flow, while
the second critical point remains fixed. This causes again a disappearing hysteresis
for a sufficiently low αs. Similar arguments as for the decreasing metallic sputter
yield (Fig. 2.8a), explain the shift of the first critical point. Now the lower sticking
probability gives a reduction in the gettering capacity of the substrate resulting in
a lower first critical flow.

2.2.2.2 Operation conditions

While the material parameters are basically settled by the desired film, the op-
eration parameters are by definition more tunable. The original Berg model has
the sputtering area of the target At and the deposition area of the substrate As
as operation parameters, besides the pumping speed S and the ion current Iion.
The sputtering area At can directly be changed by the choice of the target size
or indirectly by changing the magnetic configuration. The deposition area As is
tuned by the size of the vacuum chamber and the target-substrate distance. The
target-substrate distance determines the deposition area as this area will become
smaller the closer the substrate (sample) is positioned to the target. The sputtered
flux becomes then more concentrated on this substrate. Moreover, it will act as
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Figure 2.9: Hysteresis curve of the standard “Berg” system (Table 2.1) with a variation
of the operation parameters (a) At, (b) Iion, (c) As and (d) S. The solid
line represents the standard system. Corresponding line styles in (a) and (c)
indicate a similar ratio At/As, while similar line styles between (a) and (b)
correspond to the same ion current density Jion.

an increasing blocking of the sputter flux which becomes less spread out over the
vacuum chamber. The ion current Iion can be fixed by the power supply by estab-
lishing an appropriate discharge current. The latter will influence the sputter yields
Ym and Yc as they depend on the energy of the sputtering ion. In this sense, the
sputter yields are somehow controllable. The pumping speed S will depend on the
used pumping system defining an upper limit.

Figure 2.9a shows the influence of the target sputtering area At on the hystere-
sis, while Fig. 2.9b shows the influence of the ion current Iion. Similar line styles
in Fig. 2.9a and Fig. 2.9b correspond with the same ion current density Jion. In this
way it is clear that a changing Jion behaves differently if Iion is increased or if At
is decreased to obtain the same Jion. In the first case the hysteresis becomes more
pronounced (Fig. 2.9b) with increasing Iion, entirely shifting it to higher reactive
flows. More material is sputtered so the getter capacity is increased shifting up the
first critical point. The intenser ion current at the second critical point results in a
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larger removal rate of compound, increasing the second critical flow. Even how, at
very low ion currents the hysteresis disappears. Practically this is not very inter-
esting as the deposition rate scales with the ion current. In the case of a sufficiently
decreasing At keeping the Iion unchanged, the hysteresis vanishes. This finding
results in a hysteresis free operation without compromising in deposition rate or
power consumption. Nyberg et al. [18] were the first to recognize this effect. They
exploited this in a patented magnetron design [19]. In their design a fast moving
magnet causes an intense sputtering spot on the target, minimizing the sputtering
area At. The movement of this spot has two advantages: it causes a more uniform
erosion of the target and it distributes the sputtering energy preventing cooling
problems.

Figure 2.9c illustrates the effect of a changing substrate deposition area As.
Similar line styles between Fig. 2.9a and Fig. 2.9c indicate the same ratio At/As.
This learns that the vanishing hysteresis for decreasing At is not caused by this
ratio decrease. When As increases, the first critical point shifts to higher reactive
flows as the gettering capacity is increased. Decreasing As towards a value in the
order of At, eliminates the hysteresis as the first critical flow gets lowered while
the second critical flow remains almost fixed. Reducing the hysteresis by reduc-
ing the effective deposition area has been performed in so called triode magnetron
sputtering (TMS) systems [20]. By the introduciton of a movable grid between
target and substrate, the width of the hysteresis can be controlled. As the grid is
brought closer to the target, the effectiveAs is decreased, narrowing the hysteresis.
Remark that the hysteresis behavior for an decreasing αs (Fig. 2.8b) is compara-
ble with that for a decreasing As (Fig. 2.9c). In the same way is the behavior for
a decreasing αt (Fig. 2.8d) comparable with that for a decreasing At (Fig. 2.9a).
The influence of the pumping speed S is shown in Fig. 2.9d. With increasing S the
hysteresis fades away. The shift of the first critical point to higher reactive flows is
small. The second critical flow however drastically increases, surpassing the first
critical flow and eliminating the hysteresis. An increase in pumping speed means
that a larger reactive flow has to introduced to obtain similar partial reactive gas
pressures. That the impact on the second critical point is more invasive stems from
the fact that the reactive gas consumption of the pumping system Qp is propor-
tional with the gas pressure Pr (eq. 2.20). As this pressure is higher at the second
critical point compared to the first critical point can this explain the stronger im-
pact. The effect of an increasing pumping speed to eliminate the hysteresis is an
already long known experimental fact [21]. Practical this effect can serve as a
method for hysteresis free operation, but it comes at a price. The necessary pump-
ing speeds are often unacceptable high and the power consumption scales with the
desired pumping speed.
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2.2.3 Extended model

The original Berg model presented in section 2.2.1 is beautiful in the way that it
grasps many essential features of the reactive sputtering process by a limited num-
ber of analytical equations. Since its formulation [1] up till now [22] researchers
in the field use the model to explain experimental observed trends. Over the years
many extensions on the original model of Berg have been formulated. These ex-
tensions could be subdivided in two categories. A first category embodies exten-
sions where essential physical processes are added besides the sputtering and the
chemisorption process, or where an existing process is differently modeled. The
second category are extensions which resolve an aspect of the modeled system in
space or time, without touching the essence of the model. In this section some
extensions of the second category are presented. The next chapter, chapter 3, can
be seen as an extension of the first category, while in chapter 4 extensions of both
categories are formulated. A first spatial extension of the Berg model is the inclu-
sion of a deposition profile as in section 2.2.3.1, instead of the assumed uniform
deposition. A second spatial extension in section 2.2.3.2 is considering a non-
uniform current distribution over the target. Finally in section 2.2.3.3 a dynamic
time dependent Berg model is presented where the dynamic of the poisoning and
depoisoning of the reactive system is investigated.

2.2.3.1 Deposition profile

The uniform deposition in the original Berg model can be replaced with a deposi-
tion profile which spatially resolves the deposition area of the system. This is sen-
sible if a more realistic simulation of the actual deposition is needed. For simple
geometric configurations there have been analytical models proposed to calculate
the deposition profile [23]. For more complex configurations the need for Monte
Carlo based transport codes [24–27] will quickly emerge. In this work the Monte
Carlo code SiMTra (Simulation of Metal Transport) [27, 28] developed within the
research group DRAFT will be used. SiMTra simulates the trajectory of sputtered
metal particles through the gas phase towards its deposition place. SiMTra allows
the definition of quite complex chamber and substrate configurations where the
area of each deposition surface is meshed in equal sized cells. The deposition pro-
file of a surface is then obtained from SiMTra as a 2-dimensional matrix. A matrix
element Ni is the number of test particles that arrive within the area As,i of the
cell i. A deposition fraction εs,i can be defined as

εs,i =
Ni
Ntot

(2.32)

where Ntot is the total number of simulated test particles.
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Figure 2.10: Sketch of the simulated geometric setup wherefore a deposition profile is sim-
ulated.

The metallic deposition flux Fm,i and the compound deposition flux Fc,i on a
cell i is then given as

Fm,i =
εs,i
As,i

IionYm(1− θt) (2.33a)

Fc,i =
εs,i
As,i

IionYcθt (2.33b)

The same deposition profile for the sputtered metal as the compound is assumed
to prevent changes in the simulation results due to a simultaneous variation of two
deposition profiles. Equation 2.30 which defines a single fraction θs for the whole
substrate, will become

2

z
αsFrAs,i(1− θs,i) + εs,iIionYcθt(1− θs,i) = εs,iIionYm(1− θt)θs,i (2.34)

which attributes a compound fraction θs,i to every deposition cell. Similarly will
eq. 2.22 be transformed into

Qs,i = αsFr(1− θs,i)As,i (2.35)

This connects to every cell i a rate of reactive gas consumption to form compound.
The total flow Qs consumed by the substrate is then the sum of eq. 2.35 over all
cells.

To illustrate the effect of a deposition profile on the hysteresis, a cylindrical
vacuum chamber is defined with a sample placed in front of a Al target (Fig. 2.10).
The vacuum chamber has a radius r = 10 cm and a length l = 20 cm. A cir-
cular planar target with radius 2.5 cm is mounted on the top of this chamber. A
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Figure 2.11: Hysteresis curves for a cylindrical vacuum chamber (r = 10 cm, h = 20 cm)
with a circular sample (20 cm2) coaxially placed at a distance dt−s from
the target. The deposition area of the chamber itself is 1885 cm2. Other
parameters are taken from Table 2.1.

circular sample with similar size as the target is placed at a distance dt−s from
the target. Target and sample are positioned coaxial with the cylinder axis. The
deposition profiles for this configuration are simulated with SiMTra where the
deposition on the chamber walls and the sample surface facing the target are col-
lected. The transported element is Al through an Ar gas of 0.4 Pa at 300 K with
a Molière interaction potential. The angular distribution of the sputtered atoms is
a cosine distribution with starting energies drawn from a Thompson distribution
limited at 400 eV. The emission positions are distributed as the included “Gent”
erosion racetrack 1 from SiMTra. The target-sample distance is varied from 1.25

to 20 cm within the SiMTra simulations. When dt−s is small, a big portion of the
sputtered atoms will be deposited on the similar sized sample just in front of the
target. By increasing dt−s, more sputtered atoms will be deposited at the chamber
walls. Also a larger fraction of the chamber surface area will become reachable for
the sputtered atoms by the diminishing blocking due to the sample. In the upper
limit the sample is placed at the back end of the chamber (dt−s = 20 cm). This
makes the deposition profile broader as the sputtered atoms are more spread out
over the available deposition surfaces. The effect of this changing deposition pro-
file on the hysteresis is shown in Fig. 2.11. The same model parameters as for the
standard Berg system Table 2.1 are used replacing the substrate area As with the
corresponding deposition profile. As the dt−s increases and the deposition profile

1This erosion racetrack was measured by contact profilometry where an axial symmetry is assumed.
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Figure 2.12: Hysteresis curves for a cylindrical vacuum chamber with radius 10 cm. The
hystereses simulated with (a) uniform deposition and (b) a deposition profile
are compared for different chamber lengths. Other parameters are taken from
Table 2.1.

becomes broader, the first critical point shifts to higher oxygen flows. This trend
is comparable with the original Berg model if the substrate area As is increased.
Indeed effective deposition areas could be defined for the cases with a deposition
profile ranging from the sample area (small dt−s) up to the entire chamber sur-
face area (maximum dt−s). In Fig. 2.11 the hysteresis for uniform deposition with
these two extreme effective deposition areas are given. The hysteresis for maxi-
mum dt−s approaches well the hysteresis simulated with the maximum effective
area from the left. Here the deposition profile is well approximated by a uniform
profile over the entire chamber surface. The hysteresis with minimum dt−s ap-
proaches the hysteresis with an effective area equaling the sample area, from the
right. The deviation between the two hystereses remains large. This indicates that
this effective area is too small and that the deposition flux is spread out over a
larger area than only over the sample surface. To summarize, the deposition pro-
file of each configuration can be approximated by a different effective deposition
area laying within the expected boundaries namely the sample area and the area of
the entire chamber.

It is interesting now to consider the cylindrical vacuum chamber without the
sample and to look at the hysteresis behavior as function of the chamber length
l. This is shown in Fig. 2.12. Without the sample in the chamber, their is no
element blocking the sputtered metal flux. The effect of elongating the chamber
on the first critical point is investigated for the case of uniform deposition and for
the case with a deposition profile. As Fig. 2.13 shows, the first critical flow shifts
in both cases towards higher values. This is understandable as the deposition area
equally increases. However an initial steeper increase for the deposition profile
is noted which completely flattens at large chamber length (> 20 cm). In the
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Figure 2.13: Simulation of the first critical flow (left axis) and pressure (right axis) depend-
ing on the length of the chamber (without sample). The case with a deposition
profile is compared with the case assuming a uniform deposition.

case of uniform deposition the initial increase is more moderate, but it continues
to increase even for large chamber length. The initial steeper increase for the
deposition profile is caused by not only an increasing deposition area but also
by a broadening of the profile. Indeed, the deposition intensity on the chamber
bottom will diminish and spread out. At larger lengths, this increase stops because
sputtered atoms can not be deposited at arbitrarily far places. Starting from a
certain critical chamber length, there will be almost no deposition on the bottom
of the chamber and as such this surface hardly getters reactive gas. The effective
gettering area and deposition profile will converge as will the first critical point.
Fig. 2.13 shows this convergence as well in flow as in pressure. In the case of a
uniform deposition this convergence is absent and the critical flow continues to
increase while the critical pressure continues to decrease, say it less steeper. The
deposition flux is smeared more and more out over the entire chamber as its length
increases. In this model it is allowed to distribute the deposited atoms in a layer
thickness lower then one monolayer, which is unphysical. This shows a breakdown
of the uniform deposition approach in the original Berg model. Besides this, their
is also a physical limit on how much reactive gas can be gettered. This limit is
proportional to the metal sputter flux as the reactive gas is gettered by reaction
with this metal to form a compound film. In the case of uniform deposition this
limit is not respected. This illustrates that the choice of the deposition area As
is sometimes not straight forward and that including a deposition profile resolves
such issue besides giving a more detailed description.
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2.2.3.2 Ion current profile

The uniform current density over the target which is assumed in the original Berg
model is in reality only valid for a DC diode sputtering system. The presence of
a non uniform magnetic field above the target surface in a magnetron sputtering
setup causes a non uniform current profile across the target. In a similar way as for
the deposition profile on the substrate, the original Berg model can be extended to
incorporate this spatial resolved current density. The ion current profile forms then
an extra input. This input can at least be estimated from simulations, direct mea-
surements [29] or by measuring the erosion racetrack. For a circular planar target,
the shape of the erosion racetrack is axial symmetric and can be well approximated
by a two-dimensional (r, θ) Gaussian distribution G(r;µ, σ) with a mean µ and a
deviation σ normalized over the target surface. The target can then be partitioned
in N concentric surface cells with radial dimension ∆ri. To each surface cell i a
compound fraction θt,i and a local ion current Iion,i can be assigned. Based on
eq. 2.29, the governing equation for θt,i becomes

2

z
αtFrAt,i(1− θt,i) = Iion,iYcθt,i (2.36)

where At,i is the surface area of the ith concentric surface cell, and Iion,i is the
local ion current calculated as

Iion,i = 2πIion

∫
∆ri

G(r)rdr (2.37)

The reactive gas consumption Qt,i of each surface cell is now given by

Qt,i = αtFr(1− θt,i)At,i (2.38)

and the sum of all Qt,i gives the total gas consumption by the target. As the
deposition flux depends on the metallic and compound fractions of the target, the
equation governing the compound fraction on the substrate also needs an update.
The target coverage θt in eq. 2.30 (or eq. 2.34) has to be replaced by a current
weighted average θt defined as

θt =
1

Iion

∑
i

Iion,iθt,i (2.39)

to account for the correct sputter flux of metal and compound.
The influence of the current profile on the hysteresis behavior is investigated.

An Al circular planar target with diameter of 5 cm is radially partitioned in 100
concentric cells. Each cell has the same radial dimension of ∆r = 0.025 cm. A
Gaussian current profile is assumed with µ = 1.25 cm and σ = 0.25 cm. Apart
from the current profile and the target size (20 cm2) are the remaining parameters
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Figure 2.14: Simulated hysteresis curves of (a) the reactive pressure, (b) the compound
fraction on the substrate and (c) the metal fraciton on the target for different
target areas which are uniformly sputtered. This is compared with the hystere-
sis curves for a fixed target area of 20 cm2 where a Gaussian sputter profile
is used varied in width.

taken from Table 2.1. The width of the current profile is varied by subsequently
doubling or halving the deviation σ of the Gaussian profile. Figure 2.14 shows
the impact of this variation on the hysteresis of the reactive pressure Pr, the aver-
age target metal fraction θm and the average substrate compound fraction θs. A
decreasing sigma narrows the current profile which shifts the hysteresis towards
higher reactive flows and decreases its width. This behavior resembles the effect
of a decreasing target area in the original Berg model (see also Fig. 2.9a). Again
an effective target area can be connected to each current profile. To give an idea
with which effective area a given current profile corresponds, hystereses simulated
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with a uniform current but with the target size varied up to the full target size are
added to Fig. 2.14. If the current profile is widened by increasing the deviation, the
hysteresis converges towards the hysteresis of uniform current with At = 20 cm2

as expected. An upper limit for the effective target area is thus the full target area,
while the effective area decreases as the current profile narrows. Figure 2.14c
learns that the θm hysteresis is more metallic when the current profile is narrowed.
Remark that Fig. 2.14c presents the current weighted metal fraction (see eq. 2.39)
which is proportional to the sputter flux. This results in higher deposition rates just
before the first critical point of a compound film which tends to be more and more
full stoichiometric as shown in Fig. 2.14b. This result is an additional advantage
besides the disappearing of the hysteresis when the erosion area is reduced in a
reactive sputtering system.

2.2.3.3 Time dynamics

Up till now the Berg model is formulated to describe the steady state conditions of
a reactive sputtering system. The extensions of the Berg model in section 2.2.3.1
and section 2.2.3.2 spatially resolve the substrate respectively the target. However
the dynamics of the reactive sputtering system can currently not be studied with
this kind of models. For this a time dependent model is needed which not only
allows to describe the evolution to steady state but also additional time dependent
features of the system.

The original Berg model, and its spatial extensions can easily be transformed
into a dynamic time dependent form. Here the dynamic version of the original
Berg model is given. Its steady state formulation is based on three balance equa-
tions for the target condition (eq. 2.29), the substrate condition (eq. 2.30) and the
reactive gas consumption (eq. 2.21). The imbalance of these equations drives then
the rate in change of the compound fraction on the target and the substrate, and
of the reactive partial pressure. This results in three coupled ordinary differential
equations (ODE’s) with the time t as independent variable. The ODE for the tar-
get condition θt(t) is obtained from eq. 2.29 by subtracting the compound removal
term (RHS) from the compound formation term (LHS) which gives

n0,s
dθt(t)

dt
=

2

z
αtFr(t)At(1− θt(t))− JionAtYcθt(t) (2.40)

where the time dependency of the coupled variables is explicitly shown and n0,s

is the maximum surface density of reaction places. This surface density can be
identified with the atomic surface density of the target material. The ODE for
the compound fraction θs(t) on the substrate is similarly obtained from eq. 2.30.
Subtraction of the metallic covering term (RHS) from the compound formation
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Figure 2.15: Influence of the waiting time between successive flow increments (closed
markers) and flow decrements (open markers) on the hysteresis. The simula-
tion parameters are taken from Table 2.1 with a chamber volume of 0.125 m3.

term and the compound covering term gives

n0,s
dθs(t)

dt
=

2

z
αsFr(t)As(1− θs(t)) + JionAtYcθt(t)(1− θs(t))

− JionAtYm(1− θt(t))θs(t)
(2.41)

The same surface density n0,s as for the target is assumed. The last ODE closing
this system is the rate of change in the reactive partial pressure Pr(t) or proportion-
ally (see eq. 2.24) the reactive gas flux Fr(t). The imbalance of eq. 2.21 produces
this ODE. Subtraction of the gas consumptions by the target (eq. 2.23), the sub-
strate (eq. 2.22) and the pump (eq. 2.20) from the introduced gas flowQin(t) gives

dPr(t)

dt
=
kBT

Vc
(Qin(t)−Qp(t)−Qs(t)−Qt(t)) (2.42)

where Vc is the volume occupied by the reactive gas in the vacuum chamber. The
gas flow Qin(t) is independently applied as a time dependent boundary condition.

The time dependent Berg model has no analytical solution and needs to be nu-
merically solved. An explicit 4th order Runge-Kutta integration scheme has here
been applied with a fixed integration step of 1 ms. In contrast to the steady state
model were a solution can be obtained as function of the reactive pressure Pr, is
the independent variable in the dynamic model the introduced reactive gas flow
Qin(t). In this way the steady state model mimics the stabilized points of a feed-
back controlled hysteresis experiment (section 1.3.1.2) while the time dependent
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flow from the higher flow side. The simulation parameters are taken from
Table 2.1 with a chamber volume of 0.125 m3.

model enables the description of the dynamics of a hysteresis experiment under
direct flow control (section 1.3.1.1). These steady state points can be obtained by
stepwise increasing and decreasing the reactive flow with a sufficient long stabi-
lization time in between every two consecutive steps. That this stabilization time
depends on the position within the hysteresis is illustrated in Fig. 2.15. The steady
state solution is compared with the time dependent solution for different stabiliza-
tion times. The simulation parameters are taken from Table 2.1 with the volume
Vc = 0.125 m3. The transition mode is not accessed by the time solution. The
metallic and the poisoned mode however do coincidence if the stabilization time is
chosen long enough (> 60 s). It are the steady state points near the critical points
which ask the longest stabilization times.

This is made even more explicit in Fig. 2.16. For the same system, the reac-
tive flow is immediately increased from 0 sccm (metallic mode) to a reactive flow
Qr,c1 + ∆Qr (poisoned mode) just above the first critical flow Qr,c1 . Figure 2.16
reveals three things. Firstly the stabilization time elongates when ∆Qr decreases.
Secondly the rise of the reactive pressure happens in basically three steps: an ini-
tial fast but limited pressure increase, an intermediate quasi pressure plateau and
a final fast and large pressure increase. Thirdly this intermediate pressure plateau
vanishes when the stabilization time shortens. A similar behavior is obtained when
moving from fully poisoned mode towards a reactive flow Qr,c2 −∆Qr just under
the second critical flow Qr,c2 . Of course a pressure decrease instead of a pressure
increase is now observed. This dynamic behavior from poisoned to metallic mode
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was already investigated by Jonsson et al. [30] with a multi-layered Berg model.
To get a better insight in this dynamical behavior near the critical points,

Fig. 2.17 represents the change in target and substrate condition accompanying
the pressure change when moving into poisoning and returning from poisoned
mode. The simulation went as followed Qin was set for 60 s to Qr,c2 − ∆Qr
with ∆Qr = 0.01 sccm operating in metallic mode. Then Qin was abruptly in-
creased to Qr,c1 + ∆Qr with a stabilization time of 120 s moving it into poisoned
mode. In the last step Qin was back decreased to Qr,c2 −∆Qr transcending into
metallic mode. The compound fractions θs on the substrate and θt on the target
show a similar dynamic as the reactive pressure. The inset of Fig. 2.17a shows
the second steep decrease when moving back to metallic mode. This inset al-
ready indicates that the change of these three variables is not always completely
simultaneous. In analyzing their time sequence, the normalized first derivatives
are plotted in Fig. 2.17b. The normalization of these first derivatives dX(t)/dt

with X = θt, θs, Pr is performed as

dX∗

dt
=

1

Xmax −Xmin

∣∣∣∣dX(t)

dt

∣∣∣∣ (2.43)

where Xmax is the maximum steady state value in poisoned mode while Xmin is
the minimum steady state value in metallic mode. In essence these are the RHS’s
of the ODE’s (eq. 2.40, eq. 2.41 and eq. 2.42) governing the model. Figure 2.17b
shows in the first figure the first steep increase before the “plateau” and in the sec-
ond figure the second steep increase after the plateau when moving from metallic
to poisoned mode. The third and fourth figure show the same when mowing from
poisoned to metallic mode. Now the dynamics that play can be understood. When
the reactive flow is initially increase at time t = 60 s, the pressure rise is limited as
most reactive gas is gettered by the substrate, increasing θs. Also the target getters
some gas, increasing θt but to a smaller degree then the substrate as sputtering has
a cleaning effect on it. The second steep pressure rise (t = 91 s) is preceded by
a steep poisoning of the target (t = 89.5 s) which is slightly preceded by a steep
poisoning of the substrate (t = 89 s). This can be interpreted as the gettering of the
substrate that reduces first after which the target poisons and finally the reactive
pressure quickly rises to it new steady state value. The return to metallic mode
shows a somehow reversed behavior. At t = 180 s the reactive flow is lowered
which initially only decreases the pressure substantially. The second steep de-
crease of compound fraction on the substrate (t = 238 s) is preceded by a decrease
of compound on the target (t = 237 s) which is slightly preceded by a decrease in
pressure (t = 236.5 s). The following interpretation makes sense. The decrease
in pressure limits the compound forming on the target which becomes back more
metallic due to sputtering. The latter supplies the substrate of more metal not only
increasing its gettering capacity but at the same time also decreasing its compound
fraction.
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Figure 2.17: Time evolution of the reactive pressure, the compound fraction on the sub-
strate and the compound fraction on the target when increasing the reactive
flow from just below the second critical flow to just above the first critical flow
at time 60 s and decrease it in the same way at time 180 s. The evolution of
(a) the variables and of (b) their normalized first derivatives (see eq. 2.43) is
shown. The highlighted zones in (a) corresponds with the figures in (b).
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Figure 2.18: Time evolution of the reactive pressure and the gas consumptions by the pump,
the substrate and the target when increasing the reactive flow from just below
the second critical flow to just above the first critical flow at time 60 s and
decrease it in the same way at time 180 s.

Figure 2.18 shows the gas consumptions by the target, the substrate and the
vacuum pump. It supports the higher given interpretations. Additionally it clearly
shows that when moving from metallic towards poisoned mode, the substrate con-
sumes at the beginning of the transition the largest portion reactive gas. At the end
of the transition the substrate hands over this role to the vacuum pump. The return
from poisoned mode to metallic mode sets off with a strong reduction in reactive
gas consumption by the pump, while the substrate dominantly takes over the gas
consumption towards the end of this transition.

This behavior qualitatively corresponds with experimental findings. To prove
this, the time dynamics of the poisoning of an Al 2 inch target in an Ar/O2 atmo-
sphere is measured by recording the total pressure and the discharge voltage. As
the experiment is performed with a constant Ar flow (10 sccm) which results in
a pressure of 0.34 Pa, the pumping speed equals 49 Ls−1. The reactive pressure
is obtained by subtracting the total pressure with the Ar pressure when operating
non reactive. The measured limited discharge current was 0.5 A. The recorded
discharge voltage is primarily determined by the state of the target and can as such
be viewed as a measure for the compound fraction. The experiment went as fol-
lows. The reactive flow was initially set to 0.5 sccm operating in metallic mode
for 200 s. Subsequently the reactive flow was in one step increased to 3.0 sccm.
This operation point lays in the order of 0.1 sccm above the first critical flow. Af-
ter 200 s operating in poisoned mode the reactive flow is back decreased to the
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Figure 2.19: Experimental time evolution of the reactive pressure and the discharge voltage
when the reactive oxygen flow is increased from 0.5 sccm to 3 sccm at t =
200 s and decreased back to 0.5 sccm at t = 400 s. The evolution of (a) the
variables and of (b) their normalized first derivatives (see eq. 2.43) is shown.
The highlighted zones in (a) corresponds with the figures in (b).
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initial 0.5 sccm for 200 s. The recording rate for both the voltage and the pressure
was 1 Hz. When moving from metallic mode into poisoned mode, the experi-
mental pressure behavior (Fig. 2.19a) qualitatively corresponds with the simulated
behavior (Fig. 2.17a). Indeed, the two steep pressure increases are separated by
a quasi-plateau. The first pressure increase coincidence with the first voltage in-
crease at 203 s. The second pressure increase follows ∼ 1 s after the steep voltage
decrease at 251 s. As this time separation approaches the experimental resolution,
this experiment is repeated for different reactive flows that poisons the target. This
time separation of ∼ 1 s was reproducible for each experiment. The fact that the
voltage first slightly increases and in the second step decreases indicates that an
intermediate state of the target is accessed before full poisoning. This can be at-
tributed to the formation of a dominating chemisorbed fraction in the first step and
in the second step of stoichiometric oxide. This can however not be explained
within the Berg model as only one type of compound is modeled. Nevertheless is
the voltage change each time a consequence of some kind of compound formation
or removal.

When moving from poisoned to metallic mode at 400 s only one steep change
in pressure and voltage is noted in contrast to the simulation (Fig. 2.17a). The in-
termediate quasi plateau disappeared as the working flow of 0.5 sccm in the metal-
lic mode lays much lower then the second critical flow. Because of this, the two
transitions are not separated in time. This effect is already implicitly illustrated
for the Berg model by Fig. 2.16. However the increase in pressure at 404 s now
precedes the increase in voltage with almost 4 s (Fig. 2.19b). This is in qualitative
agreement with the simulation (Fig. 2.17b) where the time separation is yet much
smaller. The reactive pressure in the experiment when moving from poisoned to
metallic mode gradually decreases back to the start pressure after the steep transi-
tion at 404 s.

2.3 Summary

The original Berg model from 1987 was not the first model for reactive sputtering.
Analytical models describing the abrupt transition in deposition rate at a critical
pressure set off with Heller in 1973. As the original Berg model, most models did
only considered sticking of reactive gas to the surface as poisoning mechanism.
Up till Steenbeck (1982) none of these models was able to reproduce a hysteresis
as described in section 1.3. It was the inclusion of a gettering mechanism depend-
ing on the state of the substrate which made this possible. Affinito (1984) was
the first to recognize that chemisorption could not be the only poisoning mecha-
nism of importance for some reactive sputtering systems and included this in his
model equations. These pioneers paved the way for the godfather of the reactive
sputtering model: S. Berg.
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The original Berg model can be considered as a first milestone in modeling re-
active sputtering deposition. The prime importance of gas kinetics at the substrate
was recognized by successfully reproducing a hysteresis. The model is analytical
and simple with a minimum in parameters. Nevertheless the model is able to re-
produce many qualitative trends concerning the hysteresis and towards operation
optimization. The dependency of the original model on the material and the op-
eration parameters are investigated. Their trends can be qualitatively understood.
A manifold of extensions based on this model exist and can be subdivided in two
categories: extensions which add or change essential physical mechanisms, and
extensions which improve the spatial or temporally resolution of the model. Three
extensions of the last category are implemented: a deposition profile (spatial), a
ion current profile (spatial) and a time dependent model (temporally). A depo-
sition profile results not only in a more detailed description but also resolves the
problem of choosing a correct effective substrate area if the original model is used.
A current profile that is narrowed, confirms that the hysteresis will decrease and
even vanish. Finally a time dependent Berg model is implemented, the time dy-
namics of poisoning and depoisoning of the system are simulated and compared
with experiment. The time sequence of first target poisoning followed by a reac-
tive pressure rise when moving from metallic to poisoned mode, and the reversed
sequence when moving from poisoned to metallic mode are in agreement.
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3
RSD Model

A successor of the Berg model treated in the previous chapter is the so-called
RSD model or Reactive Sputter Deposition model. It is a first category extension
(see section 2.2.3) of the original Berg model where the physical process of direct
reactive ion implantation and reactive knock-on implantation is added. This model
extension is able to resolve some limitations of the original Berg model. The
relevance of the RSD model is demonstrated in section 3.1 as the original Berg
model fails in predicting some experimental findings. Also the pre-RSD models
including the process of reactive implantation as additional poisoning mechanism
are mentioned. The original RSD model [1] is formulated in section 3.2 with some
new views on the theoretical base and solving of the implantation and reaction
in the subsurface. The analytical solution for the uniform implantation profile is
one of the achievements here. As the quantification of the model parameters is
usually incomplete, their will exist some freedom in parameter choice. Within
this work, the parameter freedom is investigated by fitting two versions of the
RSD model to experimental hystereses in section 3.3.2. Some new interesting
correlation between parameters have be retrieved.

3.1 Relevance

The original Berg model already explains most of the basic concepts in reactive
sputtering deposition. However, as almost every model, it has its limitations. In
section 3.1.1 it is shown that the original Berg model at least fails in three exper-
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imental observations: the formed compound thickness on the target, the influence
of the inert gas pressure and the influence of the pumping speed. These three
limitations can be related to the missing mechanism of reactive implantation as
poisoning process in the original Berg model. Section 3.1.2 gives a chronological
overview of the introduction of this mechanism in reactive sputter models up to
the original RSD model.

3.1.1 Limitations
3.1.1.1 Compound thickness

The original Berg model is inherently a one-layer surface model with chemisorp-
tion as only compound forming mechanism. On the target side this implicitly
means that only one monolayer of compound can be formed. However this seems
experimentally not the case. This can be demonstrated in a target sputter cleaning
experiment as in [2]. Such experiment proceeds as follows. After removing any
contamination on the target by sputtering in pure Ar gas, the system is operated in
pure reactive gas to ensure a complete poisoning of the target surface. In a follow-
ing step, the discharge is switched off and the reactive gas is pumped away. This
ensure that no reaction takes place during the last step. For this last step, inert gas
is introduced into the chamber. After stabilization, the discharge is switched on
and the discharge voltage as function of time is measured. The discharge voltage
is mainly influenced by the effective secondary electron emission yield YSEE of
the target surface. This YSEE depends on the composition of the target surface or
said differently on the compound fraction on the target surface. Assuming a linear
dependency of the YSEE on the compound fraction θc between a fully poisoned
surface and a pure metal surface [3] gives

YSEE = YSEE,m(1− θc) + YSEE,cθc (3.1)

with YSEE,m and YSEE,c respectively the effective secondary electron emission
yield of pure metal and of pure compound. The discharge voltage can be related
to the YSEE by a relation proposed by Thorton [4] and modified by Buyle [5].
He states that the minimum discharge voltage Umin for a magnetron discharge as
function of the YSEE is given by

Umin =
Wi

E(P )YSEEεiεe
(3.2)

where Wi is the effective ionization energy of Ar, E(P ) is the effective gas ion-
ization probability depending on the pressure P , εi is the ion collection efficiency
and εe is the average ion fraction generated by a single emitted electron out of the
Vmin/Wi ions that maximally can be generated. For constant pressure and assum-
ing that only YSEE is material dependent while the other parameters in eq. 3.2
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Figure 3.1: Sputter cleaning experiment of a sputter oxidized 2 inch Al target for different
discharge currents and different Ar pressures. The target is first sputtered in
pure O2 to fully oxidize and afterwards sputtered clean in pure Ar. (a) The
recorded discharge voltage and (b) the calculated compound fraction based on
eq. 3.4. Data taken from Depla et al. [2].

have a weak dependency on the material and/or voltage, the YSEE of a material
will be inversely proportional to the discharge voltage [6]. In this way eq. 3.1 can
be rewritten as

1

U
=

1

Um
(1− θc) +

1

Uc
θc (3.3)

in terms of the discharge voltage for a metal Um and a compound Uc surface. The
time evolution in voltage U(t) can now be linked to the compound fraction θc(t)
of the target surface as

θc(t) =
1/U(t)− 1/Um
1/Uc − 1/Um

(3.4)

Such target sputter cleaning experiments [2] of an Al target oxidized in pure
oxygen and sputter cleaned in Ar at the same conditions are shown in Fig. 3.1. The
discharge voltage behavior for a current of 0.3 A and 0.4 A at an argon pressure of
0.3 Pa and at 0.5 Pa for the current 0.4 A. The compound fraction as calculated
according eq. 3.4 is shown in Fig. 3.1b. The discharge voltage Uc of the compound
is identified with U(30 ms) as this is the minimal ramp time of the power supply.
The discharge voltage Um of the metal is the stabilized voltage U(10 s) when the
target is completely clean again. At the same pressure (0.3 Pa) the entire voltage
curve of the high current (0.4 A) lays above the low current (0.3 A) as may be ex-
pected from typical IU-characteristics. Similarly the voltage curve at low pressure
(0.3 Pa) lays above the high pressure (0.5 Pa) voltage curve for the same current
(0.4 A). A greater potential difference has to be applied to obtain the same current
when the pressure drops as the impedance of the plasma increases. Figure 3.1b
clearly shows that their seems some delay in the cleaning or the compound re-
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Figure 3.2: The sputter cleaning time dynamics following a Berg model with a uniform
current (�) and with a current profile (•) for two different discharge currents.

moval of the target surface. This delay becomes longer if the current is decreased
or if the pressure is increased.

If the time dependent Berg model (section 2.2.3.3) is applied to the time dy-
namic of this sputter cleaning step, the compound formation term due to the reac-
tive gas in eq. 2.40 falls out and becomes

n0,s
dθt(t)

dt
= −IionYcθt(t) (3.5)

This allows a straightforward solution of the time dependency of θc which is

θc = e
− IionYcn0,s

t (3.6)

This exponential behavior of θc for the current 0.3 A and 0.4 A is given in Fig. 3.2.
Their is of course a faster cleaning at higher current as in the experiment but the
direct exponential decrease in compound fraction is experimentally not observed.
The assumption of an uniform current is maybe to crude here. The time depen-
dent Berg model is extended with the inclusion of an ion current profile as in
section 2.2.3.2. Equation 3.6 becomes

θc,i = e
−
Iion,iYc

n0,s
t (3.7)

by subdividing the target in cells with label i and assigning an ion current Iion,i
and a compound fraction θc,i to it. The compound fraction θc is then defined as a
current weighted average of the fractions θc,i. The same Gaussian current profile
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Figure 3.3: (a) The calculated dependency of the ion current (eq. 3.8) and the discharge
voltage (eq. 3.9) on the compound fraction. (b) SRIM simulated voltage depen-
dency of the sputter yield for AlO1.5 molecules with surface binding energies
taken from [7].

as in section 2.2.3.2 is used. This seems to improve at some point the match with
the experiments. Notwithstanding the initial decrease in θc is even steeper then
in the uniform case, this decrease becomes less and less steeper at later times.
When the current profile is included, the simulated compound fraction after 1.5 s

differs“only” one order of magnitude while this is for the uniform current many
orders. This deviation could in principle be fixed by optimization of the used
parameters Iion, Yc, n0,s and the current profile. However in the simulations of
Fig. 3.2 the maximum decrease is observed at the start of the cleaning process
while the experiment shows its maximum decrease at a much later time (∼ 1 s).
This can not be fixed by parameter optimization but indicates a wrong functional
dependency.

Two additional improvements in the functional dependency of eq. 3.5 are still
possible without changing the basic assumption of the Berg model. For the mo-
ment there is assumed that the ion current equals the discharge current. This is not
fully true. The ion current Iion and the discharge current Id are related to each
other according eq. 1.7 with the secondary electron emission yield. Taking this
YSEE constant during the sputter cleaning would just mean a parameter optimiza-
tion. However the YSEE changes due to the change in compound fraction as in
eq. 3.1. This means that the ion current Iion depends on the compound fraction θc
as

Iion(θc) =
Id

1 + YSEE,m(1− θc) + YSEE,cθc
(3.8)

This dependency is shown in Fig. 3.3a with YSEE,m = 0.091 and YSEE,c = 0.19

[2] for the discharge current of 0.3 A. This relationship can be considered as almost
linear.
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Figure 3.4: The sputter cleaning time dynamics following a Berg model with a uniform
current (�) and with a current profile (•) for a discharge current of 0.3 A. The
influence of the compound sputter yield Yc(U) and of the effective secondary
electron emission yield YSEE(θc) on the dynamics is taken into account sepa-
rately and combined.

A second improvement is taking into account the energy dependency of the
sputter yield Yc of the compound. For simplicity it is here assumed that the energy
of an Ar+ ion hitting the target equals the full discharge voltage. Rewriting eq. 3.4
as a function of θc gives

U =
UmUc

Uc(1− θc) + Umθc
(3.9)

This relationship between θc and U is added to Fig. 3.3a. The dependency of the
sputter yield on the ion energy for Al2O3 is simulated with SRIM [8]. The most
important parameter in the SRIM simulation for determining sputter yields is the
surface binding energy (SBE) of the constituents. Kubart et al. [7] fitted SBE’s for
Al2O3 with TRIDYN [9], a similar simulation package as SRIM, to experimental
data. He found satisfactory results with SBE(Al)=12 eV and SBE(O)=9 eV. A lin-
ear fit to the SRIM simulation results was obtained and is shown in Fig. 3.3b. Note
that using packages as SRIM or TRIDYN to simulate sputter yields of compounds
is questionable. However the goal here is not to quantify this relation into detail,
but just to have a reasonable estimate. The relation between the compound fraction
θc and the sputter yield Yc of the Al2O3 becomes in this case

Yc(θc) =

(
0.0203UmUc

Uc(1− θc) + Umθc
− 1.67

)
× 10−2 (3.10)
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Substitution of eq. 3.8 and eq. 3.10 into the eq. 3.5 gives a new functional de-
pendency of the compound fraction as function of time. The impact of these two
adjustments is shown in Fig. 3.4 for the original Berg model with uniform current
and the extended model with a current profile. The separate and the combined
modifications are compared with the initial model. The impact on the functional
dependency of the compound fraction is yet minimal within each model. Even
more important is that the maximal removal rate remains close to the start of the
sputter cleaning and that no delay in compound removal is observed. For the uni-
form case the decrease in compound fraction seems a little bit decelerated in the
beginning, but not sufficient to match the experiments. This indicates that the ob-
served starting delay in sputter removal can not be explained by adding more detail
to the existing processes.

3.1.1.2 Influence inert gas pressure

A second limitation of the original Berg model is observed when the influence
of the inert gas pressure on the hysteresis is studied. Hystereses of an Al target
were measured in an Ar/O2 atmosphere were the Ar pressure was varied between
0.4− 3.06 Pa. The reactive pressure as function of the oxygen flow are shown
in Fig. 3.5. These experiments were performed with a fixed current of 0.4 A and
pumping speed of 65 Ls−1 in a cylindrical tube. This tube was closed at the top
with a circular lid where a cut-away is foreseen to introduce the magnetron. It ap-
pears that with an increase of Ar pressure the hysteresis width decreases and even
vanishes as shown in Fig. 3.6b. This hysteresis width is defined as the difference
between the first critical oxygen flow Qc,1 and the second Qc,2. As the transitions
between metallic and poisoned mode also become less abrupt with increasing Ar
pressure, the critical flows become, especially at the highest Ar pressures, not triv-
ial to determine. To uniquely quantify these critical points for all hystereses a
Gaussian is fitted to the first derivative dPr/dQin of the increasing and the de-
creasing branches of the hysteresis. The mean of each Gaussian is identified as a
critical flow. The dependency on the Ar pressure of these critical flows is given in
Fig. 3.6a. Both critical oxygen flows shift to higher values, but because Qc,2 shifts
faster as function of PAr. The hysteresis disappears around PAr = 3 Pa.

An explanation of this trend with the Berg model is not evident as the inert gas
pressure is not an explicit parameter of the model. However the inert gas pressure
can implicitly be included as it influences other model parameters. These are:

• the sputter yields of compound and metal by a changing discharge voltage

• the effective substrate area or deposition profile

• the effective target area or ion current profile by a changing racetrack width
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Figure 3.6: (a) The critical points of the hystereses of Fig. 3.5 determined as the mean of
a Gaussian fitted to the first derivative dPr/dQin. (b) The hysteresis width
defined as the difference between the first and the second critical point from
(a). Unpublished data provided by D. Depla.

The inert gas pressure influences the discharge voltage and as such the sputter
yields. The influence of the sputter yields on the Berg model were already shown
in Fig. 2.8a and Fig. 2.8c. A voltage dependency on the Ar pressure is shown
in Fig. 3.7a for an Al 2 inch target operating in non-reactive mode at a constant
current of 0.25 A. The target erosion across this measurements was limited. In
the relevant pressure range (> 0.4 Pa) the voltage decrease is already quite flat.
To match closer with the experiments the average voltage at start and end of every
hysteresis experiment is also shown in Fig. 3.7a for the current of 0.4 A. This
voltage dependency is not only influenced by the working pressure but also by
target erosion. As the experiments were performed sequentially with the same
target for the pressure range 0.4− 1.51 Pa the target erosion increases in parallel
with the working pressure. Increasing the working pressure and a deeper target
erosion both lower the discharge voltage explaining the somewhat steeper decrease
in this case. The latter voltage dependency is used to determine the sputter yields
of the metal and the compound in the Berg model. The previous fitted relation
based on SRIM simulations in Fig. 3.3b is used for the AlO1.5 sputter yield while
the Al sputter yield is based on a linear fit to experimental sputter yields [10] as

Ym(Ud) = (1.91Ud − 111)× 10−3 (3.11)

Also the deposition profile is strongly dependent on the gas pressure. This
means that the effective substrate area will reduce as the working pressure in-
creases due to an increased scattering of sputtered particles with the gas. This
dependency on the hysteresis for the Berg model was shown in Fig. 2.9c. In this
way the sputtered material will be deposited within a more restricted area. A fur-
ther consequence is that more material will return back to the target resulting in a
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Figure 3.7: The implicit effect of the Ar pressure on (a) the discharge voltage, (b) the de-
position fractions and (c) the width of the racetrack. Unpublished data taken
from G. Buyle.

further decrease of the effective sputter yields. The deposition profile on the cylin-
drical tube, the closing lid and the magnetron were simulated with SiMTra for the
pressures of the hysteresis experiments. Figure 3.7b shows how the fraction of
particles that are deposited on the cylindrical tube decreases while the fraction on
the magnetron (target, fixing ring and anode) increases with higher Ar pressures.
The fraction on the closing lid initially increases but eventually also decreases at
pressures above 1.5 Pa.

Finally the target racetrack is also to some extent determined by the gas pres-
sure which translates to a changing effective target area in the Berg model which
was already illustrated in Fig. 2.9a. The influence of the Ar pressure on the race-
track width was measured and explained by Buyle et al. [11]. These racetrack
measurements were fitted with a Gaussian where the deviation of the Gaussian
quantifies the width. These results are given in Fig. 3.7c where a narrowing of the
racetrack with increasing pressure is noted. However the strongest change is ob-
served at pressures lower then used in the hysteresis experiments. A linear fit to the
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Figure 3.8: The implicit influence of the Ar pressure on the hystereses modelled by a Berg
model with a deposition profile and a current profile. The hysteresis is quan-
tified by (a) the hysteresis width which is the difference between (b) the first
critical flow and (c) the second critical flow.

three pressures within the range of the hysteresis experiments has been performed
to quantify the narrowing of the hysteresis.

Armed with these estimates for the functional dependencies of the sputter
yields, the deposition profile and the current profile on the working pressure, the
influence on the hysteresis is simulated with an extended Berg model. This spa-
tial extended Berg model includes both a deposition profile as in section 2.2.3.1
and a ion current profile as in section 2.2.3.2. The simulations are performed for
the pressure range 0.4− 1.51 Pa where the individual influence and the combined
influence of the parameters on the hysteresis width (Fig. 3.8a) and on the two
critical points (Fig. 3.8b and Fig. 3.8c) are shown. As well the combined as the
individual parameter variation result in a decrease of the hysteresis width conform
with the experiments. However outside the simulation range, the hysteresis seems
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to completely vanish at even higher pressures. Notwithstanding this qualitative
resemblance between the Berg model and the experiments for the decreasing hys-
teresis width, do the critical flows in the simulations shift to lower oxygen flows in
contrast to the experimental findings. Only the impact of the racetrack narrowing
reproduces the expected trend. However as this narrowing is comparably small, it
only slightly increases both critical flows. A second qualitative difference can be
observed. While for the hysteresis experiments the shift of Qc,2 is stronger then
the shift of Qc,1, this is in the simulations reversed. This stronger shift of Qc,1
compared to Qc,2 in the simulations is most prominently present for the influence
of the deposition profile.

To conclude, the changes in deposition profile, sputter yields and racetrack
by the working pressure can not qualitatively explain in a correct way the ex-
perimental observed disappearing of the hysteresis for Al sputtered in an Ar/O2
atmosphere. It seems that an additional process depending on the reactive mole
fraction is missing in the description. As the Ar pressure does not influence the
oxygen partial pressure should the chemisorption process be left unaffected by the
Ar pressure increase. However the mole fraction of oxygen will decrease which
hints that a process mainly depending on this mole fraction is missing in the model.
A first candidate that depends on this mole fraction is the composition of the ion
current hitting the target which will be mainly composed out of Ar+ and O2

+.

3.1.1.3 Influence pumping speed

The influence of the pumping speed on the hysteresis has already been mentioned
before. Experimental evidence for the sputtering of Al in an Ar/O2 atmosphere
was already shown in Fig. 1.15. By increasing the pumping speed the hysteresis
narrows and eventually vanishes. The Berg model is able to reproduce this behav-
ior. This was shown before in Fig. 2.9d for the original Berg model. However
the experiments disagree with the simulations at some point. In the experiments
the entire hysteresis shifts to higher reactive flows with increasing pumping speed,
notwithstanding that the second critical flow shifts faster to eliminate the hystere-
sis. In the simulations only the second critical flow seems to substantially shift in
order to remove the hysteresis.

The corresponding hystereses of Fig. 1.15 in discharge voltage are shown in
Fig. 3.9. This voltage behavior is interesting as it is hard to explain with the Berg
model. The discharge voltage seems to increase before the first critical point after
which it decreases by going to poisoned mode. The pressure rise before the first
critical point is small, as such will changes in the plasma composition probably
not be the main cause. It seems more likely that the state of target surface through
the YSEE defines this voltage behavior. Besides the metal state and the compound
state as defined in the Berg model, their seems a third state possible with a lower
YSEE then metal.
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Figure 3.9: Experimental hystereses of the discharge voltage Ud under direct control of
the reactive flow for increasing pumping speeds. The system was a 2 inch Al
target sputtered in an Ar/O2 atmosphere at a discharge current of 0.5 A and
Ar pressure of 0.4 Pa. Unpublished data provided by W. Leroy.

3.1.2 New mechanisms

A mechanism that can resolve the above mentioned limitations of the Berg model
is reactive ion implantation. Indeed the sputter atmosphere consists out of inert gas
atoms and reactive gas molecules. Both species can be ionized and will contribute
to the ion current bombarding the target. This means that reactive gas species will
be implanted into the target after which they can react to form compound. This is
called direct reactive ion implantation. On the other hand it is possible that chemi-
sorbed reactive gas atoms on the target surface are hit by an energetic ion and be
knocked into the target. This is called reactive knock-on implantation. Briefly it
is explained how these mechanisms could resolve some of the limitations of sec-
tion 3.1.1. As reactive species get implanted by direct and knock-on implantation
beyond the first surface layer, the compound formation range will reach up to the
implantation depth. This will result in a compound thickness of the same order.
While this not necessarily needs both implantation mechanisms to explain, as only
knock-on implantation could be sufficient, this is not the case for the influence of
the inert gas pressure. Increasing the inert gas pressure, decreases the mole frac-
tion of the reactive gas in the ion current towards the target. This would mean that
the contribution of directly implanted reactive gas ions is diminished. In the case
that direct reactive implantation is the dominating poisoning mechanism compared
to chemisorption, poisoning of the target becomes harder with increasing inert gas
pressure. The lower supply of reactive species in the target diminishes the hystere-
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sis.

Historically Affinito et al. [12] were the first to include reactive ion implanta-
tion into a reactive sputter model as demonstrated in section 2.1.5. This was even
before Berg formulated his first model. Affinito et al. argued that for the system
Al−N2 chemisorption is very small and cannot (alone) account for the observed
poisoning of the Al target. They also showed that voltage controlled operation
would only be possible if chemisorption is almost absent. As shown in eq. 2.15
they included a direct reactive ion implantation term with a reaction probability
depending on the available reaction sites, which depends on the mole fraction of
the reactive gas. Even how, their model remained a one-layer model without men-
tioning any layer thickness. They termed the compound formation by reactive ion
implantation also as an ion plating process.

Sobe [13, 14] even proposed a model where ion plating was the only compound
forming mechanism as chemisorption of neutral reactive gas for their system is
non existing. The system they investigated was the sputtering of CrSi in CH4, N2
or CO2. He also assumed a reactive ion current which is proportional with the
mole fraction of the reactive gas in the chamber and found that the proportionality
constant was even close to one for the N2 gas. Again the model describes the
target surface as a single layer.

Depla et al. studied in [15] the voltage behavior of a Al target and in [3] the
voltage behavior of a Si target sputtered in an Ar/N2 atmosphere. In the later it
is possible to separate the influence of the plasma condition and the target sur-
face condition on the discharge voltage. Based on their results they argued that
chemisorption could not explain the observed phenomena and suggested direct
reactive ion implantation as additional poisoning mechanism. This changes the
target surface condition resulting in a changing YSEE and as such a changing volt-
age. Also they measured N2 desorption of the Si target after reactive sputtering,
which would indicate that not all implanted nitrogen is consumed in compound
formation. The presence of non-reacted nitrogen after the sputtering of Cu was
also measured with XPS [16]. A first quantitative analytical model for this direct
reactive ion implantation was posted in [17]. It predicts avalanches and possible
hysteresis of the target condition around critical reactive mole fractions, which are
absent in the reactive pressure for conditions of high pumping speed and low ion
current. This initial analytical model is a two layer model with a surface layer and a
subsurface layer where implantation and consecutive reaction takes place based on
a reaction probability and available reaction sites. An alternative reactive ion im-
plantation model was formulated in [18] which calculates the compound fraction,
the concentration of implanted reactive ions and the concentration of non-reacted
reactive gas ions at the surface in time. This single layered model for the target
was integrated in a time dependent Berg model in [19]. A simplification of the
latter model was given in [20] to predict the critical mole fractions of existing ex-
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perimental data where a fair agreement was found. The importance of direct ion
implantation for the hysteresis increases when the pumping speed becomes high
and/or the ion current low.

Rosen et al. [21] demonstrated with TRIDYN simulations the impact of both
direct and knock-on implantation on the target poisoning. Kubart et al. [22] was
the first to include this knock-on reactive implantation into a model of reactive
sputtering deposition. The model he proposed was a time dependent Berg model
with a multi layer description of the target. A threefold poisoning mechanism of
the target was included: chemisorption, direct reactive ion implantation and knock-
on reactive implantation. Notwithstanding the multi layer approach of the target,
the implantation of reactive species only occurs in the bottom layer proportional to
free reaction sites which makes the model more a two layer model. The compound
formation after implantation was also assumed immediate.

In [1], Depla et al. proposed the steady state RSD model which incorporates
the poisoning mechanisms of direct and knock-on reactive implantation into a
Berg-like model. This model is on target level truly multi layered provided with
a implantation profile and a reaction mechanism. The formulation of this RSD
model forms the core of the next section.

3.2 Original model

3.2.1 Formulation

In the steady state RSD model, the reactive sputter process is divided in three
parts: the target, the substrate and the vacuum chamber. For each part, balance
equations have been formulated to conserve the relevant quantities, as in the origi-
nal Berg model (see section 2.2.1). Besides this, direct and knock-on implantation
are included together with a subsurface second order reaction mechanism for the
compound formation between the implanted reactive gas species and the metallic
target material. This section summarizes the equations and the variables governing
each part of the steady state RSD model.

3.2.1.1 Target

The target is subdivided in two regions, the surface region with thickness s from
where sputtering occurs and the underlying subsurface region with thickness D
where reactive ions are implanted and react with the target material. While s is
the thickness of one monolayer, D is defined by the implantation depth of reactive
ions. For the target, three fractions are considered θm, θr and θc. The fractions
θm and θr represent the fraction of non-reacted and of reacted target atoms in the
surface layer of the target, while θc is the fraction of target atoms that has che-
misorbed reactive gas molecules. The reacted fraction θr accounts for compound
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molecules formed in subsurface regions by implanted reactive ions, after which
they are transported to the surface by sputtering. The sputter yield of the target
will be defined as

Ys = Ymθm + Yrθr + Ycθc (3.12)

with Ym, Yr, and Yc the corresponding sputter yields of the different fractions.
As in [1], it will be assumed that the compounds formed by chemisorption or by
subsurface reaction are identical, so it can be stated that Yr = Yc. The speed vs
with which the surface recedes due to sputtering, is defined as

vs =
JionYs
n0

(3.13)

where Jion is the ion current density and n0 is the atomic metal density of the
target surface. Because of the receding surface, subsurface compound molecules
are transported to the surface region. As the fraction θr remains in steady state
constant, the following continuity equation is valid,

vsθbn0 = JionYrθr (3.14)

Here θb represents the fraction of reacted compound molecules at the interface
between the surface and the subsurface region. θb can be calculated from the con-
centration of non-reacted target atoms nM (s) at the subsurface-surface interface
located at s, as

θb = 1− nM (s)

n0
(3.15)

The concentration profile nM (x) in the subsurface region is determined by a chem-
ical reaction mechanism between implanted reactive ions and target atoms. For
this, a second order reaction is proposed by Vancauwenberghe et al. [23, 24], with
the introduction of a reaction rate coefficient k. The reaction rate for the non-
reacted target atoms can be stated as

dnM (x[x′, t])

dt
= −knR(x[x′, t])nM (x[x′, t]) (3.16)

in a coordinate frame x moving along with the receding target surface, illustrated
in Fig. 3.10. The origin is positioned at the target surface. The coordinate frame x′

is the fixed laboratory frame. The two coordinate frames are related to each other
as

x = x′ − vst (3.17)

Working out the total time derivative in the LHS of eq. 3.16 with eq. 3.17 results
in

∂nM (x)

∂t
− vs

∂nM (x)

∂x
(3.18)
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The steady state condition is obtained by setting the partial time derivative to zero.
Hence, the change of the concentration profile nM (x) within the moving coor-
dinate frame x where the coordinate x corresponds to the depth, can be written
as

− vs
dnM (x)

dx
= −knR(x)nM (x) (3.19)

vs

x'=0 x=0

θ m
θ c

θ r
θ b
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Figure 3.10: Schematically representation of the modeled target illustrating how the mov-
ing reference frame x is connected with the fixed laboratory frame x′ by
the erosion speed vs. The fractions (θm, θr , θc,θb) and the concentrations
(nM (x),nR(x)) which the model solves, are mentioned together with the im-
plantation profile p(x).

The minus sign in front of the spatial derivative originates from the directional
choice of the x-axis pointing into the target. Typically will the problem be numer-
ically solved by setting boundary conditions at the maximum implantation depth.
The origin of the x-frame is then chosen at the maximum implantation depth with
an axis pointing in the opposite direction. This choice results then in eq. 3.19
without the minus sign in the LHS. The change of nM (x) is also depending on the
concentration of implanted reactive ions nR(x), wherefore a similar rate equation
can be derived as

− vs
dnR(x)

dx
= −kznR(x)nM (x) + Jion(2f + βθc)p(x) (3.20)

with the inclusion of an implantation term. This implantation term includes two
contributions: one of direct ion implantation and one of knock-on implantation.
For the direct ion implantation term, f is the ratio between the reactive ions and
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the total number of incoming ions. In a first approach f is set equal to the reactive
mole fraction of the used gases:

f =
Pr

Pr + PAr
(3.21)

where PAr is the Ar gas pressure. This is a reasonable assumption supported by
the results from a Monte-Carlo plasma code [25] and a simple analytical plasma
model [26]. For the knock-on implantation, only chemisorbed reactive atoms at
the surface are considered to be knocked into the subsurface region by ions. β
is then the yield at which chemisorbed atoms are knocked on per incoming ion.
Furthermore, the same implantation profile p(x) for both implantation mechanisms
is assumed. The stoichiometry of the formed compound molecules is defined by
the number z, i.e. MRz (e.g. for Al2O3, z = 3/2). The steady state fraction θc is
maintained by the formation of compound molecules by chemisorption and their
removal by sputtering and by knock-on implantation. This results in the following
balance

2Frαtθm = zYcJionθc + βθcJion (3.22)

with F the flux of reactive molecules toward the target and αt the sticking coef-
ficient of reactive molecules on the target surface. This neutral reactive flux Fr is
then given by

Fr =
Pr√

2πmrkBT
(3.23)

Pr represents the reactive gas partial pressure, mr the molecular mass, kB the
Boltzmann constant and T the temperature of the gas species. A similar equation
as eq. 3.22 can be given for the fraction θm, the steady-state fraction of unreacted
target material in the surface region, namely

Jion
z
βθc + JionYs(1− θb) = YmθmJion +

2

z
Frαtθm (3.24)

The first term of the LHS accounts for the removal of chemisorbed atoms by
knock-on, while the second term represents the transport of non-reacted target
material from the subsurface region to the surface region. On the RHS there is the
sputtering of non-compound atoms and the transformation of target material into
compound molecules by chemisorption.

3.2.1.2 Substrate

In analogy with the extended Berg model (section 2.2.3.1), the same balance equa-
tions for the substrate can be obtained which are repeated for completeness. The
substrate is defined as the whole of surfaces where sputtered material is deposited,
except the target. The sputtered material is deposited on this substrate according to
a certain deposition profile. Knowledge of a deposition profile allows to treat the
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substrate in a multi-cell approach [27]. Hereby the substrate is subdivided in N
cells with each an area As,i according to the resolution of the deposition profile.
To each cell, a compound fraction θs,i and a weighting factor εi are connected.
The weighting factor εi of cell i is defined by the deposition profile, and corre-
sponds to the fraction of the sputtered material that is deposited in this cell. The
forming of compound molecules is due to chemisorption of the reactive molecules
and is governed by a sticking coefficient αs. It is assumed that these compound
molecules have the same stoichiometric factor z as the one on the target. The
process is described in the same way as chemisorption at the target level, but a
different sticking coefficient, αs, is used. The following balance equation can be
written for each cell i,

JionAtYmθmθs,iεi =

2

z
αsFr(1− θs,i)As,i + JionAt(Ycθc + Yrθr)(1− θs,i)εi (3.25)

where At is the racetrack area. This equation allows to calculate the full substrate
condition, described by the individual fractions θs,i.

3.2.1.3 Chamber

During reactive sputtering a given flow rateQin (molecules per second) of reactive
gas is introduced in the vacuum chamber. This reactive gas flow can be consumed
in three ways: by reaction on the target Qt, by reaction on the substrate Qs or by
the action of the vacuum pump Qp. The steady state condition requires then that

Qin = Qt +Qs +Qp (3.26)

The gas consumption by the target, Qt, and by the substrate, Qs, depends on the
target and the substrate condition, respectively, as explained in the sections above.
The consumption by the vacuum pump is defined by

Qp =
PrS

kBT
(3.27)

with S as the pumping speed (in m3s−1). For the flow toward the substrate in the
multi-cell approach, it is given by

Qs =
∑
i

Qs,i (3.28)

where
Qs,i = αsFr(1− θs,i)As,i (3.29)

Reactive gas is assumed to only react with already deposited target material by
chemisorption. The calculation of the flow toward the target consists of three
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terms, and states that

Qt = αtFrθmAt +
z

2
JionYrθrAt −

β

2
JionθcAt (3.30)

The first term is the amount which is consumed by chemisorption. The second
term is the contribution of reactive gas that is implanted. The final term subtracts
the double counted contribution of knocked in chemisorbed gas atoms by the first
two terms.

3.2.2 Solution method

The solution of the RSD model proceeds in first solving the target state (eq. 3.12
to eq. 3.24) as this can be solved independently of the substrate and the chamber.
Secondly the state of the substrate can be solved by eq. 3.25 with the knowledge
of the target solution. Finally based on the reactive flow consumptions (eq. 3.27 to
eq. 3.30) and its balance (eq. 3.26) the reactive flow introduced into the chamber
which is compatible with the state of target, substrate and the reactive pressure is
calculated.

This lays in the same line as the solution method for the Berg model. However
the solution procedure for the target is not as straightforward in the RSD model.
The non-linearity in the RSD equations for the target can not be removed. This
is in contrast to the Berg model where choosing Pr or θt as independent solution
variable removes the non-linearity. Either choice of independent variable likePr or
θb in the RSD model can not remove all non-linearities. Additionally the balance
equations for the surface fractions are coupled to the ODE’s which govern the
subsurface region, by the subsurface fraction θb.

The most attractive solution procedure for the target is taking θb as independent
variable and give an initial guess for Pr or equivalently f . This enables to solve
eq. 3.24, eq. 3.14 and eq. 3.22 for the three surface fractions as

θm =
1

N
(1− θb)(zJionYrYc + βJionYr) (3.31a)

θr =
1

N
θb(zJionYmYc + βJionYm + 2αtFrYc) (3.31b)

θc =
1

N
(1− θb)2αtFrYr (3.31c)

with

N = (1− θb)(zJionYrYc + βJionYr + 2αtFrYr)+ (3.32a)

θb(zJionYmYc + βJionYm + 2αtFrYc)

This completely specifies the ODE’s (eq. 3.19 and eq. 3.20) governing the sub-
surface region. Solution of these ODE’s gives a non-reacted metal concentration
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n′M (s) at the surface-subsurface interface which defines by eq. 3.15 a θ′b which not
equals θb if the initial guess for f (or Pr) was not correct. A solution of the system
will be found for a given θb if f satisfies

θb − θ′b(f, θb) = 0 (3.33)

which is a non-linear root finding problem as function of f . This problem is eas-
ily numerically solved with a standard root finding algorithm like the Brent al-
gorithm [28] if there is a unique root. This is from physical viewpoint likely as
θ′b(f, θb) will be a monotonic increasing function in f . The reason for this is that
the contribution of direct implanted reactive gas ions will increase as f increases
which enhances subsurface compound formation. A higher reactive pressure will
also enhance the degree of chemisorption resulting in more available chemisorbed
gas atom to be knock-on and in a decrease of the erosion speed giving implanted
reactive atoms more time to form compound.

The coupled ODE’s (eq. 3.19 and eq. 3.20) can be numerically solved with for
example a Runge-Kutta integrator to define the function θ′b(θb, f) which is stan-
dard practice. However an analytical expression for the solution of these ODE’s
was discovered and as such an analytical definition for θ′b(θb, f). These coupled
ODE’s can be written as a single ODE in the variable nM (x) or nR(x). Only the
derivation of this single ODE in the variable nM (x) is given but for nR(x) the
derivation is quite analog. To shorten notation the coupled ODE’s are restated as

dnM (x)

dx
= −kvnR(x)nM (x) (3.34a)

dnR(x)

dx
= −kvznR(x)nM (x) + pv(x) (3.34b)

where

kv = k/vs (3.35a)

pv(x) = pvp(x)

=
Jion
vs

(2f + βθc)p(x) (3.35b)

in a moving reference frame x with the origin at the maximum implantation depth
D and the axis pointing towards the target surface. Dividing eq. 3.34a by nM (x)

and take the derivative to x at both sides gives

d

dx

(
1

nM (x)

dnM (x)

dx

)
= −kv

dnR(x)

dx
(3.36)

If −kvnR(x)nM (x) is eliminated between eq. 3.34a and eq. 3.34b, this gives

dnR(x)

dx
= z

dnM (x)

dx
+ pv(x) (3.37)
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Substitution of eq. 3.37 in eq. 3.36 and integration over x results in

1

nM (x)

dnM (x)

dx
= −zkvnM (x)− kv

∫
pv(x)dx+ C0 (3.38)

whereC0 is an integration constant. Multiplying both sides with θM = nM (x)/n0

and writting in the variable θM finally gives

dθM (x)

dx
+ zkvn0θ

2
M (x) +

(
kv

∫
pv(x)dx− C0

)
θM (x) = 0 (3.39)

This is a single ODE which has the form of the Bernoulli differential equation

dy

dx
+ P (x)y = Q(x)yn (3.40)

with n = 2. The general solution of the Bernoulli differential equation for n 6= 1

is

y(x) =

[
(1− n)

∫
e(1−n)

∫
P (x)dxQ(x)dx+ C1

e(1−n)
∫
P (x)dx

]1/(1−n)

(3.41)

with C1 an integration constant. So the general solution of eq. 3.39 is

θM (x) =
e−
∫
P (x)dx

C1 −Q
∫
e−
∫
P (x)dxdx

(3.42)

where

P (x) = kv

∫
pv(x)dx− C0 (3.43a)

Q = −zkvn0 (3.43b)

The constant C0 can be determined from eq. 3.39 with boundary conditions on
nM (x = 0) and nR(x = 0). As the implantation occurs over a limited depth in
the target, the origin of the coordinate system will be located at a depth D where
reactive implantation becomes zero (and stays zero). The positive x-direction is
pointed to the target surface and the coordinate system equally moves with the
erosion speed. As by definition no reactive implantation occurs at x = 0, the
concentration nR(0) = 0 while nM (0) = n0 or θ = 1. Evaluation of eq. 3.34a at
x = 0 gives then

dnM (x)

dx x=0
=

dθM (x)

dx x=0
= 0 (3.44)

If these boundary conditions are applied to eq. 3.39 the constant C0 reads

C0 = zkvn0 (3.45)
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The second constantC1 is determined by applying the boundary condition θM (x =

0) = 1 to eq. 3.42 which results in

C1 = 1 (3.46)

independent of the exact form of P (x) as the integrals cancel out.
The integrals in the general solution eq. 3.42 can analytically be solved for

an uniform implantation profile ranging from x = 0 to x = D. In that case the
implantation profile is pv(x) = pv/D such that∫ D

0

p(x)dx = pv (3.47)

The argument -
∫
P (x)dx of the exponentials in eq. 3.42 is obtained after twice

integrating pv(x) which results in

−
∫
P (x)dx =

kvpvx
2

2D
− zkvn0x+ C2 (3.48a)

= −
[
ax2 + 2bx+ c

]
(3.48b)

where C0 = zkvn0 (eq. 3.45) has been used, C2 is a new integration constant and
the following identifications have been used

a =
kvpv
2D

(3.49a)

b = −1

2
zkvn0 (3.49b)

c = C2 (3.49c)

The remaining integral of eq. 3.42 has an analytical solution [29], namely∫
e−[ax2+2bx+c]dx =

1

2

√
π

a
e
b2

a −cerf

(√
ax+

b√
a

)
+ C3 (3.50)

with C3 another integration constant. Substitution of eq. 3.48 and eq. 3.50 in
eq. 3.42, and clustering the constants c, C3 and eb

2/a into C4, gives as solution
θM,u(x) for uniform implantation

θM,u(x) =
e
−
[√
ax+ b√

a

]2
C4 −

√
π b√

a
erf
(√

ax+ b√
a

) (3.51)

where the Q = 2b (eq. 3.43b) is used. The constant C4 is obtained by applying the
boundary condition θM,u(x = 0) = 1 to eq. 3.51 which results in

C4 = e−
b2

a +
√
π
b√
a

erf

(
b√
a

)
(3.52)
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Figure 3.11: (a) Influence of the implantation profile p(x) and the reaction rate k on the
solution of eq. 3.33, only including direct implantation. (b) The in-depth com-
pound profiles corresponding with the solutions for the subsurface compound
fraction θb = 0.4 and θb = 0.8 from (a). The target surface is located at
x = 0. Simulations parameters are given in Table 3.1.

The final analytical solution for simultaneous reaction and uniform implantation
becomes then

θM,u(x) =
e
−
[√
ax+ b√

a

]2
e−

b2

a +
√
π b√

a

[
erf
(

b√
a

)
− erf

(√
ax+ b√

a

)] (3.53)

If this solution is evaluated at x = D then θ′b(f, θb) of eq. 3.33 becomes for uni-
form implantation

θ′b(f, θb) = 1− θM,u(D; f, θb) (3.54)

where the relation eq. 3.15 is used and the parameters a and b of θM,u(D) (eq. 3.53)
contain the f and θb dependencies.

An uniform implantation profile is a rather crude approximation. A Gaussian
implantation profile is typical used within the RSD model as this corresponds bet-
ter with reality. When a Gaussian implantation profile is used, the general solution
of eq. 3.39 is not straightforward calculable. The integral in the denominator of
eq. 3.42 will need a numerical evaluation. For this reason there is no real pref-
erence in either numerical evaluating eq. 3.42 or numerical integrating the single
ODE of eq. 3.39 or the coupled ODE’s of eq. 3.34. The latter approach is used for
the latter results of this chapter.

The solution of eq. 3.33 for the target is illustrated for a uniform and a Gaus-
sian implantation profile in Fig. 3.11a. The used parameters are given in Ta-
ble 3.1 which indicate that only direct reactive implantation is included, omitting
chemisorption and knock-on implantation as poisoning mechanism. This kind of
system where direct implantation dominates, can be identified with the systems
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CrSi/N2, CH4, CO2 studied by Sobe [13, 14] or the system Si/N2 studied by
Depla et al. [3]. To compare the two implantation profiles, the same maximum
implantation depth D is used, where for the Gaussian

D = Rp + 3∆Rp (3.55)

with Rp the mean implantation depth and ∆Rp the deviation of the Gaussian im-
plantation profile. The influence of the reaction rate k on the solution for both
implantation profiles is shown in Fig. 3.11a. For the same k and reactive mole
fraction f , the system with the Gaussian profile is more poisoned compared to the
uniform profile. However the dependency on k is similar for both implantation
profiles. The transition from quasi metallic to poisoned is quite steep and if k is
even sufficiently low, even a hysteresis could emerge. This steep transition was
experimentally shown in [3] for the Si/N2 system, but a real hysteresis is up till
now not experimentally proven. If a similar variation of Jion or D on the solu-
tion (f, θb) is studied by either halving and doubling their value, exactly the same
figure as Fig. 3.11a is obtained. This can for the uniform profile directly be under-
stood from its analytical solution eq. 3.53. The solution θb = 1 − θM,u(D) only
depends on the parameters aD2 and b2/a which read in the original parameters as

aD2 =
f

Y 2
s

kn2
0D

Jion
(3.56a)

b2

a
=

z2

4f

kn2
0D

Jion
(3.56b)

This explains that multiplying k with a factor is equivalent with multiplying D or
dividing Jion with that same factor, and even multiplying n0 with the square root
of that factor. Remarkable is now that this relationship also exactly holds for the
Gaussian profile where only a numerical solution is obtained. The maximum im-
plantation depth D is here doubled or halved by respectively doubling or halving
both Rp as ∆Rp. As such the solution for the Gaussian profile will also solely de-
pend on these parameters by the ratio kn2

0D/Jion. This result lays in the same line
as an analytical solution obtained in the Appendix of [27]. There it was supposed
that the reaction could be spatially separated from the implantation. Their solution
also depends on this same parameter ratio.

In order to obtain more physical understanding on the parametric dependency
of the subsurface fraction θb, the parameters aD2 and b2/a can be written as

aD2 =
1

2
knR,max∆tmax (3.57a)

b2

a
=

1

2
k

zn0

nR,max
zn0∆tmax (3.57b)
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Parameters Implantation profile

Ym (M ion−1) 0.5 Uniform
Yc (MRz ion−1) 0.05 D (nm) 3
Jion (A cm−2) 0.05 Gaussian
z 1.5 Rp (nm) 1.5
n0 (at cm−3) 6.03× 1023 ∆Rp (nm) 0.5
k (cm3at−1s−1) 2.5/5/10× 10−23 D (nm) Rp + 3∆Rp
αt 0
β 0

Table 3.1: Overview of the RSD simulation parameters for the solution of the target consid-
ering only direct reactive implantation. The solutions are shown in Fig. 3.11.

where ∆tmax = D/vs is the maximum reaction time an implanted reactive atom
can get and nR,max = 2fJion/vs is the maximum concentration of bounded and
unbounded implanted reactive atoms. The parameter b2/a seems to dependent on
the ratio zn0/nR,max which is the ratio between the maximum concentration of
reactive atoms zn0 that can be incorporated in the compound to the maximum con-
centration of implanted reactive atoms nR,max. This represents that the subsurface
compound formation is determined by three interpretable parameters: a material
dependent reaction rate coefficient k, the maximum reaction time ∆tmax and the
maximum implanted concentration reactive gas nR,max. Indeed the formation of
compound will be enhanced if the reaction rate is higher, more time for reaction
is given and a bigger supply of reactive atoms is provided. On the other hand will
the formation be limited by the steadily decreasing metal concentration available
to form compound.

A special case is when nR,max = zn0. In that case, the solution for θb =

1−θM,u(D) only depends on b2/a = kzn0∆tmax/2 as the difference of eq. 3.57a
and eq. 3.57b then equals zero and cancels out in eq. 3.53, realizing that the nega-
tive square root of b2/a should be considered.

Finally, the in-depth compound profiles corresponding to the solutions θb =

0.4 and 0.8 of Fig. 3.11a are shown in Fig. 3.11b. The influence of the implanta-
tion profile can be observed. For a Gaussian profile a steeper in-depth transition
between the compound and the metallic bulk is noted. The variation of k (or equiv-
alent Jion, D or n0) for similar (sub)surface compound fractions seems to have a
small impact on how the in-depth compound profile looks like.
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3.3 Model parameters

Although the RSD model further enhances the understanding of reactive mag-
netron sputtering by including reactive implantation as new process, it also intro-
duces the extra parameters k, β, p(x) and PAr. This can be regarded as one of
the drawbacks of this model as compared to the Berg model. More parameters,
and the fact that some of these parameters are experimentally or theoretically hard
to retrieve, result in more “flexibility” to fit experimental trends. Therefore, in
the last years, the research group DRAFT has investigated the reactive sputtering
process in detail to retrieve more experimental data [10, 30, 31] to quantify these
parameters. These quantified parameters will be used to reduce the fit freedom of
well conditioned direct controlled hysteresis experiments of Al and Y in an Ar/O2
atmosphere as published in [32]. These experimental conditions are given in sec-
tion 3.3.1. The quantification of these parameters that are not fitting parameters
is elucidated in section 3.3.2. To do the fitting, two more elaborated RSD models
are used in an attempt to optimize the use of the experimental data and to obtain
a higher degree in quantification of the fitting parameters. The modifications are
explained in section 3.3.3. The fitting procedure and the search algorithm to find
good fits between experiments and the models are described in section 3.3.4. The
good fits give more insight in the reactive sputter process because some parame-
ters show interesting correlations, given in section 3.3.5. Furthermore, the two
different metal/oxygen systems will be quantitatively compared.

3.3.1 Experiments to fit

The experiments were performed in a varied O2/Ar atmosphere. The homemade
vacuum chamber was each time pumped to a background pressure in the order of
10−4 Pa, before setting the appropriate constant Ar flow. The gas pressure was
measured by a capacitance gauge, while the residual gas pressure was measured
with a Penning gauge. The vacuum pumping system consisted of a turbomolec-
ular pump, backed up by a rotary vane pump. Standard planar targets of 2 inch

diameter with a purity of 99.99 % (K.J. Lesker) were mounted on the conventional
DC magnetron. The DC power generator (Hüttinger 1500 DC) limited the current.
Nevertheless the current showed a stepwise jump when shifting from the metallic
to the poisoned mode and vice versa. This increase was although limited to∼ 5 %.
To establish a well-defined deposition area, the substrate consisted of a cylindrical
steel container which completely enclosed the target, as shown in Fig. 3.12. The
magnetron was inserted at the top of this cylinder. The direct controlled (see sec-
tion 1.3.1.1) hystereses of two metal targets aluminum (Al) and yttrium (Y) were
measured. This direct controlled hysteresis experiment consisted in a stepwise in-
crease and decrease of the O2 flow. The waiting time between two successive steps
was such that a steady state value of the discharge voltage and the total pressure
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Figure 3.12: The experimental setup for the measurement of direct controlled hystereses
where a cylindrical tube is placed within the vacuum chamber.

was obtained. The O2 flow step size has been adapted during an experiment such
that the two critical points are defined within a resolution of 0.1sccm.

For both Al and Y, three separate hystereses were measured, where only the
current limitations has been changed from 0.45 A to 0.55 A to 0.65 A. During an
experiment the total pressure, the discharge voltage and the discharge current were
measured. For the Al case, the Ar flow was fixed at 10 sccm while the pumping
speed was reduced to obtain a pressure of 0.45 Pa. In the Y case, the Ar flow was
set to 20 sccm and the pumping speed reduced such that a pressure of 0.37 Pa was
measured. Here the pumping speed is defined as the slope of the hysteresis curve
in poisoned mode. For the Al case this resulted in a pumping speed of 55 Ls−1

while for Y 112 Ls−1 was measured. These operating conditions were chosen to
obtain well-pronounced hysteresis curves and consequently well-defined critical
points.

3.3.2 Input parameters

Some a priori known parameters are needed when the RSD model is solved: the
input parameters. The quantitative reliability of RSD’s output is strongly depen-
dent on the accuracy of those input parameters. The scheme in Fig. 3.13 summa-
rizes those parameters for the RSD2007 model. There are essentially three sources
where input parameters can be retrieved from. The first source of input parameters
are the operating conditions such as pumping speed and discharge current.
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Figure 3.13: A schematical representation of the input parameters (dashed boxes) of the
steady state RSD model.

The second source of input parameters is data retrieved from simulation soft-
ware. The SRIM package [8] is used to model the ion-target interactions and pro-
vides the implantation profile p(x) of incident reactive ions, the knock-on yield β
of chemisorbed oxygen, the reflection coefficient R of reactive ions and a nascent
distribution of sputtered material. The knock-on yield for oxygen on Y has a value
of 0.18 and for oxygen on Al a value of 0.29 was found. This was simulated with
SRIM by defining a monolayer of oxygen on the pure metal. After Ar ion bom-
bardment of this layer, the number of oxygen implanted in the metal divided by the
ion dose results in an estimate for the knock-on yield. The obtained nascent distri-
bution of the sputtered atoms in SRIM defines energies and directions that serves
as an input for SiMTra [33]. This simulation package gives as output a deposition
profile of the sputtered material in the chamber, which is used in the multi-cell
approach of the substrate description.

The last source of input parameters are the experimentally determined parame-
ters. Experimental determination of the sputter yield of the metal and the sticking
coefficient of oxygen on the substrate have been performed in [10, 30, 31]. The
sticking coefficient has there been determined as the ratio of the amount of arriv-
ing oxygen at the substrate surface to the amount of incorporated oxygen in the
substrate layer [30, 31]. In determining the sputter yield of the metal, a weighting
method has been adopted in order to find a relation between the sputter yield and
the applied voltage [10], which is linear over the considered voltage range. The
same method has been applied to retrieve the sputter yield of the oxides with a
voltage measured in poisoned mode. Both target materials were sputtered in full
poisoned mode. After sputtering for a sufficiently long time, the target mass loss
was used to calculate the sputter yield of the metal. As the target is fully poisoned
this agrees with the partial sputter yield of the metal atoms from the oxide target
as needed in the RSD model. In [32], a misinterpretation of these obtained sputter
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yields happened as they were multiplied by a factor 2.5 which results in the total
atomic sputter yield of the oxide. As such the simulations were compared with the
wrong experimental sputter yields. However this honest mistake is here acknowl-
edged and a corrigendum [34] is published based on the results in this work.

Leroy et al. obtained a partial metal sputter yield of 0.0206 ± 0.002 for Al
and 0.0061± 0.002 for Y. These are partial metal sputter yields measured during
reactive sputtering in an Ar/O2 plasma which can not be easily compared with
partial metal sputter yields of oxides bombarded with only Ar+ ions in a pure
Ar atmosphere. The latter partial sputter yield will be typically higher because
when an oxide molecule which has lost an oxygen atom by sputtering will have
no opportunity to restore this loss by replacement of another oxygen atom from
the plasma. This mechanism does play if oxygen is available in the plasma as in
the reactive sputter case [35, 36]. This will lower the partial sputter yield of the
metal while increasing the partial sputter yield of the oxygen. This can explain
the possible discrepancy between the sputter yields of oxides obtained here by
Leroy et al. with the sputter yields obtained from the sputter cleaning experiments
as in [2]. As the precise nature and strength of this oxygen replacement for Al
and Y is not well understood, it does not form a part of the model. However the
additional injection of atomic oxygen due to this mechanism will be reflected into
the used experimental sticking coefficient of oxygen on the substrate. This sticking
coefficient does not distinguish between atomic or molecular oxygen similarly as
the model.

The compound sputter yield Yc in the model is thus assumed as a molecu-
lar sputter yield that sputters the compound according to the stoichiometry of the
formed compound. This means that for a stoichiometric compound MRz , it is
assumed that on average with every sputtered metal M , there are also z reactive
atoms R sputtered. Notwithstanding the sputtering of compound molecules is to
large extend of an atomic nature, the molecular sputter yield is used in the model.
However, this simplification showed to only slightly influence the simulated hys-
teresis [37] for congruently, non-reducing sputtering oxides [2] which are at hand.
Although only two parameters are really unknown i.e. k and αt, the sputtering
yield of the formed oxide is added as unknown parameter. In this way the com-
pound sputter yield Yc will serve as an internal check for the used approach in
finding the unknown parameters.

As presented in Fig. 3.13, two other input parameters remain unknown . Firstly,
there is the second order reaction rate coefficient k which controls the formation
rate of oxide in the subsurface region of the target. There is no experimental or sim-
ulated value known for this. Secondly, there is the sticking coefficient of molecular
oxygen on the target αt. Experimental values for αt exist [38], but are not mea-
sured in real reactive sputter conditions and seem not applicable. This summarizes
to the three unknown model parameters Yc, k and αt .
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3.3.3 Model modifications

Some of the known input parameters change during a hysteresis experiment, mainly
because of the target composition variation. First there is the discharge voltage
which abruptly drops between metallic and poisoned mode due to the changing
effective secondary electron emission yield YSEE of the target [39]. There is also
a smaller variation between and within each experiment. This can be attributed
to the changing magnetic field above the target due to target erosion [6, 40] and
the fraction of chemisorbed oxygen [2]. Consequently this varying discharge volt-
age affects the metallic sputter yield Ym. Besides this, the voltage variation also
changes the energy by which reactive ions are implanted in the target. Also the
target composition, in which the reactive ion is decelerated, is not constant. Those
two effects result in a modifying implantation profile of the reactive ions during
the experiment. A second effect of the evolving target composition is a changing
ion current. The ion current Iion is connected to the discharge current Id by the
effective YSEE as

Iion =
Id

1 + YSEE
(3.58)

This YSEE changes due to the changing surface composition, and will similarly as
in eq. 3.8 be defined as

YSEE = YSEE,mθm + YSEE,c(1− θm) (3.59)

where YSEE,m is the effective secondary electron emission yield for the metal
[2] and YSEE,c for the compound [41]. Although the experiments are limited in
current, there is also a small increase in the measured current when going in the
poisoned mode.

Implantation profiles of reactive ions are retrieved from SRIM. For the SRIM
simulations it is assumed that the reactive oxygen molecule gets ionized and sub-
sequently accelerated over 80 % of the discharge voltage [42, 43]. Only oxygen
molecular ions are considered. Arriving at the target surface the molecular ions
dissociate and each atomic oxygen enters the target with 40 % of the discharge
voltage. The implantation profiles are well fitted by a skew Gaussian

p(x) =
1√

2πω2
e
−
(

x−ε√
2πω2

) [
1 + erf

(
α
x− ε√
2πω2

)]
(3.60)

A lookup table of the fit parameters ε, ω and α is constructed. These parameters
can be looked up as function of the impinging energy of the ions and of the tar-
get composition. The impinging energy is retrieved from the measured discharge
voltage while the target composition is predicted by the model. The RSD model
gives for each Pr −Qin couple an oxidation depth profile of the target. This oxi-
dation profile will be approximated by a uniform profile with an average oxidation
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fraction θb defined as

θb =

∫ D

0

P (x)θb(x)dx (3.61a)

P (x) =
1

N

∫ x

D

p(x′)dx′ (3.61b)

The θb(x) = 1 − nM (x)/n0 is the oxidation depth profile calculated by RSD,
p(x′) is the reactive implantation profile defined in eq. 3.60 and D = Rp + ∆Rp
is the maximum implantation depth with Rp the average implantation depth and
∆Rp the deviation of the implantation profile. P (x)dx represents a probability
distribution for an incoming ion to pass the depth x. The factor N normalizes this
distribution to one which is defined as

N =

∫ 0

D

p(x′)dx′ (3.62)

P (x) is then used as a weighting factor for calculating the average oxidation frac-
tion θb. Also the reflection of reactive ions at the target surface is taken into ac-
count. The SRIM simulations of the implantation profiles, also predict the fraction
of the ions that will be reflected as function of of the impinging energy and the
surface composition. This effect was included in eq. 3.20 by multiplying the di-
rect implantation term by a factor 1−R, representing the non-reflected fraction of
the arriving ions. The oxidation grade at the surface served as a lookup value for
the interpolation table. The interpolation table was constructed with a resolution
of 5 eV for the incident energies and a resolution of 1 % for the oxidation grade,
ranging from pure metal to stoichiometric oxide.

The calculation procedure goes as follows. The above mentioned evolution
in metallic sputter yield, ion current and implantation profile has been taken into
account in the simulated pressure-flow (Pr − Qin) relations. The hysteresis ex-
periments provide steady state values of the discharge voltage and the current in
function of the oxygen flow. Hereby the calculation of the Pr − Qin relation has
been limited to the experimental part in order to use this data. As such the calcu-
lation of Pr − Qin is split into two parts: starting from a pure metallic target and
starting from a fully oxidized target. While stepwise increasing (decreasing) the
oxidation grade of the target, the corresponding Pr −Qin couples are determined
by the RSD model. This advances until the first (second) critical point is reached.
These critical flows are determined as the inflection values of the calculated Qin.
As the Pr and Qin values are not a priori known and determination is based on
the oxidation state of the target, the evolving input parameters are linearly inter-
polated based on the previous calculated Qin value. This approach is satisfactory
if the resulting Qin resolution is small enough. This is obtained by a well chosen
distribution of the independent solution variable θb.
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In a first instance, these model modifications were implemented in the RSD2007
model (section 3.2.1) where the results of [32] were based on. In a latter stage,
when the misinterpretation of the sputter yields was realized, they were imple-
mented for the steady state multi-cell target solution of the RSD2013 model (sec-
tion 4.3.2.2). Section 4.3 discusses in full length the exact details of this latter
model. For now it is just interesting to know that this model includes a spatial
resolved current profile on the target. As such it is called in this section the multi-
cell model, while for the RSD2007 model a uniform profile is assumed, calling it
the one-cell model. The results of the two model approaches will be discussed in
section 3.3.5.

3.3.4 Fit procedure

The values of three input parameters are not easily retrieved, neither experimen-
tally nor from simulations. These three parameters are the sticking coefficient of
oxygen onto the target αt, the reaction rate coefficient k and the compound sputter
yield Yc. To complete the set of input parameters for our two models, the modified
RSD models (section 3.3.3) is fitted to the hysteresis experiments (section 3.3.1).
It is expected that these three fit parameters will not be uniquely defined by fitting.
The goal is to find all combinations of fit parameters that result in good fits. For
this purpose a searching algorithm is developed which gives all the parameter com-
binations within a connected region that fit the hystereses. The development of this
algorithm is based on general ideas from mathematical optimization [44]. The al-
gorithm contains an evaluation component, the fitting procedure, which evaluates
parameter sets on their goodness-of-fit, and a parameter-selecting component.

The parameter-selecting component is responsible for creating new parameter
sets that need to be checked with the experiments. The evaluation component will
perform the confrontation of those created parameter sets with the experiments and
decides if the parameter set is accepted or rejected. The parameter-selecting com-
ponent is illustrated for a 2-D parameter space (X,Y ) in Fig. 3.14. The selected
and evaluated parameter sets will be stored in one of the following three ordered
lists: the finished accepted list (F , chessboard pattern), the unfinished accepted list
(U , wavy pattern) and the rejected list (R, uniform pattern). An element in such a
list is represented by an (X,Y ) combination together with two direction markers
for each dimension. The two direction markers represent the increasing and the
decreasing directions of their corresponding dimension. The algorithm works as
follows. The algorithm starts with a parameter set (xS , yS) that is accepted by
the evaluation component. The direction markers of (xS , yS) are initially set to
zero. (xS , yS) is placed as a single element in the list U , while lists F and R are
empty. Now the algorithm will generate a parameter set (xS−1, yS) that is one of
the four closest neighbors of (xS , yS), defined by a resolution (∆x,∆y). Hereby
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Figure 3.14: A 2-D illustration of the parameter selecting component of the searching al-
gorithm. The lighter coloring indicates the final listings of F (inished) and
R(ejected). The darker coloring indicates an intermediate listing of F , R
and U (nfinished). The couple (xS , yS) represents the starting point and
(∆x,∆y) the step resolution. (a) The creation of a non-existing couple
(xS1, yS) that after evaluation is rejected and placed in list R. (b) The cre-
ation of a non-existing couple (xS1, yS+1) that after evaluation is accepted,
but not yet fully marked and placed in list U . (c) The creation of an existing
couple (xS1, yS) that already is evaluated and where only the appropriate
direction markers are set.
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the direction marker of (xS , yS) in the direction of (xS−1, yS) and the direction
marker of (xS−1, yS) in the direction of (xS , yS) is set equal to one. Each newly
selected parameter sets (xi, yi) is first crosschecked with list U or R. If it does
not appear in either list, the (xi, yi) is evaluated and accordingly placed in an or-
dered way in list R (Fig. 3.14a) or U (Fig. 3.14b), depending on the rejection or
the acceptance of (xi, yi). If it does appear in the U or the R list, the element
is updated by setting the appropriate direction marker to one and no evaluation
takes place (Fig. 3.14c). In this way the algorithm is filling the list U with (x, y)’s
wherefore not all the direction markers are set. The algorithm creates new (x, y),
based on this list U , by moving in directions that are not yet marked. When an
element of the list U is fully marked, it is moved to list F . The algorithm finishes
if the list U becomes empty. The end result of the algorithm is the list F of all pa-
rameter combinations (xi, yi) in a connected region that models the experiments
well. Additionally there is the list R of all rejected parameter combinations which
exactly forms the boundary of this connected region. Now there is the issue of
finding an accepted (xS , yS) that will form the start of the above explained algo-
rithm. This starting point (xS , yS) is found by a slightly modified version of the
algorithm, called the minimization algorithm. Starting from a randomly selected
point, all elements encountered are selected and evaluated. These elements are
sorted in list U according to the evaluation result of the parameter combination
they represent. This results in a selection of (x, y)’s that are potentially better than
the best element of list U . This minimization algorithm will end when it detects
the (xS , yS) for which the evaluation result is below a predefined acceptance tol-
erance. This searching algorithm knows some limitations. As already mentioned,
it will only find those combinations that lay within a connected region. This is the
same as stating that the evaluation result E(X,Y ) has to have a global minimal
region. This also includes the second limitation, namely that E(X,Y ) has to be
nearly smooth. Small roughness in E(X,Y ) could be overcome by increasing the
acceptance tolerance of the evaluation component. The disadvantage of the latter
is the increase of performed evaluations, and hence of rejected parameter combi-
nations. Apart from that, the usefulness of this algorithm will be determined by
the computational intensity of the (model) evaluation component. Besides this, the
increase of the dimensionality of the parameter space and the size of the final ac-
cepted region are also adverse for this approach. Nevertheless, a well-chosen step
size (∆x,∆y) and acceptance tolerance in the algorithm can partially overcome
some of these problems.

The above mentioned searching algorithm contains an evaluation component.
It is the component where the model is evaluated for a chosen set of input para-
meters and the output is confronted to the experimental data. In the case of the
RSD models, one of the outputs is the pressure-flow (Pr − Qin) relation of the
reactive gas. It is this simulated (Pr −Qin) relation that will be confronted to the
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Figure 3.15: The three measured hystereses (markers), only varied in discharge current,
combined with the simulated Al curves (lines) for the one-cell model. The used
parameter set only differs in the reaction rate coefficient k. (a) An accepted
fit (fa = 1.16) with k = 5.4 × 10−23. (b) A rejected fit (fa = 3.3) with
k = 6.0× 10−23. The circles indicate the critical points which were decisive
in the rejection or acceptation of the set of simulated curves. On the horizontal
axis the position of the experimental critical points is indicated. Open markers
represent an increasing oxygen flow, while full markers represent a decreasing
flow.

experimental hysteresis curves. To decide how well the (Pr − Qin) relation fits
the experimental data, the deviation of the simulated with the experimental critical
points is examined. A simulated critical point will be accepted if it falls within
the experimental resolution of the measured critical point. This criterion for ac-
ceptation can be relaxed by defining an acceptance tolerance fa. With fa > 1

the acceptance interval around the measured critical point is increased. The pur-
pose of increasing fa is to avoid the exclusion of accepted regions caused by small
roughness in the parameter space. The acceptation criteria is implemented as

max

(QS,1 −QE,1
fa

∆QE
2

)2

, . . . ,

(
QS,6 −QE,6
fa

∆QE
2

)2
 < 1 (3.63)

where QS,i is the ith simulated critical flow, QE,i is the corresponding experimen-
tal critical flow and ∆QE is the experimental resolution. The six critical flows
values QS,i (or QE,i) represent the first and second critical points for each dis-
charge current out of three. Equation 3.63 selects the worst fit as criterion for
acceptation or rejection. The acceptation tolerance fa will be set to 1.5 for the
one-cell model and to 3 for the multi-cell model. This difference follows from the
higher observed roughness in the parameter space for the latter model. The ex-
perimental resolution of the critical points is 0.1 sccm. Figure 3.15 shows two fits
with different evaluation values for the one-cell model, resulting in an accepted fit
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(Fig. 3.15a) and a rejected fit (Fig. 3.15b).

Fit parameter Boundaries Step resolution

Aluminum
Ym (1.91× Ud − 111)× 10−3 ± 10% 5× 10−3

αs 0.075− 0.139 5× 10−3

αt 0− 1 5× 10−3

Yc 0− 0.1 5× 10−4

k 0− 40× 10−23 5× 10−25

Yttrium
Ym (0.785× Ud − 260)× 10−3 ± 10% 1× 10−2

αs 0.187− 0.273 1× 10−2

αt 0− 1 1× 10−2

Yc 0− 0.1 2.5× 10−5

0− 0.1 1× 10−4

k 0− 0.465× 10−23 2.5× 10−26

(0.32− 40)× 10−23 1× 10−25

Table 3.2: The boundaries and step size of the search algorithm for the one-cell RSD model.

Fit parameter Boundaries Step resolution

Aluminum
Ym (1.91× Ud − 111)× 10−3 ± 10% 10−2

αs 0.075− 0.139 10−2

αt 0− 1 10−3

Yc 0− 0.1 10−3

k 0− 7.5× 10−23 10−24

Yttrium
Ym (0.785× Ud − 260)× 10−3 ± 10% 10−2

αs 0.187− 0.273 2× 10−2

αt 0− 1 5× 10−2

Yc 0− 0.1 10−4

k 0− 7.5× 10−23 10−24

Table 3.3: The boundaries and step size of the search algorithm for the multi-cell RSD2013
model.

The search algorithm and the RSD models are implemented in C++ within
the MPI framework [45] for parallel execution on the High Performance Comput-
ing (HPC) system of the Ghent University. The parallel implementation of the
search algorithm principally speeds up the number of simultaneous evaluations to
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the number of used cores minus one. This one master core is responsible for the
generation of new parameter sets and the maintenance of the parameter lists. As
the items in the lists are increasing, the creation time of a new parameter set in-
creases, which for big lists gradually bottlenecks the linear performance gain. This
implementation has been used to find the freedom in the so called three unknown
parameters. This results in a 3-D parameter space which is extended to a 5-D pa-
rameter space by including variations in the two other experimental determined
parameters, the sputter yield of the metal Ym and the sticking coefficient of molec-
ular oxygen on the substrate αs. Their variations were restricted to their error
intervals, while for the three unknowns reasonably wide intervals are selected. As
the experimental errors on the operating conditions are much smaller compared to
the errors on the experimental values, they are not explicitly included. The errors
on the simulated values (SRIM and SiMTra) are hard to establish. These simu-
lation packages are then considered as an integral part of the model for reactive
sputtering. A summary of the five varied parameters, the used boundaries and step
sizes for the search algorithm are given in Table 3.2 for the one-cell model and
in Table 3.3 for the multi-cell model. With these algorithm settings, the number
of evaluated, accepted and rejected, parameter sets ran up to ∼ 4 × 106 for the
one-cell model, while it reached ∼ 1× 106 for the multi-cell model.

3.3.5 Correlations

3.3.5.1 One-cell model

The results of the parameter search with the one-cell RSD model for Al and Y are
summarized in Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17. Each figure shows couples of the unknown
parameters that fit the experimental critical points with an acceptance tolerance
fa ≤ 1.5. In this way, the graphs represent 2-D projections of the 5-D parameter
space. The acceptance tolerance connected to each couple is determined as the
optimal choice of the three remaining parameters (Ym, αs, αt) for Fig. 3.16, (Ym,
αs, Yc) for Fig. 3.17a and (Ym, αs, k) for Fig. 3.17b. When looking at the (Yc,
k) map (Fig. 3.16), a comparable relation is noticed for both Al and Y. For an
increasing sputter yield of the oxide, a higher value for the reaction rate coefficient
is found. This is qualitatively understandable. When Yc increases not only more
surface oxide gets removed, but also the reaction time in the bulk to form oxide
gets shorter by a faster receding surface. To obtain the same surface composition
in the simulation, more oxide molecules from the bulk should be provided, hence
an increased reaction rate k is necessary. One could reason that the increasing
removal of the oxide molecules can be balanced by the role of chemisorption (by
increasing the value of αt). Nevertheless, the impact of the oxide sputter yield will
especially be important when returning from the poisoned mode to the metallic
mode. In this regime chemisorption is of less importance because the sticking
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Figure 3.16: The parameter couples (Yc, k) that result in an accepted fit with an accep-
tance tolerance lower than 1.5. The acceptance tolerance (gray scale) is
based on the best choice of the remaining three parameters (Ym, αs, αt). The
dashed lines delimit the (Yc, k) zone wherefore accepted fits are found with
an equal k for both material systems, namely Y and Al.

coefficient of oxygen molecules on the compound fraction will be low. In the
model this is even assumed to be not existing.

When comparing the k − Yc relations for the Al and the Y case it is noted
that they are not equal for both materials, indicating a unique relationship for each
material. This is at first sight somewhat surprising as the material dependency
was not included in the reasoning discussed above to explain this k − Yc relation.
The observed shift in the k − Yc relation toward lower Yc values for yttrium is
mainly caused by a difference in the elemental target density n0 for Y and Al.
The reasoning goes as follows. The elemental target density defines the erosion
speed of the target as stated in eq. 3.13. A lower density results in a higher ero-
sion speed, and a lower supply of metal per volume unit to form oxide molecules.
Both of these effects reduce the amount of formed oxide molecules in the sub-
surface region. Therefore, at the same k value, a material with a lower elemental
target density, needs a lower sputter yield of the oxide to obtain the same target
oxidation state as a material with a higher elemental target density. If the elemen-
tal target density of Y (3.03× 1022 atoms/cm3) is compared with the Al density
(6.03× 1022 atoms/cm3), their is a difference of a factor 2. This explains the shift
of the k − Yc relation toward lower Yc values for the yttrium case. The (αt,k) and
(αt,Yc) maps, shown in Fig. 3.17, have a less pronounced correlation between the
two parameters. These maps show a bigger freedom in choosing an αt compared
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Figure 3.17: Comparable figure as Fig. 3.16, for the couples (a) (αt, k) and (b) (αt, Yc).
The dashed lines correspond with those of Fig. 3.16. Here they determine a
separate scope of αt for Al and Y, assuming a comparable k.

to k or Yc. However if a k or Yc is chosen, the maps define an upper boundary
for the sticking probability αt, where choosing an αt of course results in an up-
per boundary for k and Yc. These upper boundaries decreases if the initial chosen
αt increases in order to maintain some maximum reactivity represented by the
parameters k and αt.

In an attempt to narrow the value range of the fitted parameters for each mate-
rial, the same reaction rate coefficient k for both metals is assumed. This hypothe-
sis is based on the high reactivity of the implanted oxygen atom. Due to this high
reactivity, the chemical reactivity of the metal is of minor importance. Or stated
differently, from a physicochemical point of view, the hypothesis of a comparable
reaction rate coefficient for both Y and Al can be put forward. This hypothesis is
further supported by the observation that the sticking coefficient for atomic oxy-
gen is generally assumed to be one, independent of the material surface. Indeed,
sticking coefficients of 0.9 and larger have been reported for atomic oxygen on
Ni [46], Si [47], and Ag [48]. Even more, studies of the impact of hyperthermal
atomic oxygen on different metals used for space craft applications show the same
reactivity [49]. Applying this hypothesis to Fig. 3.16, a range of possible reaction
rates can be delimited to (4.1− 11.6)× 10−23 cm3at−1s−1. It is the k range (see
Fig. 3.16) wherefore accepted fits are found for both Y as for Al. This range de-
fines, by the high correlated Yc − k relation, an interval for the oxide sputter yield
Yc of each metal. The oxide sputter yield for Al lays in the range 0.048 − 0.067

while for Y the range 0.017 − 0.02 is found. This is not compatible with the ex-
perimental values of 0.0206 for the Al case and 0.0061 for Y case mentioned in
section 3.3.2, which are almost a factor three lower. By the misinterpretation of
these sputter yields in [32] by multiplying the experimental yields with a factor 2.5,
a seemingly quantitative agreement was found. The agreement with the published
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oxide sputter yields in the case of Al [50] gave then confidence as the mechanism
of oxygen replacement as discussed in section 3.3.2 during reactive sputtering was
overlooked. However the ratio r = Y Alc /Y Yc between the experimental sputter
yields (r = 3.4) and the fitted sputter yields (r = 3.1) seems comparable. This
is logic as the sputter yields were wrongly multiplied by the same factor which
does not change this ratio. So as preliminary conclusion about the sputter yields,
one can state that the fitted oxide sputter yields quantitatively do not match with
the experimental sputter yields, but that the fits result in a quasi similar ratio. In
this way the one-cell model is insufficient to reproduce the correct oxide sputter
yields. But as the next section will show and explain, the multi-cell model largely
improves the agreement between the fitted and the experimental sputter yields

Finally the k − αt and Yc − αt relations (Fig. 3.17) show that the critical
points are only weakly dependent on chemisorption. Especially for the Y case,
the freedom in the sticking coefficient αt is wide. This directly contrasts with the
restrictive choice of the parameters k and Yc, who control the subsurface oxide
formation. Nevertheless, in the former assumption of a similar reactivity, a higher
molecular oxygen sticking coefficient for Y than for Al is yielded by the one-
cell model. This is in agreement with how the experimental sticking coefficients
αs of molecular oxygen on the substrate compare to each other (see Table 3.2).
With the range of valid sticking coefficients limited under the assumption of a
similar reaction rate k, a sticking coefficient αt in the range 0 − 0.16 for Al, and
in the range 0.39 − 0.74 for Y are retrieved for this one-cell model. Reported
sticking coefficients of molecular oxygen on Al at room temperature are ranging
from 0.005 to 0.03 [38, 51]. The higher values of the sticking coefficients for Al,
both on the target as on the substrate [30], can be explained by the presence of
atomic oxygen and of hyperthermal oxygen with sticking approaching unity [38,
51]. A simple plasma model [26] indicates that the atomic oxygen flux towards the
target amounts to ∼ 10% of the molecular oxygen flux. Also the activation of the
target surface by ion bombardment will probably enhance this sticking coefficient.
As such the obtained sticking coefficients αt and αs should be seen as an effective
oxygen sticking coefficients during reactive magnetron sputtering.

In qualitatively explaining the higher sticking on Y compared to Al and the
opposite for the compound sputter yield, the surface binding energies Us of the
constituents can be considered. Malherbe et al. [52] proposed a model for calcula-
ting these Us based on the bonding energies and the electron negativity differences
of the constituents. When applying his model, values of Us,Al = 5.03 eV and
Us,O = 6.89 eV are found for Al2O3, while Us,Y = 6.7 eV and Us,O = 8.55 eV

are found for Y2O3. This calculation shows higher surface bindings energies in
the Y case, explaining a smaller compound sputter yield for Y2O3. These surface
binding energies can also be seen as a measure for the affinity of a metallic surface
to form compound molecules by chemisorption, and as such for the sticking coef-
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ficients. In addition, Leroy et al. [30] reported substantial higher concentrations of
atomic oxygen in the plasma for the Y case compared with Al, further sustaining
the higher observed effective sticking on Y.

3.3.5.2 Multi-cell model

The discrepancy of the oxide sputter yields for Al and Y obtained in the fits with
the one-cell model compared to the experimental determined yields shows the
shortcoming of the one-cell model. A latter developed RSD model, RSD2013,
is in a second stage used to fit the experiments. This model forms the core of
chapter 4. It is not necessary right now to understand the exact details of this
model as the extension to the one-cell model which is previously used is limited.
The inclusion of a non-uniform current profile for the target is the only real dif-
ference. This extension is similar with the extension to the original Berg model
in section 2.2.3.2. Moving to a multi-cell model where the uniform current on the
target is replaced by an axial symmetric Gaussian current profile (mean 1.03 cm,
deviation 0.28 cm) resolves a large portion of this discrepancy. The second critical
point is mainly defined by the parameters Yc and k as chemisorption of oxygen on
oxide is neglectable. The sputter yield Yc parametrizes the removal of oxide while
the reaction coefficient k parametrizes the production of oxide at that point. The
second critical point occurs if the oxide removal overrules its production and more
metal is sputtered which avalanches the system to metallic mode. By the introduc-
tion of a Gaussian current profile which approximates the experimental racetrack,
the center of the racetrack will have a larger ion current density compared to the
average current density over the entire target, as in the one-cell model. This has a
significant impact on the second critical point. The racetrack center will become
easier metallic when moving to the second critical point from poisoned mode by
decreasing the oxygen flow. This makes that more metal is deposited which can
getter oxygen at a higher oxygen flow which decreases the oxygen supply to the
target for oxide formation. In this way the second critical point will shift to higher
oxygen flows. That this impact is substantial proves Fig. 3.18 which is the same
figure as Fig. 4.13a. For now it is only important to know that simulation A is a
one-cell target while simulation B is a multi-cell target. This can explain the al-
most three times higher oxide sputter yields for the fits with the one-cell model. To
fit the experiments where this non-uniform current plays, the higher oxide sputter
yield compensates in the model for this effect. A higher oxide sputter yield shifts
the second critical point to higher oxygen flows. The shift in the first critical point
to a higher oxygen flow is on the other hand much less pronounced.

The steady state target solution of the RSD2013 model for a multi-cell target
(details, see section 4.3.2.2) is implemented in the evaluation component of the
parameter scan algorithm. The target is spatial resolved in 100 radial cells ex-
ploiting the axial symmetry of the circular target and racetrack. A similar scan as
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Figure 3.18: Difference in critical points between a simulation A which is modeled with
a one-cell target while simulation B is modeled with a multi-cell target. For
more details on these two RSD2013 simulations, see section 4.4.

for the one-cell model was performed with parameter boundaries and step reso-
lutions given by Table 3.3. As this model is much more computational intensive
the boundaries and the resolution are much more restrict. It was also noticed that
the parameter space where good fits exist is less smooth compared to the one-
cell model. To compensate for both these effects the acceptance tolerance fa was
doubled to 3.

The relations between the three fit parameters αt, k and Yc for the multi-cell
model are given in Fig. 3.19 and Fig. 3.20. The strong correlation between k and
Yc (Fig. 3.19) remains notwithstanding the doubled acceptance tolerance fa from
1.5 to 3. If the hypothesis of a similar reaction rate k for both metals is again
picked up, the corresponding ranges in oxide sputter yield for both metals will be
large, namely 0.0043 − 0.0145 for yttrium and 0.0186 − 0.0386 for aluminum.
However the experimental sputter yields with their error fall within these range,
while this was not the case for the one-cell model. The two experimental yields
each delimit a range of valid k’s where a good fit is found. This is represented on
Fig. 3.19 by the horizontal lines while the vertical lines represent the error range
on the experimental sputter yields. The two ranges for k do overlap. As such the
hypothesis of a similar k for both metals has not to be rejected based on this result.

The conclusions based on the one-cell model about the sticking coefficient of
oxygen on the target for both metals remain valid. The sticking coefficient for
yttrium is larger compared with the sticking coefficient for aluminum. The fitting
with the multi-cell model and the doubled acceptance tolerance have even further
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Figure 3.19: The parameter couples (Yc, k) that result in an accepted fit with an accep-
tance tolerance fa lower than 3. The acceptance tolerance (gray scale) is
based on the best choice of the remaining three parameters (Ym, αs, αt). The
dashed lines delimit the experimental Yc for Yttrium and the corresponding k
range where valid fits were found. The solid lines doe the same for the alu-
minum system. The gray rectangle indicates then the overlap wherefore the k
is equal for both material systems.

widened the spread in their values, which is especially the case for yttrium. The
sticking coefficient for aluminum should lay between 0 and 0.219 and for yttrium
between 0.237 and 1 if a similar reaction rate k is assumed. In Fig. 3.20 these
ranges are indicated by the gray rectangles which correspond to the gray rectan-
gles in Fig. 3.19. These ranges reach at their opposite extrema almost towards
each other. This gives it a small chance of being comparable. However if an aver-
age for these sticking coefficients is calculated, weighted with the inverse of their
acceptance tolerance, a clear distinction is obtained. This gives a value of 0.080

for aluminum and 0.53 for yttrium. This lays in the same line as for the one-cell
model.

The strong correlation between the reaction rate k and the oxide sputter yield
Yc for each material and for both models is remarkable. It is interesting to have a
closer look at their exact functional dependency. These four correlations can all be
well fitted with the power law

Yc = b′ka (3.64)

These fits are given in Fig. 3.21 and are obtained by using a least square method
with the linear fit function

− ln(Yc) = −aln(k) + b (3.65)
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Figure 3.20: Comparable figure as Fig. 3.19, for the couples (a) (αt, k) and (b) (αt, Yc).
The gray rectangles correspond with those of Fig. 3.19. They determine a
separate scope of αt for Al and Y, assuming a comparable k.

Metal # cells fa a± stnd error b± stnd error

Al 1 1.5 0.249± 0.001 −9.85± 0.05
Al 100 1.5 0.428± 0.004 −18.5± 0.2
Y 1 1.5 0.3485± 0.0005 −13.90± 0.03
Y 100 1.5 0.440± 0.003 −18.1± 0.2
Al 100 3 0.423± 0.005 −18.28± 0.03
Y 100 3 0.448± 0.002 −18.6± 0.1

Table 3.4: Fit parameters for the relation −ln(Yc) = −aln(k) + b which are fitted to
the data of Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.19. The fits with fa = 1.5 are represented in
Fig. 3.21.

on the data in Fig. 3.16 for the one-cell model and Fig. 3.19 for the multi-cell
model. For the multi-cell model only the couples below an acceptance tolerance
of 1.5 are selected for the fits in Fig. 3.21. However increasing this acceptance
tolerance to 3 for the multi-cell model has no major impact on the outcome of the
fitted relation. The obtained fit parameters with their standard errors are given in
Table 3.4.

Recall that, notwithstanding the absolute values of the oxide sputter yields for
both metals did not match the experimental values in the one-cell model, their ratio
Y Alc /Y Yc did. The multi-cell model is an indispensable quantitative improvement
as a match in these absolute values between the fitted and the experimental sputter
yields for both metals is obtained. Logically the ratio of the sputter yields should
also match. These sputter yields were mutually compared under the hypothesis
of a similar reaction rate k. The ratio of the fitted relations eq. 3.64 between the
two metals can be calculated per model which is represented in Fig. 3.22. This
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Figure 3.21: The relations between Yc and k found with the one-cell and the multi-cell
model are fitted with a power law (eq. 3.64) using a least square method. All
fitted data has an acceptance tolerance fa of 1.5.

ratio is for both models the same within their error when comparing the k ranges
where accepted fits are found for both metal systems. This is remarkable as this
means that the geometry of the current profile on the target, which is the essential
difference between the two models, does not influence how the oxide sputter yields
of the two systems are in proportion to each other. If the experimental ratio of the
sputter yields is placed besides these fitted ratio as in Fig. 3.22, then these ratios
are in agreement with each other accounting for the errors. Of course, the errors
are large, especially on the experimental ratio, but aware of the low complexity of
the used models, this is already a fair agreement. If these results are transferable to
other metal systems, it allows with the knowledge of one compound sputter yield
the prediction of other compound sputter yields, even if the simplest model of the
two is used.

This tight relation between the reaction rate coefficient k and the oxide sput-
ter yield Yc follows out of their importance in defining the second critical point.
In poisoned mode and towards this second critical point, the state of the target is
almost only determined by these two parameters. Chemisorption does not play as
their are hardly metallic sites available. Consequently also knock-on implantation
of chemisorbed atoms can almost be excluded. The only mechanisms that are sig-
nificant are the creation of oxide by the direct implantation of reactive ions which
react, form oxide and are transported to the surface, and the removal of the oxide
by sputtering. The second critical point occurs if the removal of oxide surpasses
the creation of it. To sustain this claim about these obtained parameter relation, the
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analytical solution eq. 3.53 for the target which was derived in section 3.2.2 for an
uniform implantation profile is considered. This analytical expression describes
the oxide fraction θb = 1 − θM,u(D) at the surface-subsurface interface for only
the just mentioned mechanisms : direct reactive implantation, subsurface reaction
and sputtering. It can now be checked if this power law relation between k and Yc
also can be obtained from this expression. In doing so, the following strategy is
used.

The fits with the multi-cell model show that at the second critical point the
surface is almost fully oxidized. This means that the oxide sputter yield only de-
termines the erosion speed with no surface dependency. These fits also show that
the subsurface metal fraction θM,u(D)(= 1− θb) amounts 0.15± 0.05 across all
fits. These two statements are valid independent of the chosen metal. If now the
(k, Yc) couples are calculated wherefore θM,u(D) = 0.15, these couples will then
define the target state at the second critical point. These calculations are executed
for the Al and Y case ( Id = 0.55 A) with as experimental input the average ion
current density Jion and the reactive mole fraction f on the second critical point.
The implantation depth D is estimated as 2 nm for both metals. Again a correla-
tion between k and Yc, similar as in Fig. 3.21, is found for both metals. The same
power law (eq. 3.64) is fitted to these relations which are shown in Fig. 3.23. The
fits are performed over a k range running from 10−24 to 2 × 10−22. Not only the
mutual position of these relations for the two metals matches with the earlier fits
of the more complex models, but also the fitting coefficients closely match with
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Figure 3.23: The relation between Yc and k obtained with the analytical solution eq. 3.53
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The relations for Al and Y are fitted with a power law (eq. 3.64) using a least
square method.

those in Table 3.4. This proves that the mechanism of direct reactive implantation,
subsurface reaction and compound sputtering which are only modeled by this an-
alytical simplification are the decisive processes that fix the second critical point.

3.4 Summary

A successor of the Berg model is the RSD model by D. Depla. This model can be
classified as an first category extension of the Berg model. It includes direct and
knock-on reactive implantation as additional poisoning mechanism. This mech-
anism can resolve three observed limitations in the Berg model: the compound
thickness on the target, the influence of the inert gas pressure and the influence of
the pumping speed. The original RSD model is derived, and the solution method
is explained. In the case of an uniform implantation profile, the solution can be
written in an analytical closed form. As the RSD model has some hard to quantify
parameters, dedicated fitting of the model with experiments has been performed.
It showed a larger target sticking coefficient for oxygen on yttrium compared to
oxygen on aluminum during reactive sputtering. However, a RSD model with a
uniform current profile is not able to reproduce the correct experimental oxide
sputter yield for the Al/O2 and the Y/O2 system. However the correct ratio be-
tween those two oxide sputter yields was retrieved. Moving to an extended RSD
model by including a Gaussian current profile largely fixed this mismatch between
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model and experiment. Furthermore the fitting results for both models showed
that this ratio in oxide sputter yield between the two metals is almost independent
from the used current profile and from the exact value for the reaction rate between
the implanted reactive atoms and the non-reacted metal. These conclusions were
made under the reasonable assumption of a similar effective reaction rate for both
metals. Finally it is shown that the tight relation between the oxide sputter yield
and the reaction rate originates from their prime importance in the determination
of the second critical point. This is proven by applying the analytical solution
with uniform implantation which only accounts for direct reactive implantation,
subsurface reaction and sputtering.
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4
New model

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, it was shown that the first models for reactive sputter
systems already date back to the 1970’s [1–5] and focused on an abrupt transition
in erosion rate at a critical pressure (section 2.1). The original Berg model [6]
was based on these earlier ideas and explains the observed hysteresis behavior
during reactive sputtering (section 2.2). Bergs original model gives already a good
understanding of the origin of the hysteresis in reactive sputtering. It describes
the hysteresis under steady state conditions, and is based on balance equations.
For a given reactive pressure, the corresponding flow can be calculated, together
with the target and substrate state and the different gas consumptions. As such the
hysteresis is simulated in a feedback-controlled way which enables modeling the
three working regimes of the hysteresis. This simple model is able to successfully
describe several qualitative trends of the reactive sputter process [7].

The major drawback of the Berg model and most of its ancestors, is that they
only account for the process of chemisorption for the compound forming on the
target. The addition of reactive implantation as poisoning mechanism for the
target in a reactive sputtering model was first proposed by Affinito et al. (sec-
tion 2.1.5) [8]. However more mature models for reactive sputtering including re-
active implantation mechanisms were formulated by Kubart et al. [9] and Depla et
al. [10]. They both accounted for two possible pathways of reactive implantation.
A reactive ion is directly implanted [11] or a chemisorbed atom is knocked-on [12]
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by an ion. The models [10, 13–16] of Depla et al., which are generic called RSD
(Reactive Sputtering Deposition) models, are the most developed over time. With
the RSD2007 model (section 3.2) [10], an attempt to quantify the model parame-
ters by dedicated fitting has been performed (section 3.3) [17]. A further step on
the way towards a genuine RSD model was the addition of a description of the
deposition profile on the substrate [18]. A spatially resolved current profile on
the target and the process of redeposition was for the first time included in the
RSD2009 model [19]. This redeposition stands for the deposition of sputtered
material back on to the target. The RSD2009 model was used to elucidate the im-
portance of redeposition for a rotatable cylindrical DC magnetron. This model has
a time dependent and a steady state version. However the steady state version can
only be used without a current profile and/or redeposition.

In this chapter an updated model RSD2013 is presented. It forms a critical
revision of the RSD2009 model including all the aforementioned target processes
and extending the solution possibilities. The focus of this new model shifted to sta-
tionary planar targets. The implementation of the RSD2013 model happened from
scratch aiming at an user-friendly, publicly available software package, equally
called RSD2013, for simulating the reactive sputtering deposition in DC mode.
The RSD2009 model suffered from some scientific, and computational shortcom-
ings. In a nutshell, three main scientific adaptations were needed: the unrealistic
high number of non-reacted implanted atoms, the inappropriate description of the
redeposition process for planar targets and the solution of the steady state equa-
tions. Moreover, the implementation of the RSD2009 model was not suited for
the work presented in this chapter. As it is a primary goal of the DRAFT re-
search group to make the developed software available for third party users, the
user-friendliness of the RSD2009 software was completely redesigned. The latter
allows other users not only to perform simulations but also to verify the results pre-
sented in this work. The most notable modifications and improvements compared
to the RSD2009 model and its implementation are

• All options are available to time dependent and steady state solver (multi-
cell and redeposition)

• Restating the equations for the physical mechanism of redeposition

• Adding a second discrete subsurface layer for a physical more correct de-
scription of redeposition

• Adding a saturation limit on the implantation of reactive gas

• Improvements in numerical solving and stability

• Object oriented programming in C++ (compared to Visual Basic)
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Figure 4.1: (a) The dependency of the redeposition probability (given on a 2log scale) on
the sputtered element in 0.4 Pa Ar. Lower axis shows the mass of the element
while the top axis the sublimation energy. Note that the top axis is not con-
tinuous. (b) The influence of the inert sputter gas (0.4 Pa) on the redeposition
probability for aluminum and yttrium.

• New graphical user interface (GUI) with parameter scan functionality

• User manual is now provided

• Improved text based output facilities

• GUI binary is completely separated from simulation binary which allows
command line execution on Windows and Linux platforms

Central during the development of this new model was the mechanism of redeposi-
tion. Redeposition is introduced in section 4.2 for the non-reactive and the reactive
case.

Section 4.3 will present the RSD2013 software with the derivation of the new
model in all its detail and some necessary model extensions. Some comments on
the numerical implementation and the software structure will be elucidated. A ref-
erence system is defined in section 4.4 for which several simulation configurations
are formulated. These configurations differ in how detailed the system is modeled.
Results for the different simulations are compared. In Section 4.5 a case study
with the RSD2013 model is performed. The influence of the redeposition fraction
on the hysteresis, the racetrack and the sputter profile are investigated.

4.2 Redeposition

4.2.1 Non-reactive

Besides the desired deposition of material on the substrate surface to be coated,
deposition will also occur on the chamber walls and back on the target. The lat-
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ter phenomenon is commonly called redeposition [20]. This redeposited material
is then available to be sputtered, but evidently this phenomenon reduces the effi-
ciency of the sputter process. Additionally the redeposited material flux is to some
degree redistributed over the target surface. This means that the racetrack shape
will be partially determined by this process and not only by the ion current profile.

A measure for redeposition is the probability for a sputtered particle to return
to the sputtered surface. This is here called the redeposition probability. Several
parameters will influence this redeposition probability and to get a better notion
of their individual impact, their dependencies are studied by SiMTra simulations.
Indeed, SiMTra does not only calculate the deposition on the substrate and the
chamber walls but also gives a deposition profile on the sputtering surface, the
target. To have a good reference to compare with, the chamber defined in sec-
tion 2.2.3.1 is retaken. It is a cylindrical chamber of 20 cm length and diameter. A
planar, circular Al 2 inch target is placed on top where a sample of the same size is
coaxially positioned at a distance dt−s = 10 cm (Fig. 2.10). The reference simula-
tion is in an Ar atmosphere of 0.4 Pa at 300 K. The angular sputtering distribution
is a cosine distribution and the energy sputtering distribution is a Thompson dis-
tribution where the surface binding energy is approximated with the sublimation
energy of the sputtered metal. The maximum energy a sputtered metal atom can
obtain is 400 eV.

The focus is on the two metals, aluminum and yttrium, of the previous chapter.
But first the dependency of some common sputtered metals on the redeposition
probability is been examined. Two properties, their mass and their sublimation en-
ergy, influence this quantity. Recall that this sublimation energy is identified with
the surface binding energy Us. It corresponds to twice the most probable energy,
Us/2, a sputtered atom will have when assuming a Thompson energy distribution.
Figure 4.1a learns that the redeposition probability is mainly determined by the
mass of the metal and only in second order by the surface binding energy. Re-
deposition will become more important for lighter metals as Al and for a lower
surface binding energy. The latter is best illustrated by comparing Zn and Cu in
Fig. 4.1a which have almost equal molar masses. That heavier metals have a lower
return probability is understandable as their deflection angle when scattering with
the sputter gas decreases as function of their mass. More precise to say is that the
mass ratio between the gas element and the metal element scale with this deflection
angle and as such with the redeposition probability. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.1b
for the metals Al and Y and the noble gases Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe. Indeed, metal-gas
combination like Al-Ar and Y-Xe with similar mass ratios will have comparable
redeposition probabilities.

The influence of the target-sample distance in the reference system is depicted
in Fig. 4.2a for Al and Y. The closer the sample is placed, the less probable a
sputtered particle will return. This seems reasonable as the initial sputter direction
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Figure 4.2: (a) Simulated redeposition probability as function of the target-sample distance
dt−s on a 2log −2 log scale for the Al/Ar system defined in Fig. 2.10. (b) The
dependency of the redeposition probability on the angular sputter distribution
(shown in the inset) characterized by the shape factor a for the Al/Ar system.

has to be reversed to be redeposited. Therefore multiple collisions have to take
place. But if the particle encounters a surface before a sufficient amount of colli-
sions have occurred, it cannot return. However, as Fig. 4.2a shows, the impact of
this effect is limited for the given pressure.

Also the angle under which a metal is sputtered can influence the redeposition
probability. This is quantified by the angular sputter distribution. This distribution
depends on many parameters, like the metal type, the target roughness and the
racetrack shape [21]. These distributions can often be well approximated by a
power series in cos(θ) as in SiMTra where θ is the emission angle compared to the
surface normal. Here the cosine distribution of the reference system is compared
with two over-cosine distributions and two under-cosine distributions (see inset
Fig. 4.2). These distributions f(θ) are parametrized as

f(θ) = cos(θ) + a cos2(θ) (4.1)

where an over-cosine is obtained for a > 0 and an under-cosine for −1 < a < 0.
In this way the factor a defines the shape of the angular sputter distribution. The
impact on the redeposition probability is even how rather limited considering the
extreme shape differences. The more under-cosine this distribution is, the larger
the redeposition probability. This is understandable as more particles will be sput-
tered under larger angles compared with the surface normal. This means that the
deflection angle needed to return will decrease. For the over-cosine distribution
the opposite is true.

Finally the effect of the inert gas pressure on the redeposition probability is
simulated for Al an Y (Fig. 4.3). Apart from the mass ratio between the gas and
the sputtered element, this impact is the strongest. An almost linear relation for Al
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Figure 4.3: Simulated redeposition probability as function of the Ar pressure for aluminum
and yttrium on a 2log −2 log scale.

and even a superlinear relation for Y are obtained for pressures below 3.2 Pa. The
pressure defines the gas particle density through the ideal gas law. Higher pres-
sures result in higher densities, which means that the mean free path of sputtered
particles will decrease. As such more collisions over a shorter distance will occur
which can deflect the sputter particle in the direction of the target. In this way, a
decreased gas temperature will have the same effect as it increases the gas density.

4.2.2 Reactive

In non-reactive sputter deposition, the redeposited material on the target is the
same as the initial target material. When moving to reactive sputter deposition
where a reactive gas is added, the picture changes. The purpose of the reactive
gas is to deposit a compound film on the substrate. However compound forma-
tion also occurs on the target itself, where it is subject to sputtering. As such the
(re)deposition flux will be a mixture of compound constituents and original target
material. In this way the effect of redeposition also defines the level of compound
formation on the target. Considering redeposition in reactive sputter systems is
then of technological importance as it influences the arcing behavior and the race-
track formation. Segers et al. [22] argued that arcing seriously intensifies when a
certain critical compound thickness is reached. The spots of arcing are then lo-
cated at the racetrack rim where porous, non-stoichiometric compound is formed.
The growth of this compound layer is due to redeposition.

Also the racetrack formation will be altered due to redeposition. Redeposition
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will non-uniformly reduce the erosion rate of the target, as it plays a role in the
compound formation and as it returns sputtered material. Studies of the influence
of the redeposition fraction on the reactive sputter process are limited [19, 23].
Here, this influence will be studied by simulating the process with a new RSD
model and it will be shown what the impact is on the racetrack and the sputter
profile in section 4.5. The redeposition fraction as function of the Ar pressure and
its distribution over the target will be an input for this RSD model. As illustrated
in the previous section, this redeposition fraction can be calculated by the Monte
Carlo program SiMTra [24, 25]. Combining this new RSD2013 model and SiMTra
enables then the study of the redeposition fraction on the process.

4.3 RSD2013

This new model is entitled RSD2013 and describes the reactive sputtering pro-
cess for a direct current (DC) regime. The model forms a critical revision and
extension of the RSD2009 model. The focus is on the description of planar mag-
netrons, while the extension to rotatable magnetron is quite straightforward. For
completeness and to allow a reader to understand the model irrespective of reading
previous chapters, the model is fully described in section 4.3.1. Note however that
the extensions and changes in the model equations basically apply to the target de-
scription. Analogical as the previous RSD model, the modeled system is divided
into three entities: the vacuum chamber, the target and the substrate surface. Ex-
cept for the vacuum chamber, these entities are further subdivided into multiple
surface cells. In this way a spatially resolved surface model of the reactive sputter
process is established. Moreover, the RSD2013 model will be derived in its time
dependent formulation in section 4.3.1 compared to the steady state version of
RSD2007 in section 3.2. In essence this time dependent model solves first-order
time dependent ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for the three mentioned
entities. For the target these ODEs are coupled to first-order partial differential
equations (PDEs) of time and of one space coordinate, describing the subsurface
region. This subsurface region is then spatially resolved by subdividing it in mul-
tiple volume or subsurface cells. These ODEs and PDEs express the continuity of
the resolved quantities in each entity. A steady state formulation of the model is
obtained by setting the time derivatives in these equations to zero. These modified
equations express then the balance of incoming and outgoing species. The solution
of this steady state formulation, excluding redeposition and in a one-cell approach
for the target, has been treated in section 3.2. The equations for a multiple surface
cell target become highly non-linear and coupled when considering redeposition,
their direct steady state solutions are as such not easily obtained. However a so-
lution strategy for the steady state RSD2013 model is proposed in section 4.3.2.
The RSD2013 model is implemented in the RSD2013 software provided with a
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GUI (Graphical User Interface). The global software structure and some numeric
implementation details are given in section 4.3.3. Finally, the possibilities and
flexibility of the RSD2013 software is illustrated by the simulation of an example
system where gradually a more detailed description is used.

4.3.1 Derivation

4.3.1.1 Chamber

The vacuum chamber is considered as a separate entity of which the description is
zero-dimensional in space. The chamber embodies the partial ionized inert (e.g.
Ar) and reactive (e.g. O2) gases besides the vacuum pumping system. This pump-
ing system is characterized by a constant volumetric flow rate or pumping speed S
(in cm3 s−1) which determines the rate of gas extracted out of the chamber. The
gases are specified by their state variables temperature T , volume V , number of
particles n and pressure P . Because of the typical low pressures (∼ 0.01− 1 Pa),
these gases can be considered as ideal gases for which the equation of state (ideal
gas law)

PV = nkBT (4.2)

links their state variables. The ideal gases occupy the same constant volume V
which corresponds to the volume of the vacuum chamber. Furthermore their tem-
perature T is assumed to be equal and constant during the whole process. For the
inert gas, its pressure Pi and its number of particles ni are in a steady state, while
for the reactive gas nr (and consequently Pr) will be time dependent. Differenti-
ating equation eq. 4.2 with respect to time for the reactive gas gives

dPr
dt

=
kBT

V

dnr
dt

(4.3)

This expresses the reactive pressure change due to the in- or outflow of gas parti-
cles in the chamber. This gas flow Qr (= dnr/dt) is given by

Qr = Qin −Qp −Qt −Qs (4.4)

Qin is the reactive gas flow introduced in the chamber by a mass flow controller.
This reactive gas can flow out of the chamber’s volume by three pathways: by
being pumped out Qp, by reaction with the substrate surface Qs or by reaction
with the target Qt. The gas flows towards the substrate Qs and the target Qt
depend on their state, and will be described later in this section. The gas flow
towards the pumping system is defined by its pumping speed S and the state of the
gas [26], as

Qp =
PrS

kBT
(4.5)
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The flux of reactive gas molecules Fr towards the boundaries of the chamber (e.g.
target and substrate) is proportional to the reactive gas pressure when assuming it
as an ideal gas. In that case it is given by

Fr =
Pr√

2πmrkBT
(4.6)

with mr the mass of the reactive gas particle. In the magnetron plasma, part of the
inert and the reactive gas particles are ionized. These fractions of ionization can be
calculated by a wealth of different types of plasma models [27]. In this model it is
assumed as a first approximation that the fraction of reactive ions f is proportional
to the fraction of reactive gas which, accounting for eq. 4.2, is given by

f =
Pr

Pi + Pr
(4.7)

This assumption is a rather satisfying approximation of what state-of-the-art plasma
models predict for typical magnetron conditions [28]. This model further assumes
that the target is then proportionally bombarded by this fraction of reactive ions
compared to the ions of the inert gas. Berg models coupled with analytical plasma
models do exist [29, 30], but the additionally introduced uncertainty in hard-to-
retrieve parameters for these plasma models is often unwanted as the plasma itself
is not the focus of the model.

4.3.1.2 Target

The target forms one of the boundaries of the vacuum chamber. It is defined as
the entity that acts as the cathode in the sputtering system and from where target
material can be sputtered. Initially it consists of pure metal. Its description is gen-
erally three-dimensional in space with a spatially resolved surface and subsurface
region. This spatial resolving of the target surface is necessary to account for the
non-uniform ion current distribution and the non-uniform redeposition profile on
the target. In order to model this, the target is subdivided in surface cells. Each
surface cell describes its surface state by three particle fractions: the metal frac-
tion θm, the chemisorbed fraction θc and the compound fraction θr. The metal
fraction θm is the metallic (non-reacted) portion of the surface cell, while the che-
misorbed θc and the compound θr fraction are the reacted portions of the surface
cell. For the reacted fraction metal is bounded to reactive gas atoms respectively
by chemisorption of reactive gas on the metallic surface and due to the reactive
implantation (direct and knock-on) of reactive gas atoms. For the fractions θr and
θc, the same stoichiometric factor z is assumed. A reacted particle is then defined
as MRz with M a metal atom and R a reactive atom. A reacted particle can then
be a chemisorbed particle or a compound particle depending on its formation. The
distinction between θr and θc can be important as, for example, oxygen chemi-
sorbed on aluminum affects the electron emission yield in a different way than a
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fully oxidized compound formed by oxygen implantation [31]. A metal particle
M is evidently just a metal atom which is unbounded. Reacted MRz and metal
M particles are collectively called particles in the following, while an unbounded
reactive species R will be called a reactive atom. For simplicity, each particles
is assumed to occupy the same volume, namely 1/n0 where n0 is the bulk parti-
cle density of the metal. In this way their is no difference between defining the
fractions θ as a particle ratio, a volume ratio or a surface ratio.

The particle fraction θ weighted by the local ion current averaged over the
whole target surface will be useful latter on. These average fractions will be de-
noted with an over bar to distinguish them from local particle fractions θi defined
for each surface cell i. Such an averaged fraction is then defined as

θ =
1

Iion

∑
i

Iiθi (4.8)

with Iion the total ion current towards the target and Ii the local ion current towards
a surface cell i. The label i connected to local quantities will be skipped in the
remainder of this section in order to avoid cluttered notation, and will only be used
when ambiguity arises. An overview of the used parameters is given in Table 4.1.

The state of a target surface cell is modified by the following processes which
the model accounts for:

• Sputtering of the surface by the bombardment of ions, which removes the
material of the target surface and reveals the underlying material.

• Chemisorption of reactive gas with surface metal particles, modifying them
to chemisorbed particles.

• Deposition of already sputtered material back on to the surface of the cell,
effectively transporting the underlying material into the subsurface region.

• Knock-on implantation of reactive atoms into the subsurface region bounded
in a chemisorbed particle. This modifies a chemisorbed particle into a metal
particle.

• Direct implantation of reactive ions into the subsurface region, supplying it
with reactive atoms.

The reactive implantation into the subsurface region is accounted for by defining
for each surface cell a depth profile. This depth profile is resolved by subdividing
the implantation range in subsurface (or volume) cells. This implantation range
typically extends up to a few nanometres below the surface but depends on the
energy and type of the implanted reactive ion [32]. Each subsurface cell will then
describe the concentration of implanted reactive atoms, of metal particles and of
compound particles. These concentrations are altered due to the reaction between
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Global parameters Description

Ym,Yc,Yr (M[Rz] ion−1) sputter yield of metal particles M ,
compound paritlces MRz ,
chemisorbed particles MRz

αt, αs sticking probability of reactive gas on metal
for the target, substrate surface

k (cm3s−1R−1) 2nd order reaction rate coefficient of
implanted reactive atoms with metal particles

β (R ion−1) knock-on yield of chemisorbed reactive atoms
p(x) (cm−1) implantation profile of reactive atoms
s(nM , nR) saturation function

for implantation of reactive atoms
n0 (M[Rz]cm−3) particle density
n0,s (M[Rz])cm−3) particle surface density
∆x (cm) monolayer thickness
z stoichiometric factor
Iion (ion s−1) ion current
Pi (Pa) inert gas pressure
T (K) gas temperature
V (cm3) volume of vacuum chamber
S (cm3s−1) pumping speed

Local parameters

j (ion cm−2s−1) ion current density on target cell
I (ion s−1) ion current to target cell
εt, εs deposition fraction on target, substrate cell
At,As (cm2) area of target, substrate cell

Table 4.1: Overview of the global and local (=cell dependent) parameters in the model.

metal particles and implanted reactive atoms, the continuous implantation of reac-
tive atoms and the target surface movement. The erosion will transport subsurface
material to the surface, while growth (due to redeposition) will transport surface
material to the subsurface region

Surface As mentioned at the start of section 4.3, the state of each surface cell is
defined by its corresponding ODEs. Before deriving these ODEs (eq. 4.12), the
definition of some characteristic quantities is useful. Firstly, an average sputter
yield Yav can be given for each surface cell as

Yav = Ymθm + Ycθc + Yrθr (4.9)

It is a particle-weighted average of the sputter yield Ym of metal particles, the
sputter yield Yc of chemisorbed particles and the sputter yield Yr of compound
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particles. It defines the number of particles, in units of particles (e.g. M and
MRz), that are ejected from a target surface cell per incoming ion. Secondly, a
redeposition metal Fm and compound Fc flux can be defined for each surface cell.
They represent the fluxes of redeposited material on the surface cell with area At.
These fluxes are given by

Fm = εt
Iion
At

Ymθm (4.10a)

Fc = εt
Iion
At

(Yrθr + Ycθc) (4.10b)

They depend on the total metal (eq. 4.10a) and reacted (eq. 4.10b) particle flux
sputtered from the target surface. The averaged particle fractions θm, θr and θc
have already been defined in eq. 4.8. The fraction εt determines which portion of
these particle fluxes are deposited on the surface of the target cell. This redeposi-
tion fraction is considered independent of the particle type for the moment. The
definitions (eq. 4.10a and eq. 4.10b) show that redeposition of chemisorbed parti-
cles contribute to the compound fraction. The reasoning behind this, is that reacted
particles (=chemisorbed and compound) are assumed to be molecularly sputtered
in the model as a MRz particle. This is a simplification of reality as sputtering
is mainly an atomistic mechanism. Nevertheless, it has been shown that this sim-
plification has little impact on the outcome of this kind of models [7]. The ODEs
are coupled with the PDEs by the surface fractions θm, θr and θc and by the sub-
surface fraction θb. This θb is the fraction of compound particles in the subsurface
cell, just underneath its corresponding surface cell, and is related to the subsurface
metal particle concentration nM (x) as

θb = 1− nM (0)

n0
(4.11)

with nM (0) the concentration in the boundary subsurface cell labeled as 0 (see
further, eq. 4.21) and n0 the initial metal particle concentration (=atomic density)
before reaction. The ODEs are stated as

n0,s
dθm(t)

dt
= −jYmθm + jYav(1− θb) + Fm

−(Fm + Fc)θm + j
β

z
θc −

2

z
αtFrθm (4.12a)

n0,s
dθr(t)

dt
= −jYrθr + jYavθb + Fc

−(Fm + Fc)θr (4.12b)

n0,s
dθc(t)

dt
= −jYcθc

−(Fm + Fc)θc − j
β

z
θc +

2

z
αtFrθm (4.12c)
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where Fm and Fc represent the redeposition fluxes (eq. 4.10), Yav the average
sputter yield (eq. 4.9) and Fr the flux of reactive gas particles (eq. 4.6). The time
dependencies of the RHS terms are not explicitly written for compactness. These
surface fractions are based on the in- and outflow of the relevant particle species.
These particles are transported to the vacuum chamber (subsurface region) due to
sputtering (redeposition). Additionally chemisorption and knock-on implantation
convert particle species on the surface.

Figure 4.4 assists in the derivation of these ODEs (eq. 4.12) of a surface cell,
while Table 4.1 summarizes the parameters involved. For example, the first term
of eq. 4.12a is the sputtering of surface metal into the chamber which decreases the
metal fraction. On Fig. 4.4, this is given by the sum of the top and bottom outflow
arrow on the θm block, namely

jYmθm(1− θb) + jYmθmθb = jYmθm (4.13)

The metal fraction is increased due to the removal of surface material, revealing
underneath subsurface metal. This is the second term in eq. 4.12a and is denoted on
Fig. 4.4 as the sum of the three inflow arrows at the top of each block representing
the three fractions, namely

jYmθm(1− θb) + jYrθr(1− θb) + jYcθc(1− θb)
= j(Ymθm + Yrθr + Ycθc)(1− θb)
= jYav(1− θb) (4.14)

The third term of eq. 4.12a is the gain of surface metal due to the redeposition of
metal on the surface. In Fig. 4.4 this is shown as the sum of the second inflow
arrow on each block, namely

Fmθm + Fmθr + Fmθc

= Fm(θm + θr + θc)

= Fm (4.15)

Fourth term of eq. 4.12a is the transport of surface metal into the subsurface due to
covering by redeposition. This decreases the surface metal fraction. The top and
bottom outflow arrows pointing into the subsurface on the θm block in Fig. 4.4
represent this as

Fmθm + Fcθm = (Fm + Fc)θm (4.16)

The fifth and sixth terms of eq. 4.12a are conversions. The fifth term represents the
knock-on of reactive atoms into the subsurface, converting the chemisorbed parti-
cle into a metal particle. The knock-on efficiency is determined by the knock-on
yield β, defined as a yield in units of reactive atoms per incoming ion. On Fig. 4.4,
the knock-on is represented by the curled arrow on the θc block. The sixth term
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compound

chemisorbed
metal

subsurface

surface layer

Figure 4.4: A schematic representation of the modeling of a target surface cell. The three
gray levels represent the three particle fractions θm (light gray), θr (dark gray)
and θc (gray) of a single surface cell. The dashed contour attached to each
block represents the boundary cell of the subsurface. This subsurface cell is
specified by the particle fraction θb (not shown). The dotted line separates the
initial species from the replacing species due to particle transport (straight ar-
rows) or conversion (curled arrows) in the surface cell. Straight arrows point-
ing out of the surface cell specify transport of the initial species out of the cell,
while the arrows pointing inwards specify transport of the replacing species
into the cell. Transport of particles can go into the boundary subsurface cell
(left) or into the vacuum (right). The transport arrows are paired (in- and out-
ward transport) to guarantee the conservation of the number of particles in the
surface cell. The curled arrows indicate conversions of the species in the sur-
face cell, keeping the number of particles unmodified. The variables defining
these transport terms and conversions are defined in the text and in Table 4.1.
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of eq. 4.12a is the chemisorption of reactive gas on metal converting it into che-
misorbed particles, decreasing the metal fraction. The affinity for chemisorption
is characterized by the sticking probability αt where a diatomic reactive gas R2

is assumed, explaining the factor two. This chemisorption conversion is stated on
Fig. 4.4 as the curled arrow on the θm block. In a same way the eq. 4.12b and
eq. 4.12c can be derived from Fig. 4.4.

The compound fraction θr (eq. 4.12b) is decreased due to the sputtering of
compound particles (first term of eq. 4.12b). On the other hand it is increased due
to the removal of surface particles revealing underneath compound particles (sec-
ond term in eq. 4.12b). The redeposition of reacted particles however, increases
the compound fraction at the surface (third term in eq. 4.12b). The transport of
compound particles to the subsurface region by redeposition finally decreases the
compound fraction (fourth term in eq. 4.12b).

The chemisorbed fraction θc (eq. 4.12c) is decreased due to the sputtering of
chemisorbed particles (first term in eq. 4.12c), due to transport to the subsurface
region (second term in eq. 4.12c) and due to its modification into metal particles
by the knock-on implantation (third term in eq. 4.12c). It is only increased due to
the chemisorption of reactive gas with metal particles (fourth term in eq. 4.12c).
Recall that chemisorbed particles transported to the subsurface region are modified
into compound particles as in the subsurface region only those compound particles
are described.

Subsurface The subsurface region of every surface cell is spatially resolved by
partitioning it in subsurface (or volume) cells. A subsurface cell specifies the con-
centration of implanted reactive atoms nR(x) and of metal particles nM (x) at
a certain depth x in the target. The concentration of compound particles is by
definition obtained as n0 − nM (x) with n0 the initial metal concentration. The
concentrations nM (x) and nR(x) have a spatial (=depth) and time dependency,
and are described by two coupled PDEs as

∂

∂t
nM (x, t) = vs(t)

∂

∂x
nM (x, t)− knM (x, t)nR(x, t) (4.17a)

∂

∂t
nR(x, t) = vs(t)

∂

∂x
nR(x, t)− zknM (x, t)nR(x, t)

+j[2f(t) + βθc(t)]p(x)s(nM , nR) (4.17b)

These PDEs are defined in a coordinate system moving at a speed vs(t) with the
origin attached to the target surface and the positive direction pointing into the
target. The mathematical derivation is analog to eq. 3.19 keeping the explicit time
dependency of the concentrations. These PDEs each contain a transport term (first
term eq. 4.17) which accounts for the transversal transport of the particle species
due to effective erosion (vs > 0) or growth (vs < 0) of the corresponding surface
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cell. In this context the definition of an effective surface speed vs of a target cell is
appropriate, given as

vs = ve − vr (4.18)

where the erosion speed ve and the redeposition speed vr are given by

ve =
I

n0At
(Ymθm + Ycθc + Yrθr) (4.19a)

vr = εt
Iion
n0At

(Ymθm + Ycθc + Yrθr) (4.19b)

The erosion speed ve only depends on the local condition of a target cell and its
local ion current density I/At(= j). The redeposition speed vr however is de-
termined by the average condition of the target (see eq. 4.8 for the definition) and
the local fraction εt of the redeposited material. The sum of these local fractions
εt equals the total fraction of material Et that is redeposited on the target. This
surface speed vs describes the rate of transport. Besides transport, the chemical
reaction between reactive atoms and metal particles decreases both the metal and
the reactive concentration (second term in eq. 4.17). This chemical reaction is
modeled as a second order reaction mechanism with the reaction coefficient k.

The two sources of reactive atoms in the subsurface region are direct and
knock-on implantation. For direct implantation (third term in eq. 4.17b), it is as-
sumed that only diatomic reactive gas ions are implanted. Such an ion breaks up
when hitting the target surface, explaining the factor two. Its constituents will be
implanted according to a certain implantation profile p(x) in the subsurface region
where x represents the depth coordinate. The ion fraction f (eq. 4.7) defines the
reactive ion current density from the total ion current density. The knock-on im-
plantation (fourth term in eq. 4.17b) is the second source of reactive atoms. Ions
hitting the surface where chemisorbed reactive atoms reside, have a chance to be
knocked into the subsurface region according to the yield β. These reactive atoms
are as such knock-on. An estimate for this yield can be calculated with SRIM as
explained in section 3.3.2. In a first approximation, the same implantation profile
p(x) is assumed for direct and knock-on implantation.

An additional constraint applies to the concentration of reactive atoms in a
subsurface cell. When the surface speed vs is small compared to the local ion
current density, a build-up of reactive atoms due to implantation would occur. As
such the model defines a saturation function s(nM , nR) (Fig. 4.5) which limits the
implantation of reactive atoms in a subsurface cell. This function constraints the
enrichment of the subsurface around a critical concentration nR,max of reactive
atoms. This saturation function is given as

s(nM , nR) =
1

2
− 1

2
erf

(
z(n0 − nM ) + nR − nR,max

∆nR

)
(4.20)
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the saturation function s(nM , nR) where the critical concentra-
tion nR,max = 1.1zn0 and the statistical spread ∆nR = 0.1zn0. In the limit
of ∆nR → 0 this becomes a step function.

where ∆nR defines a statistical spread around the critical concentration nR,max
[33]. In the limit of ∆nR going to zero, this saturation function becomes a step
function. The concentration nR,max accounts for all the reactive atoms, bounded
in a compound particle and unbounded. The excess of implanted reactive atoms,
determined by the complementary of the saturation function s(nM , nR), is as-
sumed to diffuse directly back into the vacuum chamber. This is a crude approx-
imation, but introducing a sensible physical diffusion mechanism increases the
complexity of the model.

The PDEs (eq. 4.17) are constrained by the following time-dependent bound-
ary condition

d

dt
nM (0, t) = −ve(t)

∆x
nM (0, t) +

vr(t)

∆x
n0θm(t) +

vs(t)

∆x
n′M (t)

−knM (0, t)nR(0, t) (4.21a)
d

dt
nR(0, t) = −ve(t)

∆x
nR(0, t) +

vs(t)

∆x
n′R(t)

−kznM (0, t)nR(0, t)

+j[2f(t) + βθc(t)]p(x)s(nM (0, t), nR(0, t)) (4.21b)

where

n′i(t) =

{
ni(1, t) if vs(t) > 0

ni(0, t) if vs(t) < 0
,with i = M,R (4.22)

This boundary condition describes the first subsurface cell (defined by nM (0, t)

and nR(0, t)) connected to the target surface as a layer with a thickness of one
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monolayer ∆x(= n
−1/3
0 ). Equation 4.22 distinguishes between the case of target

erosion (vs > 0) and of growth (vs < 0). Surface erosion transports metal parti-
cles/reactive atoms out of the subsurface cell (first term of eq. 4.21). Redeposition
transports metal particles from the surface into the subsurface cell (second term of
eq. 4.21a). As no free reactive atoms are considered in the surface, this term drops
out of eq. 4.21b. To preserve the particle/atom density in this subsurface cell, par-
ticles/atoms are transported into the subsurface cell from the cell underneath in
the case of erosion. In the case of growth, particles/atoms are transported in the
reversed way (third term in eq. 4.21a and second term in eq. 4.21b). The reaction
and implantation terms are unchanged compared to eq. 4.17. These boundary con-
ditions effectively connect the surface description with the subsurface description.
Recall that nM (0, t) is related to θb(t) as defined in eq. 4.11, acting as a coupling
variable between the ODEs of the surface and the PDEs of the subsurface.

The target effectively consumes reactive gas by its reaction mechanisms. This
reactive gas is extracted from the vacuum chamber. The reactive gas consumption
qt of a target cell is defined as

qt =

{
αtFrθmAt + fI − qd − vs nR(0)

2 At if vs > 0

αtFrθmAt + fI − qd if vs < 0
(4.23)

Reactive gas is incorporated in the target by chemisorption (first term eq. 4.23)
forming chemisorbed particles. Additionally, reactive gas can become ionized and
be implanted into the target cell (second term eq. 4.23). If the state of the subsur-
face region allows it, these implanted reactive atoms can react and form compound
particles. The flow qd accounts for the amount of out-diffused reactive gas, due to
saturation of the subsurface. This term qd is given as

qd = I(f +
β

2
θc)

∫ D

0

[1− s(nM (x), nR(x))]p(x)dx (4.24)

The integration extends over the whole implantation depth D. When there is an
effective erosion (vs > 0), some amount of non-reacted implanted reactive atoms
(third term eq. 4.23) can reach the surface where they are transported back into the
vacuum chamber. This latter mechanism is not applicable when there is effective
growth (vs < 0). The sum of the local gas consumptions qt equals then the total
reactive gas flow Qt consumed by the target.

4.3.1.3 Substrate

The substrate is the other boundary that encloses the vacuum chamber. It is defined
as all the surfaces where sputtered material has been deposited with the exclusion
of the target. The reactive gas of the vacuum chamber can be incorporated in
the non-reacted deposited material. The description of the substrate is maximally
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two dimensional in space, as only the evolution of its surface is considered. This
two-dimensionality is adopted in order to account for the nonuniform deposition
profile of the sputtered material. It is in the same way modelled as the target
surface by subdividing the substrate in surface cells. The state of each surface
cell is characterized by a local particle fraction θs which represents the fraction of
compound particles. The fraction 1 − θs then evidently represents the fraction of
metal particles. The surface state of a substrate cell is modified by the following
processes which the model accounts for:

• Chemisorption of reactive gas with surface metal particles, converting them
to compound particles.

• Deposition of sputtered compound and metal particles, effectively transport-
ing the underlying material deeper into the layer.

This implicitly assumes that no other (plasma)wall interactions besides deposi-
tion and chemisorption are included. Note that no distinction is made between
chemisorbed and compound particles (due to deposition), in contrast to the target
description. They are collectively called compound particles, in the case of the
substrate. The need for a distinction between them is less critical as for the tar-
get because the chemisorption process is actually an incorporation process [34].
The reactive gas atoms which stick on the substrate are simultaneously deposited
with sputtered metal and compound. This contrasts with the usual picture of a
metal surface where a reactive gas molecule can chemisorb on. During deposition
the reactive atoms are build-in or incorporated in the deposited layer, and a sort
of co-deposition of metal and reactive gas atoms exists. The reaction products of
this process should then not necessarily be considered in a chemisorbed state. The
state of a substrate cell is determined by its corresponding ODE which defines the
time evolution of the fraction θs. The idea behind its derivation is identical to the
treatment of the fractions defined for a target surface cell. Figure 4.6 assists in the
derivation of this ODE, given as

n0,s
dθs(t)

dt
= Fr,s(1− θs)− Fm,sθs +

2

z
αsFr(1− θs) (4.25)

where Fm,s and Fr,s here represent the flux density of respectively metal and com-
pound material deposited on the substrate cell. Similar definitions for Fm,s and
Fr,s apply as for the target case (eq. 4.10), namely

Fm,s = εs
Iion
As

Ymθm (4.26a)

Fc,s = εs
Iion
As

(Yrθr + Ycθc) (4.26b)

with the understanding that As is the area of a substrate cell and εs is the de-
position fraction on this substrate cell. Summing of these fractions εs equals the
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Figure 4.6: A similar representation of the modeling of a substrate surface cell as for the
case of a target surface cell (Fig. 4.4) with the fraction θs (dark gray) and the
fraction 1− θs (light gray).

total fraction of material Es that is deposited on all the substrates. Recalling the
definition of Et, it is evident that Es and Et add to one, where it is assumed that
the pumping of sputtered material is negligible.

As sputtering and implantation are minimal for a substrate cell compared to
the target, the evolution of its compound fraction θs is less involved. The frac-
tion is increased due to the transport of metal particles out of the surface cell into
the deposited layer by the covering of sputtered compound material (first term
in eq. 4.25). Reversely, the fraction is decreased due to the transport of com-
pound particles out of the surface cell into the layer by the deposition of sputtered
metal material (second term in eq. 4.25). Finally, the fraction increases by the
chemisorption reaction of reactive gas with metal particles on the substrate (third
term in eq. 4.25). It converts metal particles into compound particles. The affinity
for chemisorption is characterized by the sticking probability αs, while the stated
factor two again originates from the assumption of a diatomic reactive gas.

Similar as for a target cell, a reactive gas consumption of a substrate cell qs can
be defined. It is given as

qs = αsFr(1− θs)As (4.27)

This gas consumption is solely determined by the chemisorption process which
effectively incorporates reactive gas molecules into the deposited layer. It depends
on the availability of metal particles, the sticking probability and the flux of reac-
tive gas. Summation of these individual qs results in the total reactive gas flow Qs
consumed by the substrate.
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Figure 4.7: Schematic representation of the steady state solution strategy for (a) a one-cell
target with redeposition and for (b) a multi-cell target without redeposition.
In case (a), the variable f (or Pr) is iteratively solved for while in case (b)
a loop over the N target cells individually solves for each cell the subsurface
fraction θib. The function θ′b(. . . ) gives a value for θb based on the equation of
the boundary layer (eq. B.7).

4.3.2 Steady state solver

The time dependent RSD2013 model can be formulated into a steady state model
by setting all the time derivatives to zero. The ODE for the reactive pressure
(eq. 4.4) becomes a balance equation for the reactive flows. The ODEs for the
substrate (eq. 4.25) become balance equations for the compound fractions. These
equations are similary solved as in the Berg model and as in the previous RSD
model, once a solution for the target is obtained. However the model extensions
compared to the previous steady state RSD model (section 3.2.1) complicate the
steady state solution for the target. Especially the introduction of a current pro-
file and redeposition prevent the direct application of the strategy explained in
section 3.2.2. First two special cases are discussed: the case of redeposition for a
one-cell target and the case of no redeposition for a multi-cell target. After which a
general solution strategy for a multi-cell target with redeposition is proposed. The
general steady state equations for the target of the RSD2013 model are presented
in Appendix B.

4.3.2.1 Redeposition/one-cell target

If redeposition is considered for a one-cell target, the target is specified by a sin-
gle subsurface compound fraction θb with a corresponding reactive mole fraction
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Figure 4.8: (a) Schematic representation of how the steady state solution of two individual
target cells is combined into one solution for the target. (b) The individual
target cell solutions and the combined target solution for a simulation of a
100-cell target without redeposition. The simulated system corresponds with
the 100-cell solution of Fig. 4.10a.

f . The same solution method as in section 3.2.2 for this θb − f relation can be
applied. However the determination of the surface fractions (θm, θc and θr) nec-
essary to solve eq. 3.33 are now not a linear system. Indeed based on eq. B.1 and
the definitions in eq. B.3, these balance equations can be written as

jYmθm + [Fm(θm) + Fc(θc, θr)]θm +
2

z
αtFrθm =

jYav(θm, θc, θr)(1− θb) + Fm(θm) + j
β

z
θc (4.28a)

jYrθr + [Fm(θm) + Fc(θc, θr)]θr = jYav(θm, θc, θr)θb + Fc(θc, θr) (4.28b)

jYcθc + [Fm(θm) + Fc(θc, θr)]θc + j
β

z
θc =

2

z
αtFrθm (4.28c)

recalling that θ ≡ θ for a one-cell target. This shows that the balance equations
will contain quadratic terms in the surface fractions due to the redeposition contri-
butions Fm(θm) and Fc(θc, θr). This quadratic system can be analytically solved
for a given θb and f under the assumption that sputter yields Yr = Yc. Then these
three equations can be rewritten into a single cubic equation with one of the surface
fraction as unknown. A derivation of this cubic equation is outlined in Appendix B.
A schematic representation of the solution strategy is given in Fig. 4.7a.

4.3.2.2 No redeposition/multi-cell target

If only a current profile is considered and no redeposition, namely εt = 0, there
is no coupling between the different target surface cells. The dependency of the
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model on Fm and Fc (eq. 4.10) cancels out and the individual cells do not depend
on the average condition of the target. The balance equations for the surface frac-
tions and the ODEs for the subsurface region can be individually solved for each
target cell. The total solution for the target boils then down to separately solving
the RSD model for the N targets cells with different current densities and areas.
However the solution method of section 3.2.2 will result in a solution for f(θb) as
function of θb for each target cell. When these solutions have to be combined in
a solution for the entire target, a problem may arise. The reactive pressure Pr or
equivalent f is assumed to be the same across the entire target in the model. As
such only one reactive pressure value is connected to the target for given condi-
tions. To find the target state for a given pressure, the inverse solution θb(f) as
function of f (or Pr) is needed. This solution strategy is schematically represented
in Fig. 4.7b.

Figure 4.8a shows however that this inverse solution is possibly not single
valued but can have at most three solutions. This raises the question for each target
cell which of these three solutions have to be combined with the solutions of the
remaining target cells for a given f . For relatively low and high f there is normally
only one solution θib for each target cell and the problem does not exist. This
solution is then a single root of θib − θ′b(. . .) where θ′b(. . .) is the solution for the
boundary layer. Numerically, a Brent method [35] can be used to find this single
root. For an intermediate f , there can be three θib solutions per target cell: a high, a
low and an intermediate valued solution. The high valued solution will correspond
to a more poisoned mode while the low valued solution corresponds to a more
metallic mode. The intermediate solutions can be identified with a transition mode.
A solution strategy now consists of first combining all the low valued θib solution
of the target cell for a given f , and subsequently combining the high valued θib
solutions (Fig. 4.8a). These low and high valued θib solutions are the lowest and
highest root of θib − θ′b(. . .). These two roots are found by using the Newton
method [35] with initial guess θib = 0 for the low valued solution and with θib = 1

for the high valued solution.
The multiple solutions makes that the typical S-shaped Pr − Qin hysteresis

curve can split up in two S-shapes as shown in Fig. 4.10. The smoothness of
this hysteresis as function of Pr will depend on the number of target cells used
in the model (Fig. 4.10a). The two values for the target fraction for a given Pr
result in two values for the reactive flow Qin. The region in between the two S-
branches will consist of the transition operation points. Experimental operation
curves by feedback control are now assumed to follow a trajectory in between or
on these two S-branches. The exact position of such curve will depend on how the
operation curve is dynamically stabilized in time.
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Figure 4.9: Schematic representation of the general solution strategy for the steady state
description of the RSD2013 model. An inner loop (dark gray) individually
solves the N target cells based on an estimate for the average fractions (θm,
θc,θr) and the subsurface fraction θib. The outer loop (light gray) iteratively
updates these average fractions until convergence is achieved. The function
θ′b(. . . ) are the solutions θib obtained from the boundary layers (eq. B.7). The
function θ′(θim, θ

i
c, θ

i
r) calculates the three average fractions.

4.3.2.3 Redeposition/multi-cell target

For the general case of a multi-cell target with a redeposition profile, an extended
version of the previous solution strategy for a multi-cell target is used. The balance
equations for the surface fractions across the different target cells are now coupled
through their redeposition fluxes (eq. 4.10). These redeposition fluxes depend on
the average target surface fractions . In order to decouple the equations for a target
cell from the other target cells, an estimate for these average surface fractions is
initially given. In this way, each target cell can be solved independently with the
average surface fractions as constant parameter. After solving all the target cells,
the average surface fractions are recalculated based on the individual solutions
of the target cells. With this updated estimate, the calculation is repeated until
convergence is retrieved in the average surface fraction. It is this strategy that is
implemented in the current RSD2013 software and is schematically represented in
Fig. 4.9. Recall that this solution method only reproduces the most metallic and
the most poisoned process curves. Intermediate process curves where some target
cells are in transition mode are not reproduced. However they will be bounded
by the two simulated process curves. An illustration of a hysteresis curve for a
100-cell target with redeposition (4%) is given in Fig. 4.10b.
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of the steady state solver for a multi-cell target without redepo-
sition (a) and with redeposition (b). (a) The dependency on the number of
target cells is shown. (b) The open symbols correspond to the most metallic
state while the full symbols corresponds with the most poisoned state for a
given reactive pressure. The region between the curves contains the transition
points. Simulation parameters are taken from Table 4.2 for the system B (a)
and for the system E (b) as defined in section 4.4.

4.3.3 Implementation

The presented RSD2013 model is implemented in a publicly available [36] and
user-friendly software program equally entitled RSD2013. This software is cur-
rently closed source but a compiled version for the Windows platform can be
downloaded from the DRAFT website together with a full body manual. The en-
tire software is coded in the object oriented C++ language with some C dependen-
cies. The software consists out of two separated binaries: RSD2013 GUI.exe
and RSD2013.exe (Fig. 4.11). The first binary is the Graphical User Interface
(GUI) which purpose is twofold. It generates in a user-friendly way the necessary
input text files for the second binary, the effective simulation program. Its second
purpose is the managing and creation of multiple simulations. The GUI is imple-
mented with the wxWidgets C++ library [37], a cross-platform GUI library. As
the GUI is completely separated from the effective simulation program, the sim-
ulation program can be directly executed from the command line if appropriate
input files are provided.

In Fig. 4.11 the names and the structure of the most important C++ classes
of the simulation program RSD2013.exe are given. At the top level there are
the classes InputParam and Simulation. An instance of the class Input-
Param embodies all the input provided by the input text files. Within an instance
of InputParam, the (re)deposition profiles will be saved within an instance of
Simtra. A Simtra instance will contain one or more SimtraSurf instances
which represent each an individual deposition surface. The redeposition on the tar-
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Figure 4.11: Schematic representation of the RSD2013 software with the general work
flow of the software. The two separated binaries RSD2013 GUI.exe and
RSD2013.exe are interconnected with plain input text files. The general
class structure of the RSD2013.exe binary representing the effective simu-
lation program is given in addition to the expected input and output.
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get will be represented by a single SimtraSurf instance within a single Sim-
tra instance while for the substrate typical multiple SimtraSurf instances are
contained within a single Simtra instance. The class IonDistribu saves
the possible ion current profile on the target. Two specializations of this class,
CircularIonDistribu and RectangularIonDistribu are defined to
distinguish between a circular target with an axial symmetric current profile and a
general rectangular target. All other input is stored in basic C/C++ types or simple
C struct’s.

An instance of InputParam is passed to the class Simulation. This class
represents the actual simulation. Based on this input, Simulation constructs
an appropriate instance of the class OutFiles which manages the output that
will be generated. The modeled system is represented by an instance of the class
SputterSystem constructed in Simulation. The main attributes of Sput-
terSystem namely Chamber, Substrate and Target represent the three
entities defined in the RSD model (section 4.3). These instances embody the gov-
erning equations of the model inside them. As the RSD2013 model allows to
spatial resolve the target and the substrate, their classes contain one or multiple in-
stance of respectively the classes TargetCell and SubstrateCell. For the
class Target, two specializations exist namely CircularTarget and Rect-
angularTarget. This allows the simulation with an axial symmetric circular
target and a general rectangular target. Finally the class SputterSystem will
contain an instance of MultiCellSolver. This class defines the machinery
and numerical algorithms for solving either the time dependent or the steady state
model.

The RSD2013 software has several simulation facilities. Figure 4.12 summa-
rizes the principal choices to be made when setting up a RSD simulation. The first
choice is the solution method: a (direct) steady-state solution or a time dependent
solution. Secondly the user can opt for a multi-cell description of the target and/or
of the substrate. Consequently an ion current profile for the target and/or a depo-
sition profile for the substrate has to be provided. Furthermore, when including
redeposition and choosing for a multi-cell target description, a redeposition profile
on the target should also be provided. A final choice is to limit the amount of
reactive species in the subsurface. This limitation can be sharp (=step function),
smooth (=error function) or absent (=constant function). An additional restriction
currently applies. The sputter yields of the chemisorbed and the compound frac-
tion are taken to be the same, because exact knowledge of specific sputter yields
of chemisorbed material is limited [38].

Some numeric and mathematical aspects for solving the time dependent and
steady state model are given. The time dependent model numerically boils down
to a solution of a set of 3N + M ODEs coupled to a set of 2N PDEs. N repre-
sent the number of target surface cells, while M is the number of substrate cells.
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These equations are solved by the use of finite difference methods. These 3N+M

ODEs are integrated in time with an own implementation of a 4th order explicit
RungeKutta algorithm [35]. The dependencies of the ODEs on the subsurface
fraction θb (eq. 4.11) is treated as a time dependent function. This θb function has
then to be evaluated at every half time step, meaning solving the corresponding
PDEs. The solution scheme of the PDEs is based on a first order upwind differ-
encing [35], which distinguishes between forward and backward transport. The
prime concern here is the stability of the solution. To obtain stability, the spatial
integration step ∆z has to fulfill the Courant condition [35]

max(|vs|)∆t ≤ ∆z (4.29)

where ∆t is the time step. The equality in eq. 4.29 is adopted to maximize numeri-
cal accuracy, while max(|vs|) is the highest absolute value of the surface speed vs.
The definition of a time step (typically 1 ms) specifies in this way the spatial inte-
gration step and as such the partition of the subsurface region of a target surface
cell in subsurface cells.

The target part of the steady-state model is numerical solved with the aid of C
routines of the GNU Scientific Library v1.15 or 1.16 (GSL) [39]. The determina-
tion of θib (see Fig. 4.9) numerically translates into root finding problems. For this
an own implemented Newton method is combined with a Brent-Dekker method
from the GSL. The decoupled 2N ODEs describing the steady state condition of
the subsurface region of the N target surface cells are solved with an explicit 4th

order embedded Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method with a 5th order error estimator of
the GSL. This error estimation allows the use of an adaptive step control.

4.4 RSD2013 examples
The RSD2013 software is used to illustrate the impact of the most important model
choices on the simulation outcome. The reactive magnetron sputtering system
which is modeled consists out of a circular, planar Al target in an Ar/O2 atmo-
sphere. The aluminum target is a 2 inch diameter disk, partially covered by a
conic anode shield. This setup reduces the effective sputter zone of the target to a
diameter of 1.63 inch (4.13 cm). In total five different simulations A, B, C, D and
E are formulated. The simulations differ in the used simulation options, schemat-
ically reproduced in Fig. 4.12. When moving forward in the series of simulations
(e.g. from A to B), all the options of the previous simulation are kept fixed with the
exception of one. By this, an increase in detail of the simulations is realized. All
simulations are simulated with the time dependent formulation of the RSD2013
model.

The first simulation A describes the target and the substrate in a one-cell ap-
proach excluding any redeposition effect or a saturation limit of the subsurface.
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Figure 4.12: Schematic representation of the most essential simulation options in
RSD2013. The five simulation configurations of the system are indicated by
the letters A, B, C, D and E. The scheme defines the used simulation options
for each simulation.

The second simulation B contrasts with the first one by describing the target
in a multicell approach. The sputter zone of the target is here modelled by 100

equidistant, concentric target cells, exploiting the axial symmetry of the circular
magnetron. As such the area of these target cells scale as π∆r2(2i − 1) where
∆r (0.02 cm) represent the width of a concentric cell and i = 1 . . . 100, the cell
index counted from the center to the edge of the target. The associated radial
current profile is assumed to be Gaussian with a mean of 1.03 cm and a deviation
of 0.28 cm which fairly agrees with a realistic erosion profile obtained in non-
reactive operation.

For the third simulation C, the substrate is also modeled in a multi-cell ap-
proach. This modeling approach was already briefly discussed in chapter 3. The
substrate geometry is similar to in section 3.3.1. The target is inserted at the top
of a cylindrical container which acts as the substrate of the system. This container
fully encloses the sputtering side of the target. The cylinder has a diameter of
25 cm and a height of 51 cm. The substrate cells are defined to have an area of
2 cm2 for the cylinder mantle and 1 cm2 for the top and the bottom of the cylinder,
as for the anode shield. The deposition fractions εs of the substrate cells were ob-
tained with SiMTra [24, 25]. These transport simulations were performed in an Ar
atmosphere of uniform pressure (0.4 Pa) and temperature (300 K) with Al as the
transported element. An erosion profile is needed to define the starting positions
of the transported particles in the racetrack. For this, the same Gaussian distribu-
tion is used as for the current profile. A SRIM [40] simulation of Ar+ (320 eV)
bombardment on an Al target, defines the initial emission angles and energies of
the sputtered Al particles in the SiMTra simulation. The Ar+ energy corresponds
to 80% of the discharge voltage (400 V) [41]. The resulting deposition profiles can
then readily be used as input in RSD2013.
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Global parameters Value

Ym,Yc,Yr (M[Rz] ion−1) 0.65, 0.052, 0.052
αt, αs 0.08, 0.107
k (cm3s−1R−1) 5.4× 10−23

β (R ion−1) 0.2
p(x) (cm−1) Gaussian profile

Rp = 1.2 nm, ∆Rp = 0.8 nm
n0 (M[Rz]cm−3) 6.03× 1022

n0,s (M[Rz])cm−3) 1.54× 1015

∆x (cm) 2.55× 10−8

z 1.5
Iion (ion s−1) 3.12× 1018

Pi (Pa) 0.4
T (K) 300
V (cm3) 12500
S (cm3s−1) 50000

Table 4.2: Overview of the global simulation parameters for the reference system.

The fourth simulation D considers the effect of redeposition. The SiMTra sim-
ulation also gives the redeposition fractions εt on the target cells. For the chosen
working conditions, the total redeposition fraction Et appears to be 0.04. This is
rather low due to the low working pressure (0.4 Pa).

The last simulation E includes a saturation limit on the reactive species in the
subsurface as modelled by eq. 4.20. A smooth saturation limit is adapted with a
critical concentration nR,max = 1.1zn0 and a spread ∆nR = 0.1zn0.

Besides the local, cell-specific parameters, the sputter system is further speci-
fied by global parameters as defined in Table 4.1 and specified in Table 4.2. The
reactive implantation profile p(x) is assumed to be Gaussian, where its mean Rp
and deviation ∆Rp are determined by a SRIM simulation of O+ (160 eV) bom-
bardment of the target. The impingement energy of O+ corresponds to half the
energy the ion acquires in the electrical field, as it is assumed that the bombarding
O2

+ breaks up at incident and its energy is equally divided.
The remaining parameters are taken from section 3.3. It is important to men-

tion that those fitted parameters are for an implementation of the RSD2009 model.
The model specifications were a one-cell description for the target and a multi-
cell description for the substrate without considering a redeposition fraction or a
saturation limit.

For the five defined simulation configurations, a hysteresis experiment is sim-
ulated. The reactive oxygen flow is stepwise increased up to 4 sccm and subse-
quently decreased to 0.5 sccm. The step sizes are 0.25 sccm at the start, but are
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Figure 4.13: The flow-controlled hysteresis curves of the oxygen partial pressure for the
five simulation configurations of Fig. 4.12 with the simulation parameters in
Table 4.2. The open markers represent the variation by an increase in oxygen
flow, while the solid markers represent the variation by a decrease in oxygen
flow.

reduced to 0.05 sccm in the regions around the critical points. The maximum time
between every step was 120 s. This time interval was long enough to evolve the
system into a steady state. The five simulated reactive pressure hystereses are
shown in Fig. 4.13. A clear impact of the modified simulation options on the posi-
tions of the two critical points is observed, with the biggest change in the second
critical point. In the following sections, some interesting differences between the
successive simulations are elucidated.

4.4.1 Target

For the first simulation A, the target and substrate are described in a one-cell ap-
proach excluding redeposition on the target or a saturation limit in the targets sub-
surface. The simulation B differs in the description of the target where a multi-cell
approach is applied with a corresponding Gaussian current profile. Figure 4.14
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Figure 4.14: The flow-controlled hystereses of the current-weighted average metal fraction
on the target for the simulation A (one-cell description of the target) and B
(multi-cell description of the target). The spatially resolved target profiles of
the simulation B are shown at the indicated points (#). The open markers
represent the variation by an increase in oxygen flow, while the solid markers
represent the variation by a decrease in oxygen flow.

shows the target surface state, characterized by the current-weighted average metal
fraction (eq. 4.8), as a function of the reactive flow. The same hysteresis phenom-
ena pops up as for the reactive partial pressure. This hysteresis of the target state
can be directly linked to a hysteresis in the discharge voltage of the system. The
variation in the discharge voltage at fixed current during a hysteresis experiment
is for the most part determined by the changing effective secondary electron yield
of the target surface [42]. The shift of the first and second critical point to higher
reactive flows in simulation B can be understood from the applied non-uniform
current profile. This current profile results in a gradual oxidation of the target sur-
face as illustrated by the six insets in Fig. 4.14. They show the non-reacted metal
fractions across the target. Be aware that a perfect axial symmetry of the target is
imposed.

When increasing the reactive flow, the target zones with the lowest current
density will be the first which fully oxidize. These zones are the center and the
edges of the target. The zone with a higher current density, namely the inner
racetrack ring, is kept longer in the metallic state due to the higher sputter cleaning
of the surface. For the same reason, on the return from the poisoned regime to the
metal regime, the center of the racetrack will more quickly transform back into the
metallic state. This non-uniform oxidation of the target keeps the system longer
in the metal regime due to a longer lasting source of non-reacted metal in the
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Figure 4.15: The flow-controlled hystereses of the average metal fraction on the target
(gray color) and the substrate (black color) for the simulations B (one-cell
description of the substrate) and C (multi-cell description of the substrate).
The additional markers (#) refer to the substrate configurations shown in
Fig. 4.16. The open markers represent the variation by increasing the oxygen
flow, while the solid markers represent the variation by decreasing the oxygen
flow.

center of the racetrack, explaining the shift of the first critical point towards higher
oxygen flows. As the sputter rate in the center of the racetrack will be higher than
the average, this zone will be more easily transformed back into a source of metal
particles, explaining the shift of the second critical point to a higher oxygen flow.
Further, notice that the change of the target state for the second critical point is
much more abrupt than for the first critical point, i.e. for the first critical point some
significant oxide is seen before the transition to the poisoned regime. This effect
seems to be irrespective of applying a current profile or not. However, the average
metal fraction at the critical points for the simulation A and B are comparable. As
this fraction quantifies the amount of sputtered metal, the system does avalanche
into metallic (poisoned) mode at the same deposition fluxes. This indicates that
these transitions are driven by the capacity of the substrate to (un)successfully
getter most of the reactive gas.

4.4.2 Substrate

Simulation C differs from simulation B by the addition of a simulated SiMTrA
deposition profile on the substrates. So in the simulation the one-cell description
of the substrate is replaced by a multi-cell description. When looking at the sub-
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Figure 4.16: The substrate profiles of the metal fraction for the simulation C. The bottom-
right substrate configuration in the figure gives the state just before the second
critical point at 2 sccm, while the three other substrate configurations give the
state in the metal regime (1 sccm and 2 sccm) and just before the first critical
point (2.75 sccm).

strate state, characterized by the average non-reacted metal fraction, the hysteresis
behavior is also observed but appears to be less abrupt in comparison with the tar-
get state. Both average variations of the substrate and target state are shown in
Fig. 4.15 for simulation B and C. The average state of the spatially resolved sub-
strate (simulation C) is systematically less metallic than the non-resolved substrate
(simulation B) during the metal regime.

The non-uniformity of the deposition profile can explain this observation. The
substrate areas that receive a low flux of sputtered metal particles, will already fully
oxidize at very low oxygen pressures. This decreases the average metal state of the
substrate. This is illustrated by Fig. 4.16, which shows the detailed substrate state
in the metal regime at 1 and 2 sccm, just before the first critical point at 2.75 sccm

and just before the second critical point at 2 sccm. As this reduces the substrate
area which acts as an efficient gettering pump, the first critical point will be shifted
to a lower value compared to the simulation B.

4.4.3 Redeposition

The effect of redeposition is included in simulation D. Besides the deposition pro-
files on the substrates, SiMTra also gives a deposition profile of the target, the
redeposition profile. Under the chosen working conditions, the fraction of rede-
posited material only amounts to 4% of the total sputtered flux. Nevertheless the
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Figure 4.17: The target surface speed profile for the simulation C (without redeposition)
and D (with redeposition) just before the first critical point on a logarithmic
scale. The open markers represent erosion (vs > 0), while the closed markers
represent growth (vs < 0). For comparison, the normalized current profile is
added. The inset shows the region around the maximum of the profiles on a
linear scale.

impact on the target state is considerable, while the overall effect on the hysteresis
shape is small (Fig. 4.13c). As a result the substrate condition before and after the
critical points is nearly equal, when comparing simulation C and D. In contrast
to the previous simulations, there will be areas on the target where no net erosion
takes place but the target surface grows. These zones are located at the center and
edges of the target, where the sputter rate is at its lowest. Figure 4.17 compares the
surface speed of the simulation C without redeposition, with the simulation D with
redeposition, both just before their first critical points. For comparison, the current
profile is added to the figure, which is normalized with the maximal surface speed
of simulation C. Due to the redeposition, it is obvious that the surface speed of
simulation D is overall lower than the surface speed of simulation C. The growth
zones on the target are located in the center (< 3 mm) and at the edges (> 17 mm)

which are indicated with closed markers. An additional observation for both simu-
lation C and D is the faster decreasing erosion speed further away from the center
of the racetrack compared with the current profile. This effect is due to the already
mentioned non-uniform oxidation of the target. This non-uniformity is maximal
just before the first critical point, the situation of Fig. 4.17. The edges and the
center of the target will be more oxidized (refer to Fig. 4.14), and the lower sputter
yield of the oxide results in the lower erosion speeds. The existence of growth
zones causes a significant difference in the target subsurface condition.
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Figure 4.18: The in-depth profiles of the non-reacted metal fraction in the implantation
zone of the subsurface. Results are given for the simulation C (without rede-
position) and D (with redeposition), just before their first critical points.

The depth profiles of the non-reacted metal fraction just before their first criti-
cal point is given in Fig. 4.18 for the simulations C and D. The shown depth range
of the subsurface stretches over the implantation zone. At this reactive flow, the
in-depth oxide formation is primarily present at the center and the edges of the
target for both simulations. While the oxide is limited to a range of ∼ 1.5 nm for
the simulation C without redeposition, the oxide for the simulation D with redepo-
sition extends over the whole implantation zone. This is a direct consequence of
target “growth” (in contrast to “erosion”) at those places. The oxide formed at the
surface and subsurface is transported deeper into the target.

4.4.4 Saturation limit

While the former simulations were not limited by the reactive atom concentration
in the subsurface, a saturation limit was applied for the last simulation E. This sat-
uration limit is taken to be smooth as explained in section 4.4. The necessity of
such a saturation limit is illustrated by Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20, which respectively
show the subsurface state just before the first and the second critical point for the
simulation D and E. It compares the depth profiles of the ratios of unbounded re-
active atom concentrations to the total metal density, which is a constant. These
results are represented on a logarithmic scale for Fig. 4.19 while a linear scale is
used for Fig. 4.20. For the simulation D without saturation limit, there are small
regions where reactive concentrations take unphysical high values just before the
first critical point. These regions correspond with small absolute surface speeds,
around the locations where the target erosion turns into growth. The in- or outward
transport of reactive atoms is here too low compared to the reactive implantation
which builds up the excessively high concentrations. Nevertheless, this is a minor
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Figure 4.19: The in-depth profiles of the unbounded reactive concentrations relative to the
metal particle density on a logarithmic scale. The profile stretches over the
implantation zone of the targets subsurface. Results are given for the simula-
tions D and E, just before their first critical points.

problem for the determination of the first critical point as the build-up of these ex-
treme concentrations occurs only in a limited region in the metal regime. Indeed,
the first critical points of simulations D and E do coincide (see Fig. 4.13d). The sit-
uation for the second critical point is different. Because of the excessive build-up
of unbounded reactive atoms in the poisoned regime for simulation D (Fig. 4.20a),
the subsurface oxide formation is much more enhanced. As such the return from
the poisoned to the metal regime does happen at a lower reactive flow in this sim-
ulation compared to the simulation E with a saturation limit. Figure 4.20b further
shows that the concentration of unbounded reactive gas just before the second crit-
ical point is the highest in the center region of the racetrack. As the current density
is the highest in the racetrack center, the highest reactive implantation rate and the
highest erosion rate is located there. The latter results in a shorter reaction time
which in combination with the former can explain this behavior. Also note that
the target surface will be the most metallic in this region which further enhances
the erosion rate. Although these processes are important at target level, they have
little impact on the description of the substrate condition when comparing similar
points along the hysteresis.

4.5 Case study : redeposition fraction

The RSD2013 model enables to study the influence of the reactive sputter condi-
tions on the process. A case study for the Al/O2 DC reactive sputter system is
now presented. More specifically, the Ar pressure influence through a changing
redeposition fraction is investigated along a direct controlled hysteresis in oxygen
flow. In section 4.2 the relevance of the redeposition fraction, i.e. the fraction of
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Figure 4.20: The in-depth profiles of the unbounded reactive concentrations relative to the
metal particle density on a linear scale. The white region corresponds to
concentration nR > 2n0. The profile stretches over the implantation zone of
the targets subsurface. Results are compared for the simulations D and E, just
before their second critical points.

sputtered material deposited back on the target, was touched on. The reference
system is defined in section 4.5.1. The impact of the redeposition fraction on the
hysteresis is examined in section 4.5.3. However, the focus in this study will be
the change in the formed racetrack, i.e. the erosion depth profile (section 4.5.4),
and the sputter profile which defines the distribution of the sputtered atoms in the
vacuum chamber (section 4.5.5). Both profiles are defined by the target condi-
tion (section 4.5.2) through the sputter yield. It is for this target condition that the
RSD2013 model gives a spatial description.

In view of the results the definitions of the net transport speed vs and the ero-
sion speed ve are important. The net transport speed vs (eq. 4.18) defines the
receding or the progressing of the target surface, and as such the racetrack profile
of the target. On the other hand, the erosion speed ve (eq. 4.19a) quantifies the flux
of sputtered material, and as such the sputter profile of the target.

4.5.1 Reference system

A reference system has been composed to simulate the behavior of a reactive mag-
netron sputter system with a circular, planar target. This modeled system is the
same as previously defined in section 4.4. Some key aspects about the target are
here repeated. The target is an Al disk with a sputter area of 41.3 mm in diame-
ter. As the target is simulated in a multi-cell approach, a spatially resolved current
profile has been defined. This current profile is axial symmetric and considered to
have a Gaussian shape (mean 10.3 mm and deviation 2.8 mm) in the radial direc-
tion. The target is partitioned in 100 concentric surface cells. These cells have a
fixed radial dimension of 0.2 mm. The redeposition fractions εt were simulated
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with the SiMTra program for a uniform Ar pressure of 0.4 Pa with the previously
defined Gaussian current profile as starting distribution. This pressure is a typi-
cal working value during thin film deposition, and as can be seen in Fig. 4.21 the
redeposition fraction will be limited (4%). This simulation fixes the distribution
of the redeposited flux for all the simulations in section 4.5 where only the total
redeposition fraction Et is varied and thus not how it is distributed. As can be
seen in Fig. 4.22, the weight of the distribution is shifted towards the center of
the target. This is understandable from the circular geometry of the target and the
axial symmetry of the racetrack with its deepest point halfway the target radius.
The emission angle distribution of the sputtered particles is symmetric. Thus the
probability for a sputtered particle to move in the direction of the target center or
the edge is equal. Because of the smaller area for redeposition around the target
center compared to the target edge, will the redeposition be more intense around
the target center. Nevertheless some atoms will be able to travel from one edge
to the other over the center of the target which results in a more smooth distribu-
tion at low pressure. At higher pressures the mean free path of a sputtered particle
will become smaller, meaning that it is harder to escape from its original sputter
location. This results in a stronger non-uniformity.

A further remark is that by taking a single, fixed redeposition profile for each
hysteresis, another dependency is left out. As the composition of the target surface
changes along the hysteresis, the emission profiles of the reacted and non-reacted
particles will also change. The RSD2013 model currently does not include this
dependency, but a small influence is expected as in the presented simulations, the
transition region is not accessed. In metallic mode, compound is preferentially
formed at the racetrack edges, and due to the low current density, it will in a mi-
nor way contribute to the overall deposition profile. Toward the second critical
point, the target oxidation is quite uniform, and hence this dependency is of minor
importance. A same implantation profile is used as in section 4.4 for the oxygen
reactive atoms. The oxygen implantation is limited by the saturation function with
the saturation concentration nR,max set to 1.1zn0 and a spread ∆nR = 0.1zn0.

As before, the substrate consists of an almost closed cylindrical container
where the target is mounted at top of it. The target is as such fully enclosed by
the cylindrical substrate. Like the target, the substrate is described by a multi-cell
approach with the deposition profile obtained from the SiMTra simulation as input.
Similarly to the redeposition profile, this deposition profile is fixed for all shown
simulations in this section. However the total deposition fraction Es is comple-
mentary varied with the total redeposition fraction Et as their sum should always
equal one.
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4.5.2 Target condition

The change of the target condition as function of the redeposition fraction and as
function of the reactive flow is investigated in this section. The hysteresis of the
just discussed reference system (section 4.5.1) is simulated. Figure 4.23 compares
the reference system without redeposition (Et = 0%) with the system with re-
deposition (Et = 4%). A typical direct controlled hysteresis is observed in both
cases, where the effect of redeposition shifts the two critical points of the hystere-
sis to lower flow values. The insets in Fig. 4.23a and Fig. 4.23b show the fraction
of non-reacted metal (= nM/n0) in the subsurface region just before and after each
critical flow point. The depth (3.5 nm) of these radial cross-sections corresponds
with the zone where reactive implantation is significant. In both cases the forma-
tion of the oxide (nM/n0 = 0, light gray color) is the strongest at the edges of
the racetrack zone. However the oxidation profiles look significantly different. In
the case without redeposition the oxide skin thickness decreases from the edges
toward the center of the racetrack, while a different behavior is observed when
including redeposition.

Firstly, when distinguishing between the target operating in metal mode (bot-
tom insets of Fig. 4.23b) and in poisoned mode (top insets of Fig. 4.23b), a stoi-
chiometric oxide skin in poisoned mode spans the whole implantation zone at the
edges, in contrary to a substoichiometric oxide skin in metal mode. Nevertheless
the formed oxide penetrates in both these modes much deeper into the target at
these edges than in the non-redeposition case. Secondly, the locations, where full
in-depth oxidation occurs first as function of the oxygen flow, are located at radial
positions∼ 2 mm and∼ 18 mm for the redeposition case. This is clearly seen just
before the first and just after the second critical point (bottom insets on Fig. 4.23b).

Figure 4.24a and Fig. 4.24b can help explain these two observations. The sub-
surface states of the target just before the first critical point of respectively the
non-redeposition (Fig. 4.24a) and the redeposition (Fig. 4.24b) case are shown,
together with the surface speed vs. The differences in the oxidation profile can be
traced back to the locations where effective growth occurs. When still operating
in metal mode, the substoichiometric edges are enriched with redeposited metal,
sputtered from the center of the racetrack. This protects the edges of a complete
oxidation together with the low implantation rate of reactive species. Neverthe-
less, when increasing the average poisoning of the target, the edges get deeply
oxidized. For this the redeposition of mainly oxidized particles and the transport
of oxide into the subsurface are responsible. The radial positions ∼ 2 mm and
∼ 18 mm, where full in-depth oxidation occurs first as function of the oxygen
flow, correspond to locations where the growth speed is extremely low. Neverthe-
less the reactive implantation rate (∼ current) is still substantial. Here, the slow
growth speed compared to the reaction rate of implanted species causes the full
oxidation of the implantation zone.
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Figure 4.23: Simulated direct flow controlled hysteresis of the reference system excluding
redeposition (Et = 0%) (a) and including redeposition (Et = 4%) (b). The
insets in (a) and (b) show the steady state non-reacted metal fraction in the
implantation zone of the target, just before and after each critical point. The
light gray color corresponds with oxide while the darker gray colors indi-
cate more metal. The width of the inset corresponds to half the target, i.e.
20.7 mm, while the height is equal to 3.5 nm.
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Figure 4.24: A detailed view of the target state just before the first critical point, excluding
redeposition (a) and including redeposition (b), with the steady state surface
speed profile (log scale) which distinguishes between netto erosion (square
markers) or growth (triangle markers). As reference, the ion current profile is
included (white line without markers).
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Figure 4.25: The critical oxygen flows and the hysteresis width of direct flow controlled
hysteresis curves as function of the redeposition fraction. The critical points
shift to lower flow values, while the hysteresis width remains almost constant.

4.5.3 Hysteresis

The hysteresis as function of the redeposition fraction is examined. The redepo-
sition fraction in a reactive sputter system is varied by changing the Ar pressure.
Indeed, SiMTra simulations showed a linear relationship between the redeposi-
tion fraction and the operating pressure for pressures below 3.2 Pa (Fig. 4.21).
Given this linearity and the fact that the operating pressure is in practice an easily
controllable parameter, why not just use this parameter? Changing the operating
pressure would not only result in a changing redeposition fraction, but also mod-
ifies the (re)deposition profile on the target and on the substrate, the discharge
voltage [43, 44], the discharge current profile [45] and the reactive mole fraction.
The benefit of a model is that a direct correlation between the redeposition fraction
and the observed trends can be investigated. The other influences that an increased
Ar pressure brings along can as such gradually be investigated. In this way the
variation in the redeposition fraction originates from SiMTra simulations by sub-
sequently doubling (halving) the Ar pressure.

The influence of the redeposition fraction on the hysteresis curve is shown in
Fig. 4.25. Both critical points are shifted toward lower oxygen flows when in-
creasing the redeposition fraction while the hysteresis width hardly changes. The
shift at the lowest redeposition fractions (Et < 4%) falls within the resolution
(0.05 sccm) of the simulation. This behavior can be understood from the rede-
position fraction. For the first critical point where the system moves from the
metal regime into the poisoned regime, the reduction in deposited metal causes
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the shift. As the redeposition fraction increases, less material gets deposited onto
the substrate surfaces. This material flux is mainly metallic in the metal regime.
When reducing it, the gettering capacity of the substrate is decreased. As such
the reactive gas flow to fully oxidize the substrate will be lower, which ignites the
transition to the poisoned regime.

The shift of the second critical point where the system moves back from the
poisoned regime to the metal regime can be understood as follows. In poisoned
mode, the redeposited material flux is mainly composed of oxide particles. As
the redeposition fraction increases, more of these oxide particles are returning to
the target. This effect keeps the target in an oxidized state. As a consequence the
reactive gas flow, at which the target operates again in metal regime, will have to
be subsequently lower.

The width of the hysteresis hardly changes as function of the redeposition frac-
tion (Fig. 4.25). This indicates that the observed disappearing of the hysteresis as
a function of the Ar pressure studied in section 3.1.1.2 can not be explained due to
an increased redeposition fraction. This further sustains the statement that reactive
ion implantation should be considered in a reactive sputtering model.

4.5.4 Racetrack profile

The shape of the racetrack during reactive sputtering is defined by the spatial target
condition as this determines the local erosion speed, and by the redeposition profile
as this reduces or even locally surpasses the target erosion. Figure 4.26 shows the
racetrack profile for three different target conditions (metallic mode, first critical
flow and poisoned mode) and for a relatively low (Et = 4%) and high (Et = 17%)
redeposition fraction. The reactive sputter time was such that a similar erosion
depth below the original target surface was obtained for each simulation. The
racetrack profiles clearly differ under these different operation conditions. At the
low redeposition fraction Et = 4%, the racetrack seems to become more narrow
when moving from metallic into poisoned mode. At the high redeposition fraction
Et = 17%, a similar behavior is noted but the shape at the first critical point is less
smooth, and the asymmetry of the profile is increased.

To study in detail the shape dependency of the racetrack profiles for long time
sputtering, the procedure goes as follows. The racetrack profile in steady state
will be defined by the surface speed profile vs (eq. 4.18). When sputtering a fresh
target under the same conditions, these two profiles are identical after normaliza-
tion. Therefore, referring to the surface speed profile is the same as referring to
the racetrack profile. The normalization is performed such that the full integration
of the profile is one, after shifting the profiles minimum to zero. In non-reactive
operation excluding redeposition, the normalized ion current profile corresponds
to the racetrack profile. During reactive operation the oxidation grade of the tar-
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Figure 4.26: Comparison of the formed racetrack shapes after reactive sputtering at the
first critical oxygen flowQc, in metallic mode (Qc−1 sccm) and in poisoned
mode (Qc + 1 sccm). The sputtering times were set as such that the same
depth was obtained. The top figure shows the case with a redeposition frac-
tion Et = 17% with Qc = 2.35 sccm. An equal depth of 10µm was reached
after 149 s for the metallic mode, after 179 s for the first critical point and af-
ter 1102 s for the poisoned mode. The bottom figure shows the case Et = 4%
with Qc = 2.65 sccm after respectively a time of 139 s for metallic mode,
154 s for the first critical point and 978 s for the poisoned mode. The dot-
ted horizontal gray line presents the original target surface before sputtering,
while the solid gray horizontal is the highest surface level after sputtering in
metallic mode.
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low redeposition (Et = 1%, square markers) and for a high redeposition
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as shown for the metallic mode case.
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Figure 4.29: Skewness of the racetrack profiles as function of the redeposition fraction
along the hysteresis curve. Gray lines indicate increasing oxygen flow, while
black lines indicate decreasing oxygen flow.

get surface will, depending on the reactive gas flow, be non-uniform. Therefore a
changing racetrack profile as function of the reactive gas flow is expected. Includ-
ing redeposition will also modify the racetrack profile. The high asymmetry of
the redeposition profile induces an asymmetric 1 racetrack profile on the one hand,
while an increasing redeposition fraction narrows the effective erosion zone. The
increased asymmetry of the racetrack profile from low (Et = 1%) towards high re-
deposition (Et = 17%) is shown on Fig. 4.27. The surface speed profile is shown
for two different flows, situated in the metal regime (1.8 sccm and 2.3 sccm). The
(Gaussian) ion current profile is used as reference profile (gray line) which is in
the same way normalized as the surface speed profiles. A narrowing of the pro-
file with increased redeposition fraction is noted for the higher oxygen flow in
Fig. 4.27. The narrowing of the effective erosion zone with increasing redeposi-
tion fraction is given by Fig. 4.28. It shows the surface speeds for the different
redeposition fractions at a flow (4 sccm) for which all systems operate in poisoned
mode. Besides this increased narrowing, the growth at the edges also increases.

To quantify the asymmetry of these racetrack profiles as function of the reactive
flow and of the redeposition fraction, the skewness of the profiles is calculated. The
skewness γ1 of a racetrack profile is defined as

γ1 =
µ3

σ3
(4.30)

1Notwithstanding the description of the circular target is here assumed fully axial symmetric, the
mentioned asymmetry is with respect to the radial racetrack center. Symmetry would mean that this
center acts as a reflection point.
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Figure 4.30: Kurtosis of the racetrack profiles as function of the redeposition fraction along
the hysteresis curve. Gray lines indicate increasing oxygen flow, while black
lines indicate decreasing oxygen flow.

where µ3 is the third central moment and σ is the standard deviation of the pro-
file. A negative skewness means that the mass of the profile is more concentrated
toward the edge of the target. A positive skewness would mean a mass shift more
toward the center of the target. To illustrate, the skewness in Fig. 4.26 for the
case of low redeposition (Et = 1%) is −0.015 (1.8 sccm) and −0.018 (2.3 sccm),
while −0.317 (1.8 sccm) and −0.400 (2.3 sccm) for the case of high redeposition
(Et = 17%). As a reference, the expected skewness of the Gaussian ion current
profile should be zero, while the calculated skewness equals 0.00023. Figure 4.29
summarizes the results. Indeed, a higher skewness is observed when increasing
the redeposition fraction. The skewness also increases as function of the reactive
flow toward the first critical point. This effect is stronger for a higher redeposition
fraction. The same behavior is observed when moving to the second critical point,
although this effect seems less pronounced with increasing redeposition fraction.

A further descriptor of the racetrack profiles is the excess kurtosis. The excess
kurtosis γ2 of a profile is defined as

γ2 =
µ4

σ4
− 3 (4.31)

where µ4 is the fourth central moment and σ is the standard deviation of the profile.
The kurtosis can be interpreted as a quantifier of the peakedness of the profile
and as a weight for the tails. Higher peaks and heavier tails result in a higher
kurtosis. To illustrate, the kurtosis in Fig. 4.26 for the case of low redeposition
(Et = 1%) is −0.16 (1.8 sccm) and −0.19 (2.3 sccm), while 0.59 (1.8 sccm) and
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1.23 (2.3 sccm) for the case of high redeposition (Et = 17%). As a reference,
the expected kurtosis of the Gaussian ion current profile should be zero, while the
calculated kurtosis equals −0.0045.

Figure 4.30 presents the kurtosis as function of the redeposition fraction and
of the oxygen flow. The increased kurtosis with increasing redeposition fraction
can be attributed to the heavier tails of the high redeposition profiles. The com-
parison in Fig. 4.27 between low and high redeposition fraction for both flows
supports this conclusion. The left tail of the high redeposition profile is heavier
compared to the Gaussian current profile. The right tail of the high redeposition
profiles grossly matches the Gaussian, while the right tail of the low redeposition
profiles are lighter. The small negative kurtosis for the low redeposition profiles
and its slight decrease with the oxygen flow can also be explained in terms of the
profile tails. The smaller tails of these profiles (Et = 1 − 2%), compared to the
Gaussian profile, result in negative values. The further diminishing of these tails
with increasing flow slightly decreases the kurtosis. The diminishing of the tails
for the profiles with a higher redeposition fraction (Et = 4 − 32%) is small or
non-existing. Here the shoulders of the profile decreases, which is attributed to
its peakedness. Nevertheless the peak of all profiles does grow with increasing
flow before the first critical point. This effect is stronger in the case of a higher
redeposition fraction as it reaches its first critical point at a lower flow. This is also
illustrated by the inset in Fig. 4.27.

Finally, the non-return to the original kurtosis (Fig. 4.30), and in a lower degree
to the original skewness, (Fig. 4.29) after the transition to poisoned mode indicates
that the target surface is not yet fully oxidized. A fully oxidized target would have
the same racetrack shape as a pure metallic target, as the deviations in the surface
speed profile originate from the non uniform state of the target surface. If the
surface state of the target at very low oxygen flow (Fig. 4.31a) is compared with
the surface state at high oxygen flow (Fig. 4.31b), it is seen that in both cases
the state is non uniform. However the stronger this non uniformity occurs near the
racetrack center, the larger its impact on the racetrack shape. This is because of the
scaling with the Gaussian current profile which is maximum in the racetrack center.
As for the metallic case (Fig. 4.31a) the uniformity around the racetrack center is
much better approached then in the poisoned case (Fig. 4.31b), the racetrack shape
can not be similar. Further more this indicates that the racetrack center, even in
full poisoned mode, retains a certain substoichiometry.

4.5.5 Sputter profile

What the (re)deposition profile looks like is partially determined by the sputter
profile. The shape of the sputter profile is similar to the shape of the erosion speed
profile ve (eq. 4.19a) after normalization. Its deviation from the Gaussian current
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Figure 4.31: The state of the target surface in (a) metallic mode and in (b) poisoned mode
for different redeposition fractions.
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Figure 4.32: Comparison of the normalized sputter profiles for a low redeposition (Et =
1%, square marker) and for a high redeposition (Et = 17%, circle marker)
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(3.5 sccm, solid markers). The inset shows the maximum of the profiles on a
linear scale.
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Figure 4.33: Kurtosis of the sputter profiles as function of the redeposition fraction along
the hysteresis curve. The gray lines represent an increasing flow, while black
lines a decreasing flow.

profile is only determined by the average sputter yield Yav (eq. 4.9). This average
sputter yield only depends on the metal fraction θm, as the sputter yields Yc and
Yr respectively of the chemisorbed and the compound fraction are taken the same.

When applying the same profile descriptors, namely the skewness and the ex-
cess kurtosis, as with the racetrack profiles, some important differences are noted.
As the asymmetry of the sputter profiles is small (Fig. 4.32), the same conclusion
can be drawn for the skewness. This small skewness remains in all circumstances
positive and reaches its maximum (∼ 0.012) at the first critical point. This posi-
tive skewness corresponds to a weight shift of the profile to the center of the target.
This commensurates with the (much larger) positive skewness of the redeposition
profile. From this, it turns out that redeposition slightly increases the metal fraction
on the target.

The evolution of the excess kurtosis as function of the redeposition fraction
and along the hysteresis curve is shown in Fig. 4.33. The kurtosis for the differ-
ent redeposition fractions all converge to zero, when the system approaches the
non-reactive mode (0 sccm). This is expected as the state of the target surface in
non-reactive mode will be uniform, and the sputter profile will equal the Gaussian
current profile. The negative kurtosis at low flows (< 1 sccm) can be attributed to
the light-weighted tails compared to the Gaussian, as in the case of the racetrack
profiles. The higher kurtosis for increasing redeposition fraction before the first
critical point is also due to the increasing weight of the tails. Higher redeposi-
tion keeps the tails more heavy as they are enriched with more metal compared to
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low redeposition where they oxidize faster. This is also supported by Fig. 4.32,
when comparing the low and high redeposition situation for the low oxygen flow
(2 sccm). In the poisoned regime, the kurtosis increases as the redeposition frac-
tion decreases. As the weight of the tails become comparable between low and
high redeposition, this trend can be assigned to the increasing peakedness for
lower redeposition. Figure 4.32 illustrates this finding by comparing a low and
high redeposition situation for a flow (3.5 sccm) in the poisoned regime. The non-
uniformity of the target surface state in full poisoned regime (Fig. 4.31b) results,
similar as for the racetrack profiles, in a non-return to the original zero kurtosis of
a fresh target.

4.6 Summary

The RSD2009 model is critically reviewed and enhanced to the new RSD2013
model. It is a step forward in the direction of a genuine model of the process.
The following processes that modify the state of the target are modelled: the
chemisorption of reactive gas, the direct and knock-on implantation of reactive
atoms, the subsurface compound formation and the transport of target material
due to erosion or growth. The most important enhancement is how redeposition is
integrated within the model. The combination of RSD2013 with the Monte-Carlo
transport code SiMTra results in a great tool to investigate the impact of redeposi-
tion on reactive sputtering.

The redeposition probability of a sputtered particle is studied with SiMTra sim-
ulations by varying the metal, the sputtering gas, the target-substrate distance, the
angular sputtering distribution and the gas density. Once the metal-gas combina-
tion is chosen, the largest impact on the redeposition probability originates from
the gas density. Increasing the gas pressure or decreasing the gas temperature can
result in substantial more redeposition, especially if the gas-metal mass ratio is
high. During reactive sputtering, this redeposition will impact the poisoning be-
havior of the target and as such influence the hysteresis, the racetrack shape and
the sputtering profile.

The RSD2013 model is derived including a redeposition mechanism. The
model is implemented in a user-friendly, publicly available C++ software pack-
age equally called RSD2013. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) and a provided
manual allow third party users exploit the benefits of the model. The model is
modularly implemented to allow switching on and off different subprocesses or,
spatial and temporal details. This modularity is illustrated with a series of sim-
ulation examples where an increasing degree of detail of the modeled system is
realized. Their individual impact on the hysteresis, the target condition and/or the
substrate condition are presented and shortly discussed. These comparisons show
the impact of the model features on the simulated results and the output power of
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RSD2013.
A more detailed case study about the effect of the redeposition fraction on

the reactive sputtering system for an aluminum/oxygen system is performed. The
RSD2013 model shows that increasing the redeposition fraction shifts the critical
points of the hysteresis toward lower reactive flows. Including redeposition clearly
changes the evolution of the in-depth oxidation of the target. The cause of this, is
the existence of growth zones on the target edges and center. The size of these
growth zones increases with increasing redeposition fraction. The racetrack and
sputter profiles are calculated as function of the redeposition fraction and of the
reactive flow. The changing shapes of racetrack and sputter profile are interest-
ing as they respectively determine how the target erosion groove is formed and
how the deposition profile will look like. By making use of the shape parameters
skewness and kurtosis, a quantitative analysis of these profile changes was possi-
ble. An absolute increase of the skewness was observed for the racetrack profiles
while the skewness for the sputter profiles remained small when the redeposition
fraction is increased. This indicator of asymmetry also increases when the criti-
cal reactive flows were approached. The kurtosis which was used for quantifying
the peakedness and the weight of the profile tails increased with increasing rede-
position fraction, which could be assigned to heavier profile tails. The kurtosis
increases as function of the reactive flow toward the critical points which can be
attributed to a higher peaking of the profile. For the sputter profiles, the trend of
the kurtosis as function of the redeposition fraction seems to be reversed when
comparing them at reactive flows in metal or in poisoned mode. In metal mode the
tails are heavier for higher redeposition, while in poisoned mode the peakedness
is higher for lower redeposition. These differences between the racetrack and the
sputter profiles show that they cannot be considered as synonyms during reactive
sputtering. This is an important difference with non-reactive sputtering.
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5
Future models

Reactive magnetron sputtering is a mature technique for the deposition of thin
films, both at laboratory and industrial level. The basics of the technique are con-
ceptually quite simple and can be summarized in a few lines. However, behind
this apparent simplicity a complex interplay between the different physical and
chemical subprocesses is hidden. Most of these subprocesses are already mod-
eled in great detail and a growing number of models become available. Each of
these models typically employ specific methods suitable at very specific scales.
These models range from simulations of the magnetic field and the plasma, over
the particle-solid interactions to the transport of sputtered particles in the gas phase
and the gas dynamics, up to models for the thin film growth. While often the quan-
titative strength of these models lies in the fact that they simulate their specific
aspect very thoroughly, for describing the reactive sputtering as a whole it forms
one of the most important drawbacks. The combination of any or all of these mod-
els to a global model for reactive sputtering is hardly feasible due to the strong
difference in temporal and spatial scale. The problem originates from the huge
discrepancy between the physical time scale of some processes and the simulation
time needed to quantitatively describe these process. Despite the many attempts,
the so-called “virtual sputtering magnetron” and especially the “virtual reactive
sputtering magnetron” is therefore still far from realization. Notwithstanding the
exponentially strong increase in computational power, a complete simulation of
the reactive sputtering process would take too long to have a sufficiently fast feed-
back loop between the obtained results and their interpretation. Therefore, the link
between the different models is weak and most researchers focus on a small as-
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pect of the whole process using crude boundary conditions. An integrated global
model for reactive sputtering would however shorten the time-to-market of thin
film products, as well as save experimental time and costs. Moreover, it would
give insight in the interplay between different subprocesses.

To achieve this goal, this work presented an other way of modeling. Here the
development of such a global model starts with the most crude approximations
but grabs at the same time as much as possible the most essential features of the
reactive sputtering process. Starting from this, the RSD models which originates
out of the Berg model are gradually extended. However the need to further inte-
grate different mechanisms and effects drives the future development of the RSD
model and resulted in the presented RSD2013. In a nutshell, the RSD2013 model
models the reactive sputtering deposition of a stationary planar target which is DC
powered. The surface state of the substrate and the in-depth state of the target is
described besides the reactive pressure. The processes of chemisorption, reactive
implantation (direct and knock-on), subsurface reaction, deposition and redeposi-
tion, and pumping of the reactive gas are described. The combination of RSD2013,
SiMTra and a ion-solid simulation package as SRIM form already a strong tool
for studying reactive sputtering deposition. Yet, the road towards a genuine RSD
model is still long and interesting improvements, even to existing mechanisms, can
be given. Work has been done on some of these milestones, while others are, at
least for the RSD model developers, unknown territory.

A first improvement would be the formulation of an atomic RSD model com-
pared to the present molecular model. It would mean an increase in particle species
but on the other hand it opens up the way to the description of non-congruently
sputtering materials. Also the mostly atomic nature of sputtering would be better
described. To see it broader, a multi-species RSD model would be desirable. It
not only allows to consider multiple oxidation states of the compound but also to
model multiple targets with different materials. This would result in the simulation
of more complex thin films. In a same way it is desirable to allow multiple reactive
gases. An other improvement would be the introduction of density effects. In all
RSD models the metal species are assumed to occupy the same volume irrespec-
tive if they form a compound with reactive gas atoms or not. As a consequence
the reactive (gas) atoms are considered to be volumeless. In the model they do
not take extra volume when implanted for example. A third improvement or con-
cern is the spatial description of the target. The first two top layers are modeled
discrete, while the subsurface is modeled in a continuous way. A more clean way
would be to have a same spatial description for the entire target. This should be
either discrete in monolayers or continuous. A fourth improvement could be the
mixing of the species in target by ion bombardment, namely collisional mixing.
In RSD2013 the knock-on of chemisorbed reactive gas is implemented which is
an example of this collisional mixing. However also other species are susceptible
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to this effect. To integrate this in the RSD model, the link with ion-solid models
will have to be tightened. Current work by the author tries to tackle these four
issues. However such kind of RSD model does not fit within the framework of the
RSD2013 model. A more broader framework is used which is based on continu-
ous transport equations provided with relaxation terms. Within this framework it
is even possible to formulate a similar model as the RSD2013 model. The biggest
problem on the long term for this kind of models will not be their implementation
but the desparate need for more and more input parameters.

An other critical issue in modeling of reactive sputtering deposition is the com-
pound formation at the substrate. The reaction between the reactive gas with the
deposited material is described by chemisorption where a simple Langmuir model
is used. Other researchers have investigated this topic using more advanced mod-
els, and experimental work by DRAFT have shown the need for more advanced
modeling. The implementation of these more advanced models will enable to
check the impact of the compound formation on the overall reactive process, and
to investigate the need for further improvement.

A final suggestion for improvement is the introduction of a non-uniform reac-
tive gas distribution. The distribution of the reactive gas in the vacuum chamber
has an important technological impact, especially for large area coaters where the
distribution of the reactive gas within the chamber must be carefully controlled
with multiple gas inlet zones. However, also at laboratory scale the gas distribu-
tion is important. Deposition of fully oxidized thin films in metallic mode can be
achieved by a local gas distribution, and the hysteresis behavior can be modified
by a separate sputter gas injection at the target level. As the Knudsen number of
a sputtering system is in the order of 0.1 to 10, rarefied gas flow conditions must
be considered. Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DMSC) seems therefore the most
appropriate approach to tackle this problem. The development of a stand-alone
package designed to couple to an RSD model would be interesting. Such a pack-
age could produce a meshed gas density distribution which would not only serve
an RSD model from input but could also be used within a future modified SiMTra
model. A feedback between this kind of DMSC model and the RSD model would
be the extraction of reactive gas out of the chamber by the gettering effect of the
substrate and the target.

With the RSD2013 model and software at hand, some preliminary improve-
ments are under construction within the research group DRAFT. The first is the
ability to rotate and move some substrate surfaces, while the second improvement
consists out of multiple target sputtering under the assumption of no deposition of
one target on the other. Plans are made to improve the deposition and redeposition
description by linking the sputter position and particle type to the location where
it is (re)deposited instead of using an average value. This would result in a deeper
integration of SiMTra in the RSD model.
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To conclude : “RSD2013 is not the end, it is just the beginning!”
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A
Solutions Berg model

The basic Berg model (see section 2.2.1) is summarized into a set of seven equa-
tions, namely

Qin = Qp +Qs +Qt (A.1)

Qp =
PrS

kBT
(A.2)

Qs = αsFr(1− θs)As (A.3)

Qt = αtFr(1− θt)At (A.4)

Fr = κPr (A.5)
2

z
αtFrAt(1− θt) = JionAtYcθt (A.6)

2

z
αsFrAs(1− θs) + JionAtYcθt(1− θs) = JionAtYm(1− θt)θs (A.7)

with the conversion factor κ defined as

κ =
1√

2πmrkBT
(A.8)

This set equations involves nineteen possible variables. For the definition of these
variables we refer to section 2.2.1. By taking eleven of them as parameters (=con-
stant variables), the model can be solved as function of an independent twelfth
variable solving the seven remaining variables.

Four solution methods are here presented, reproducing respectively the Jion−
θt−, the S − θt, the As − θt and the At − θt process curve. All solution meth-
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Figure A.1: Illustration of the solution for the (a) Jion − θt curve, (b) the S − θt curve,
(c) the As − θt curve and (d) the At − θt curve under standard conditions
(Table 2.1) for Qin = 1.75sccm.

ods solve the six dependent variables Qp, Qs, Qt, Fr, Pr and θs as function of
the independent variable θt. The seventh dependent variable is then respectively
Jion, S, As and At. The remaining variables are considered each time as constant
parameters.

The four solution methods are illustrated in Fig. A.1 for the “standard” system
defined by Table 2.1 whereQin = 1.75 sccm. Under these conditions, a hysteresis
in the variables Pr, θs and θt as function of the chosen independent variable is
obtained.

J ion − θt curve

Solving eq. A.6 towards Jion with substitution of Fr by eq. A.5 gives

Jion(Pr, θt) =
2
zαtκPr(1− θt)

Ycθt
(A.9)
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This sets Jion as a function of the independent variable θt and the dependent vari-
able Pr. An expression for the latter is obtained by substitution of eq. A.2, eq. A.4,
eq. A.3 and eq. A.5 in eq. A.1, and solving towards Pr which results in

Pr(θs, θt) =
Qin

S
kBT

+ κ (αt(1− θt)At + αs(1− θs)As)
(A.10)

A relation between θs and θt is obtained by substitution of eq. A.9 and eq. A.5 into
eq. A.7 and solving towards θs, gives

θs(θt) =
Ycθt(αsAs + αt(1− θt)At)

Ycθt(αsAs + αt(1− θt)At) + αtYm(1− θt)2At
(A.11)

This gives an one-to-one relation between the variable θt on the one hand and the
dependent variable Jion on the other hand.

S−θt curve

By substitution of eq. A.2, eq. A.4, eq. A.3 and eq. A.5 into eq. A.1, and solving
towards S gives

S(Pr, θs, θt) = kBT

[
Qin
P
− κ(αt(1− θt)At + αs(1− θs)As)

]
(A.12)

The dependent variable S is now a function of θt, θs and Pr. The latter can be ob-
tained as function of θt by substitution of eq. A.5 into eq. A.6 and solving towards
Pr, which gives

Pr(θt) =
JionYcθt

2
zαtκ(1− θt)

(A.13)

The dependency of θs on θt is obtained by substitution of eq. A.13 and eq. A.5
into eq. A.7, and solving towards θs. This results in the same expression θs(θt) as
eq. A.11. Again an one-to-one relation between the variable θt and S is obtained.

As−θt curve

Solving eq. A.1 towards As gives it as a function of θt and θs, namely

As(θs, θt) =
1

καs(1− θs)

[
Qin
Pr(θt)

− S

kBT
− καt(1− θt)At

]
=

1

καs(1− θs)
C(θt) (A.14)

where the dependency of Pr on θt is given by eq. A.13.
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The functional dependency of As on θs can be eliminated by substitution of
eq. A.11 under the form of

1− θs(As, θt) =
αtYm(1− θt)2At

Ycθt(αsAs + αt(1− θt)At) + αtYm(1− θt)2At

=
A(θt)

B(As, θt) +A(θt)
(A.15)

into eq. A.14. This gives an equation which only depends on As and θt, namely

As =
B(As, θt) +A(θt)

καsA(θt)
C(θt) (A.16)

If this is solved towards As with θt as independent variable, the following depen-
dency

As(θt) =
A(θt) + Ycαtθt(1− θt)At
καsA(θt)− YcαsθtC(θt)

C(θt) (A.17)

is obtained. This shows a one-to-one relation between the variable θt and As.

At − θt curve
The derivation of the At − θt curve start similar as for the As − θt curve. Now
eq. A.1 is rewritten as

At(At, θs, θt) =
1

καt(1− θt)

[
Qin
Pr(θt)

At −
S

kBT
− καs(1− θs)As

]
(A.18)

where a dependency on At through Pr (eq. A.13) remains. This dependency is
factorized out in eq. A.18 by defining

Pr(θt) = Pr(At, θt)At (A.19)

Recall that Jion = Iion/At and that Iion is here treated as a constant.
The functionality of θs on θt and At is similarly as in eq. A.15. It is stated as

1− θs(At, θt) =
αtYm(1− θt)2At

Ycθt(αsAs + αt(1− θt)At) + αtYm(1− θt)2At

=
A′(At, θt)

B′(At, θt) +A′(At, θt)
(A.20)

Substitution of eq. A.20 into eq. A.18 finally gives a relation between the variables
At and θt stated as

καsAsA′(At, θt) + [A′(At, θt) + B′(At, θt)][
S

kBT
+

(
καt(1− θt)−

Qin
Pr(θt)

)
At

]
= 0 (A.21)
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This is a quadratic equation in At for a given θt which means that a mathematical
one-to-two relation exists between the variable θt and At. However one of the two
solutions is always physical not real.





B
RSD2013

Steady state target solution

The steady state formulation of the RSD2013 model for the target (see section 4.3.1.2)
is retrieved by setting all time derivatives to zero. This gives three balance equa-
tions per target cell i for the surface fractions θm, θr and θc, namely

jYmθm + [Fm(θm) + Fc(θc, θr)]θm +
2

z
αtFrθm =

jYav(θm, θc, θr)(1− θb) + Fm(θm) + j
β

z
θc (B.1a)

jYrθr + [Fm(θm) + Fc(θc, θr)]θr = jYav(θm, θc, θr)θb + Fc(θc, θr) (B.1b)

jYcθc + [Fm(θm) + Fc(θc, θr)]θc + j
β

z
θc =

2

z
αtFrθm (B.1c)

The index i numbering the target cells is omitted for brevity. The average sputter
yield Yav(θm, θc, θr) is defined as

Yav(θm, θc, θr) = Ymθm + Ycθc + Yrθr (B.2)

and the redeposition fluxes Fm(θm) and Fc(θc, θr) are defined as

Fm(θm) = εt
Iion
At

Ymθm (B.3a)

Fc(θc, θr) = εt
Iion
At

(Yrθr + Ycθc) (B.3b)
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The current weighted average fraction θ occurring in eq. B.3 is stated as

θ =
1

Iion

∑
i

Iiθi (B.4)

The involved parameters are described in section 4.3.1 and summarized in Ta-
ble 4.1.

The steady state equations for the subsurface region of each target cell (eq. 4.17)
reduce to two ODEs describing the bulk in terms of a non-reacted metal concen-
trations nM (x) and a concentration of unbounded implanted reactive gas atoms
nR(x). These ODEs are stated as

−vs
d

dx
nM (x) = −knM (x)nR(x) (B.5a)

−vs
d

dx
nR(x) = −zknM (x)nR(x) + j[2f + βθc]p(x)s(nM , nR)

with the effective surface speed vs, the erosion speed ve and the growth speed vr
defined as

vs = ve − vr (B.6a)

ve =
I

n0At
Yav(θm, θc, θr) (B.6b)

vr =
1

n0
[Fm(θm) + Fc(θc, θr)] (B.6c)

These ODEs are connected to the surface layer by a boundary layer where the
concentrations nM (0) and nR(0) are defined by the balance equations

vr
∆x

n0θm +
vs
∆x

n′M =
ve
∆x

nM (0) + knM (0)nR(0) (B.7a)

vs
∆x

n′R + j[2f + βθc]p(x)s(nM (0), nR(0)) =

ve
∆x

nR(0) + kznM (0)nR(0) (B.7b)

where

n′i =

{
ni(1) if vs > 0

ni(0) if vs < 0
,with i = M,R (B.8)

The connection of this boundary layer to the surface layer is by θb given as

θb = 1− nM (0)

n0
(B.9)

The boundary layer interfacing the surface and the subsurface region can be omit-
ted in the case of no redeposition (vr = 0) as vs = ve. In that case eq. B.7
become a discretized version of the ODEs (eq. B.5) for the most upper layer of the
subsurface region.
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One-cell target redeposition
If a one-cell target with redeposition is considered in the RSD2013 model, the
steady state solution for the surface layer of the target can be analytical retrieved
for a given reactive mole fraction f and a subsurface fraction θb. The is only true
if the sputter yields for the chemisorbed Yc and the compound Yr particles are set
equal, namely

Yr = Yc (B.10)

In that case the average sputter yield Yav (eq. B.2) and the redeposition fluxes Fm
and Fc (eq. B.3) depend only on the metal fraction θm as

Yav(θm) = Ymθm + Yc(1− θm) (B.11a)

Fm(θm) = εtjYmθm (B.11b)

Fc(θm) = εtjYc(1− θm) (B.11c)

recalling that for a one-cell target θm ≡ θm and the relation θm + θc + θr = 1.
This reduces eq. B.1 for the surface layer to

jYmθm + [Fm(θm) + Fc(θm)]θm +
2

z
αtFrθm =

jYav(θm)(1− θb) + Fm(θm) + j
β

z
θc (B.12a)

jYcθr + [Fm(θm) + Fc(θm)]θr = jYav(θm)θb + Fc(θm) (B.12b)

jYcθc + [Fm(θm) + Fc(θm)]θc + j
β

z
θc =

2

z
αtFrθm (B.12c)

where only quadratic terms involving θm occur. The easiest way to solve this
system is written it as a single equation in the variable θm. Solving eq. B.12b and
eq. B.12c respectively towards θr and θc as a function of θm gives

θr(θm) =
jYav(θm)θb + Fc(θm)

jYc + [Fm(θm) + Fc(θm)]
(B.13a)

θc(θm) =
2
zαtFrθm

jYc + [Fm(θm) + Fc(θm)] + j βz
(B.13b)

An analytical solvable cubic equation in θm is now obtained by substitution of
eq. B.13 into

θm = 1− θr(θm)− θc(θm) (B.14)

If the knock-on yield β = 0, this even reduces to a quadratic equation. Back
substitution of the physical solution for θm into eq. B.13 solves the surface layer
of the one-cell target.
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